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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to chronicle the journeys often females of color 
to the office of the superintendent, to document how they use the power of the office 
and to record their perceptions, as superintendent, of the office( s) they hold or have 
held. It provides an in-depth look at the females as people and as leaders. 
One premise of this study is that access to education and equity in 
employment opportunity are key factors in determining who may serve in the nation's 
highest offices. Half of the respondents are the products oflegally enforced 
segregation in their elementary school experiences and some were fully educated 
under a system of segregation. In spite of the inequity of education in the "separate 
but equal" schools, all of these women not only gained an education, but also 
achieved education at its highest level, the doctorate. Among other things, they 
identify familial support, a belief in a higher power and the ability to persevere as 
facilitators in reaching the highest teaching job in education 
The office of superintendent is much more than a profession to all of the 
women in this study; it is more of a mission. Most of the women expressed the desire 
to become academic leaders before they became superintendents. They prided 
themselves in having sat in many seats and used that knowledge to guide them in 
making decisions. Those who admittedly sought the superintendency as a primary 
goal surrounded themselves with others who had the technical knowledge that they 
lacked. When in office, they generally forged strong alliances and managed ''power 
with" others, in contrast to the traditional model of top-down leadership, or the use of 
"power over" others. 
All of the superintendents interviewed believed strongly in what they were 
doing and all indicated that in spite of the challenges and the strife, they planned to 
remain and complete their mission. The ways in which they all wish to be 
remembered can be restated as individuals who served others and served them well. 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
Significance of the Rosean:h 
The issues which prohibited females of color from obtaining positions in 
educational administration at the level of the superintendency are rooted deeply in the 
legislative history of the United States. To establish the significance of this study, it 
is necessary for Chapter I to include a nanarivc detailing the legislative background 
which affected opportunities for women to become edµcated and serve as teachers as 
well as a selected history of women serving in the superintendency. 
Purposc of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to contribute to the extremely small base of 
literature that exists about females of color who have served or arc serving at the level 
of superintendent Literature on female superintendents exists, but literature strictly 
about females of color serving at this level is sparse. 
The specific purposc of this study is to chronicle the journeys of ten females 
of color to the office of the superintendent, to document how they use the power of 
the office and to record their perceptions, as superintendent, of the officc(s) they hold 
or have held It will provide an in-depth look at the females as people and as leaders, 
The research qpcstions addressed in this study are as follows: 
1. What an, the personal demographics and the familial educational of each of 
the females of polor who serve as superintendent? 
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2. What route did each woman take: to the office of superintendent? 
3. What aro the cbanu:tcristics of each district held by the ten females of 
color? 
4. How does each superintendent use the power of the office? 
S. How docs each female superintendent perceive herself and also perceive 
how others view her? 
6. What pen:cption does each superintendent hold of the office and how have 
the challenges fllld rewards led her to ultimately perceive the role of superintendent? 
Introduction 
In 1933 Mary McLeod Bcthwic stated, "The true worth of a race must be 
measured by the character of its womanhood" (p. I). These words capture an 
important reality (Cole, 1988). In 1988 Dr. Johnetta B. Cole concurred and speaking 
to the Association of Black Women in Higher Education Inc .• she declared. 
Studying the conditions of Black women involves looking in gigantic mirrors 
which reflect all of our lives. To koow the conditions of Black women is to 
know ajI the intertwined ways in which race and gender, culture and age, 
sexuality, religion and politics are played out in our society. In short, the 
status of the Afro.American woman must be of interest to us all. (p. l) 
This can be said of all females of color in the United States, where equal 
opportunity is the law of the land. While the limited research available does not 
indicate that all females of color share identical characteristics, it does indicate that 
3 
females of color can and have made significant contributions to each aspect of 
American culture in which they have been allowed to participate. Until the 1960s, tho 
participotion of females had been traditionally limited to situations in which no man 
was available or willing to undertake the task, as research heroin will confinn. 
Conmbutions of females, particularly of African American and Hispanic females, has 
been undocumented, for the greater pert, or recorded in obscure documents, which are 
not widely quoted. 
Little literature exists documenting the routes of females of color to senior 
managemen� as represeoted by the superintendency. TI!is research will contribute to 
the existing research and add another dimension to tho perspectives already available. 
Their stories CIJl1 serve as a rulebook, a guide to the code of behavior associated with 
the office of the superintendent. 
Inasmuch as the literature on females of color at the level of superintendent is 
minimal, this study can provide two-fold significance. First, it can affirm those who 
are presently serving as superintendents while also providing infonnation that can add 
to their repertoire of skills. Secondly, it can serve as a reference for women who are 
contemplating becoming superintendents by giving voice to the experiences that 
contributed to their predecessor's abilities to assume positions that defied the odds 
(Jackson. 1996). 
Some research serves to connect the proportion of females in office to the 
method of selection. Popular vote has traditionally sanctioned female leadership, 
while private selection, as in appointees, has historically limited the number of 
females to hold top office (Blount, 1998). 
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There is presently a momentwn for women of color to seek the 
superintendency; women's represenlation has changed nationally from the 1928 
figure of 1.6 pen:cnt to about 12 percent in 1998 (Hodgltinson & Montenegro, 1999). 
As there is more variation among the 12 percent of women who are superintendents 
than among the 88 pen:cnt who arc males (Chase, 1995), one theory holds that gender 
may be the most difficult barrier to overcome (Blount, 1993; Chase, 1995; Grogan. 
1996). The females tend to be diverse both ethnically and in terms of religious 
backgrounds (Hodgkinson & Montenegro, 1999) while the males tend to be White 
and proteslant (Montenegro, 1993). It appears that once the decision to hire a female 
has been made, other issues such as race, religion, and marital and political status 
carry less weight in comparison (Paddock, 1981). In 1993, African Americans (who 
are mostly in primarily Black urban centers) and Hispanics (who are primarily in the 
Southwest) constituted about 2.8 percent of superintendents, with other minorities, 
Asians, Pacific Islanders, and Native Americans, accounting for another LS percent 
(Alston, 1996; Montenegro, 1993). In 1998, the breakout by minority group 
remained fairly constant with 2 percent Black, 2 percent Hispanic, I percent 
American Indian/Aleut/Eskimo and less that Y: percent Asian or Pacific Islander 
(Hodgkinson & Montenegro, 1999). No figures on minority females were given. 
Schools are gender-bound institutions (Chase 1995, Schmuck, 1999). Women 
superintendents do not experience the same reality as men superintendents. Even if a 
female and a male behaved identically, those behaviors would not be received the 
same way. We need to understand women's experiences (Schmuck, 1999). The 
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predominant literature about superintendents has been written for and about the male­ 
dominated superintendency. What has been written for and about men does not 
necessarily apply to women. Brunner's (1995a) study of women superintendents 
shows that while on the surface women superintendents did not appear to be peying 
attention to the fact that they were women, they "articulated and carried out gender- 
specific strategies which created, in part, their support while in the superintendency" 
(p.23). These women did not try to act like men; they learned that "women who act 
like men get labeled bitches" (p.26). Men can get away with being directive and 
- 
authoritarian; women cannot (Eagley & Johnson, 1990; Reihl & Lee, 1996). 
There is nationwide concern that superintendency positions wiH be emptied 
faster than they can be filled during the next decade. Women represent a great pool of 
qualified candidates for the positions. As women candidates think about, seek, and 
take superintendency positions, they need to understand experiences of women 
superintendents who have gone before them. This understanding has the potential, 
not only to increase the number of women in the position, but also to increase the 
likelihood of their success once in the position (Brockett, 1996). 
The office of the superintendent plays an important part in advancing reform 
agendas, including perental choice and site-based decision-making (Carnoy & 
MacDonnell, 1990; Murphy & Hallinger, 1993). Major reform issues center around 
decentraliz.ed decision making. social justice with an emphasis on academic 
achievement for every child. and moral issues concerned with high order democratic 
values, exemplified by equality of input and equality of opportunity. The current 
pyramidal governance structW'c is being replaced with a circular model, within which 
no point is in a superior position (Beck. 1994; Capper, 1993; Hallinger, 1992; 
Mohrman, 1993; Purpel, 1989; Tyack. 1974). Research on women in the 
superintendency would infonn and sensitize all people, men and women. seeking or 
already in the position of superintendent. to issues raised by these major reform 
thrusts. 
In separate studies of females aspiring to senior management at the level of 
the superintendency or at the academy, variables have been identified which force 
many women of color to take a more circuitous route (Alston. 1996; Taylor, 2000; 
Torrez, 1998). Lack of awareness of political maneuvers and lack of role models are 
constraining factors. 
In order to realize the need to docwnent contributions of females, in general, 
and females of color, in particular, it is necessary to review the history of Black 
females in terms of their legal and practical access to the tools, information and 
support systems needed to prepare one to become educated, an educator and finally, 
an educational administrator. 
Historical Background 
Female seminaries and women's educational institutions were the original 
gateways for European American women to become educated prior to the 1800's. 
Women like Emma Willard, who founded Troy Female Seminary, and Elizabeth 
Cady Stanton, one of the organizers oftbe Seneca falls meeting who attended Troy, 
were proud of their accomplishments and had a strong faith that women's continued 
education would eventually bring them full independence and equality. They 
6 
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continued to educate themselves by reading, discussing and publishing discourses on 
a variety of subjects. Prior to the enactment of legislation affording African 
Americans an education, Pennsylvania Quakers, who opposed the institution of 
slavery, offered educational opportunities for people of color, or slaves, before the 
1800s. One Pennsylvania Quaker, Anthony Benezet, in 1750 established an evening 
school in his home, which remained successful until 1 ?60. In 1774, Quakers in 
Philadelphia joined together to open a school for Blacks (Estell, 1994 ). 
Other opportunities for African Americans to become educated and cultivated 
in the 1700s were very limited and were mostly offered by church-related 
organiz.ations. The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, 
organized by the Church of England in 1702 for the purpose of converting African 
slaves to Christianity was one such organization. The anti-slavery movement played 
an important role in the creating of schools and in 1787. the Manumission Society 
founded the New York African Free School; by 1820 more than 500 black children 
were enrolled (Estell, 1994, p.197). A small church-related college, Oberlin, became 
the first coeducational institution in America when in 1833 it began admitting 
women. The college continued to diversify 2 years later when it began admitting 
Black students (Perkins, 1988). The first black woman to receive a college degree in 
the United States, Mary Jane Patterson, graduated from Oberlin in 1862 (Collier­ 
Thomas, 1982; Perkins, 1988). 
A few other factors facilitated education for people of color. The Morrill Act 
of 1862 was a major catalyst in the development of colleges for people of color. This 
act and its provisions for state-level land grant institutions resulted in a significant 
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increase in both Black and White women enrolling in colleges and universities 
(Collier- Thon,-s, 1982). After the Civil War ended in 1865, a few more opportunities 
for education were afforded Black people. The New England Freedmen's society 
was among numerous organizations set up as a means of providing education and 
temporary assistance to newly m:c:d slaves. These acts although commendable did 
no, by any means, provide equity for the great majority of citizens of African 
ancestry. 
Suffrage activists argued that [White] women should be given full suffiase 
and the right to hold political office, as well. They should especially be allowed to 
hold positions for which there was shortage of competent men. such as in school 
supervision. In 1873, John Eaton. United States Commissioner of Education (as cited 
in Blount, 1998) concurred writing: 
The difficulty experienced in finding fully-educated men for the various 
departments of school-work has for some years led to the engagement of 
women in this work on the grounds that cultivated women are frequently more 
available for the perfonnance of such duty than equally cultivated men. (p. 66) 
As history has shown, legislation does not assure equity; this is particularly 
true in the south and also in the rural north. An example to show the depth of 
systemic ineqqity is in the 1888 passage of legislation in California which was as 
follows: "WoJllen over the age of 21, who are citizens of the United States and this 
state, shall be eligible to all educational offices within the state, except those from 
which they have been excluded by the Constitution" (anonymous, 1896). There was 
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little cause for celebration in the African American female community due to the 
inequity of the opportunities for females of African descent to either become 
cultivated (as described by John Eaton in 1873) or to exeretse their full rights, which 
at that time were not, guanonteed by the Constitution of the United States o(America. 
At that time, African Americans had few rights under the Constitution of the United 
States. 
The opportunities for females of African descent are linked with the 
opportunities for all people of African descent. Along the ignominious and bloody 
route on a quest for equity, females of color made considerable contributions as 
vanguards of the process which would enable more and more of their people to enjoy 
the fruits of legislation such as that passed for White females in California in 1888. 
Their original journeys were not traditional; their numbers arc still comparatively few 
and for the greater part, their stories are not a matter of record. The females of color 
who serve in the superintendency today, as Dr. Barbara L. Jackson (1996) stated in a 
paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research 
Association, have made it against all odds. Access to opportunities to become 
cultivated, educated, and appointed are linked directly to citizenship, equal access, 
and the right to vote for those things that affect your status. 
While considering that the legislation of 1888 first granted women the right to 
hold office, it is pertinent to note that the first of the Reconstruction Acts was not 
enacted until March 3, 1865 and that the 13� l\mendment banning slavery was only 
partially ratified on December 18, 1865. The National An:hives shows that it was 
originally ratified by 27 states, later ratified by 7 additional states and n:jected by 
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Kentucky and Mississippi. History has shown that legislation does not always create 
true participatory opportw:titics. 
Much legislation, which had little impact on the plight of most African 
Americans, was enacted between 186S and 1964, I year short of a century. During 
this time, Congress empowered the Bureau of Refugees, Freedman and Abandoned 
Lands (or the Freedmen's Bureau) to provide former slaves with basic health and 
educational services. In 1866 Congress passed the Civil Rights Act, in which a 
nwnbcr of personal liberties were outlined, including the right to make contracts, sue 
or be sued, own and sell property and receive equal protection under the law. The 
Reconstruction Act of March 2. 1867, outlined tcnns under which southern states 
might re-enter the Union; one of these terms required the drafting of a new state 
constitution with the guarantee of voting rights for all races. President Andrew 
Johnson vetoed this bill, but radical Republicans in Congress were able to muster the 
necessary two-thirds majority needed to override the veto. 
In spite of these proclamations, the question of the rights of people of African 
descent was still unresolved as a result of the Supreme Court ruling when a slave, 
Dred Scott, sued his master, Sanford (a surgeon in the US Army), for freedom, 
asserting that his many sojourns with his master to free jurisdictions made him free. 
The Court's Dred Scot/ Decision of I 856 basically stated that the Missouri 
Compromise (which somewhat limited the expansion of'slavery) was unconstitutional 
on the grounds that Congress did not have the authority to limit the expansion of 
slavery; slavery was found to be legal in the territories until citizens voted against it; 
Africans and t�eir descendants were found to be ineligible for citizenship in the 
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United States as the framers of the Constitution had not viewed Africans as citizens. 
Since Afiicans were not viewed as citizens, but mere property, they could not file 
suit 
On July 23, 1868, the Fourteenth Amendment was ratified, providing 
definitions for national and state citiz.cnship, effectively overriding the Supreme 
Court's Dred Scott v. Sanford, and providing for equal privileges of citizenship under 
the law. The National Archives show that the Fourteenth Amendment was originally 
ratified by 30 states, later ratified by 8 additional states and rejected by Kentucky. 
Subsequent Acts were passed in an attempt to correct the inequities and secure rights 
for all citiz,:ns. However, the Fifteenth Amendment of March 3, 1870 was 
unsuccessful at ensuring voting rights as many states created legislation to ensure that 
people of African descent would not vote: these include grandfather clauses, requiring 
that one's grandfather had voted; literacy tests; poll t.axcs and "White primaries," 
which were held prior to general elections and permitted only Whites to vote (Estell, 
1994). The Civil Rights Act of 1875 attempted to establish a semblance of racial 
equity by enacting a law that made it illegal to deprive another person of the "full and 
equal enjoyment of accommodations, advantages, facilities, and privileges of inns. 
public conveyance, ... and other places of public amusement. .. 
In Hall v. DeCuir (1878) the Supreme Court decided that states could not 
outlaw segregation on common carriers; that ruling was upheld when challenged by 
Homer Adolph Plessy, Plessy v. Ferguson (1896). This ruling paved way for the 
separate, but equal doctrine and it was not until the case of Brown v. Board of 
Education of Topeka (l 954) that the constitutionality of segregation would be 
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seriously challenged. During the period between 1882 and 1900, approximately 
1, 7SO people of Afiican descent were lynched in the United States. Victims, 
including women, had been accused of a variety of "offenses" ranging from testifying 
in court against a White man to failing to use the word "mister" when addressing a 
White person (Estell, 1994). Ida Wells Barnett, a journalist and social activist, 
became one of the leading voices in the anti-lynching crusade by writing and 
lectoring throughout the United States against the practice of lynching This female 
leader is a little-known figure in American history in spite of the fact that she 
demonstrated leadership and literacy at groat personal cost 
Further significant legislation was not enacted until much later. The Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 prohibited discrimination in the use of public accommodations 
whose operations involve interstate commerce and provided enforcement measures to 
equal access to public facilities. The Voting Rights Act of 1965 struck down 
requirements such as literacy. knowledge tests. poll tax: payments and provided for 
federal registrars to register voters should state registrars refuse to do so. 
In fairness, there was always work within communities of color. There were 
Black and Hispenic doctors, lawyers, pastors, pharmacisls, storekeepers, and funeral 
directors as White society chose not to serve people of color in ways that were too 
personal, particularly when it involved touch. Even today, after three Constitutional 
Amendments, six Acts of Congress, and numerous court cases, the contributions 
people of African descent arc still minimized. In particular, the contributions of 
females of color are not attributed the significance they merit. Females, particularly 
females of color, still have inequity in representation within the superintendency in 
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spite of Title IX. a 1972 amendmeot to the Civil Rights Act of 1964, prohibiting 
gender discrimination. 
A Selective History of Women Serving in the Superintendency 
Based upon the 1873 recommendation of United States Commissioner of 
Education, John Eaton, women occasionally won school elections even before laws 
clarified their right to do so. In some cases schools needed women's leadership so 
desperately that citizens elected women to offices even before these candidates could 
vote for themselves. In 1879 16 states allowed women to hold elected school offices 
before granting them suffrage (Woody as cited in Blount, 1995). To protest this 
situation. a member of the New Hampshire legislature in 1878 argued: "If women are 
capable of holding office, they are also capable of saying who shall hold it ( Anthony 
& Harper, 1900, p. 375)." The legislature then passed a bill granting school suffrage 
to New Hampshire women. 
Once women could vote and then run for school offices, they were often 
victorious. For instance in 1890 Sarah Christie Stevens won her race for the 
superintendency of Blue Earth County Schools (Minnesota) because, as reporters 
suggested. "ladies worked in getting out voters with the energy of a male politician" 
(Christie, 1983, p. 250). 
As women began assuming their newly won positions of authority they 
discovered that they were held to a higher standard than men. Sarah Christie Stevens, 
who happened to be a White female, lost her bid for reelection because she failed to 
visit every school in her district, many of which were in remote areas that were 
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difficult to get to during the bitterly cold winter. When replaced by a male, no 
criticism was leveled against him when he, too, did not visit every school in his 
district, for the same reasons as she had given. Although she had demonstrated 
competency by improving the conditions of schools under her leadership, Stevens 
was judged on her physical frailty. 
In spite of many challenges, women in general persevered and were being 
elected in greater and greater numbers to leadership positions. Women first won 
suffiage in indjvidual states and then full national suffrage in 1920. Women 
frequently voted in concert and by 1910, around a half million American women 
worked in education in some capacity (U.S. Government Office of Education, 1921 ). 
Historian Joan Burstyn (1980) wrote that women joined organizations for a 
variety of reasons that supported their causes. She further noted that the leadership 
skills developed in women's associations were not cast simply from the mold of 
traditional patriarchal organizations. Rather, members of women's organizations 
tended to minimize hierarchical power configurations while instead fostering 
cooperation and shared power. This is because women as a class understood what it 
felt like to be excluded in decision making. especially in the political and legal 
realms. 
In 1873 the male president of the Illinois state teachers' association evaluated 
the 4-year terms of IO women county superintendents in four areas, and had high 
praise in all areas. He noted that the women all walked into chaotic situations, with 
finances mismanaged. crookedness resulting in lawsuits and teachers in need of 
guidance. He concluded that every woman superintendent had doubled the efficiency 
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of the office, 1111d that some had produced four or even ten fold increases (Anthony & 
Harper, 1900). 
These skills became a double-edged sword An example was Chicago 
superintendent Ella Flagg Young. who brought a halt to misuse of funds and 
kickbacks that board members had regularly received from textbook companies. She 
began to channel the money into school related issues like teachers' salaries and other 
educational expenses. Her resistance to these corrupt practices eventually led the 
board to vote her out of office in 1913. With public demonstrations headed by social 
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activist Jane Addams and other feminists, Young was reinstated, but grumbling board 
members vowed that they should get rid of the political influence of women 
altogether. By 1915, the cumulative animosity of the board members had taken its 
toll and again Young was forced to step down, this time for good (Bass, 1915). 
In the early part of the twentieth century a carefully crafted argument, that 
never mentioned the word .. women", was posited to remove school administration 
from the electoral process to one of appointment. The means of maintaining public 
viability involved adopting the methods and trappings ofwell-trained scientific 
experts, much Jik:e the Taylor-inspired efficiency engineers who were popular at that 
time. It was stated that the superintendent should be such an expert. It further was 
stated that the public was ill equipped to judge an expert. The superintendent, it was 
posed, should be appointed by elected representatives such as commissioners or 
school board mernben. 
This 1909 editorial printed in the Fresno Republican, demonstrates a similar 
concern amona California school officials. Though the author made no oven mention 
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of the word women. he used only masculine nouns and pronouns. When this piece 
was penned, women held nearly 40 percent of county superintendencies in California 
(a little over "one in three"), the elected position about which the author complained, 
and their numbers were rising. The editorial read as follows: 
If there is any public place that ought not to be elective, it is that of any sort of 
school superintendent But there is only one policy in regard to a school 
superintendent or a school teacher, and that is to get the most competent 
person available, regardless of other considerations. Popular election is 
notoriously not the way to do that When an educational office is elective, it 
is always filled by a local man. Other things being reasonably equal, the local 
man is, of course, entitled to the preference, on account of his advantage of 
local knowledge. But teaching is a profession, and its largest places should be 
filled by its men of largest professional knowledge and tested capacity. If 
this happens under the elective system, it is an accident, and a rare one. Under 
the apppintive system, it is the usual result. Our city superintendents and 
principals, and our university and normal school presidents and teachers, are 
usually the best of their kind The exceptions are rare enough to be regarded 
as remarkable. Yet not one in ten of them could have got to his place by 
election. Probably not one in three of the county superintendents could have 
got to his place by any other process. This is a sober fact, but if we want our 
state and county school systems put under the leadership of real educational 
leaders we must change the system. (Anonymous, 1909, p. 6) 
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In 1893, as women were granted Ml suftiage in Colorado, Chey elected 
Chcmsclvcs to 38 out of Che S6 available superintendents positions. The move to take 
the Colorado sµpcrintoodcncy "out of politics" WIS inspired by the fear of women's 
significant collective power at Che bollot. The move to remove the school from 
politics was bom in Che late l800's and grow until its aim had been fully realized in 
the early 1900's. Women rarely received appointments to superintendencies because 
Chey tended to be excluded from the male political networks responsible for placing 
most superintendent candidates. As the move from elected official to appointed 
official was slowly enacted, women were quietly and effectively removed from 
contention for school leadership opportunities (Blount, 1998). 
High unemployment during the Great Depression induced school boards to 
fonnalizc the practice of education and to issue policies barring married women from 
the classroom. Boards reasoned that theoretically. their husbands could support them. 
From the 1920s to the 1940s, the nearly unquestioned acceptance of the single woman 
educator began to erode despite policies that supported their presence in schools. A 
virulent backlash movement soon emerged that aimed at economically independent 
and educationally privileged women, including teachers (Blount, l 998). 
Critics followed several lines of attack. First Chey portrayed single women 
teachers as threats to the masculinity of male students and educators. Other critics 
used Che reverse approach saying Chat because female teachers worked in schools and 
increasingly as administrators, they were becoming masculine. G. Stanley Hall, a 
member of the NEA's ruling clique argued that male teachers would "lose their 
virility" if they worked alongside women. Secondly, they accused spinster teachers 
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of contributing to the demise of the [White] race. In 1916, Walter Gallichan wrote 
The Great Unmarried, a collection of essays about the social problems, including 
racial genocide, caused by the existence of large numbers of single penons. He 
cautioned, ... "They have specific difficulties, trials and,bodily and nervous maladies. 
A species of psychic sclerosis may be diagnosed in these cases" (Galligan, 1916, 
pp.72-73). 
Their third and perhaps most powerful attack joined spinsterhood with 
lesbianism. and thus created a climate where single women teachers seemed socially 
dangerous. The 1948 publication of Alfred Kinsey's Sexual Behavior in the Human 
Male eventually led to reports in Congress, which stated in l 9SO that "cells of 
homosexuals had infiltrated all areas of the U.S. government, not just the military, 
and they posed a serious threat to national security and integrity (Rich, 1950). 
Schools were not spared. In 1953, Kinsey's companion volume, Sexual Behavior in 
the Human Female, was published. New York Daily Mi"or columnist, Lee 
Mortimer, claimed that homosexuals were organizing in high schools to recruit young 
students. In response, the school system began fonnal and informal means of 
identifying and purging anyone rumor<d to be a homosexual (D'Emilio, 1983). 
Women accented femininity and men feigned interest in sports. This 
increased gender polarization affected jobs in schooling. Women pursued gender­ 
appropriate work when they taught in classrooms, worked with children, and took 
orders from their superiors. On the other hand, women who desired to move into the 
superintendency found their ambitions could be viewed as masculine, ambitious, and 
inappropriate (Friedan & West., 1971; Shakeshaft, 1989). 
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Another powerful weapon involved questioning the fcm.inity Of independent, 
well-educated women. Louis Dublin. and avid eugenicist and a statistician for 
Metropolitan Life in 1921 explained that: 
The education of women today is a dysgenic influence. It is leading women 
away from matrimony and childbearing. There must be a change in fashion 
which will make it unapproved for healthy and self-sustaining men and 
women to remain unmarried. (pp. 384 - 38S) 
He contended that educated women who stood outside conventional roles as wives 
and mothers threatened the population with what eugenicists called race suicide, or 
White middle-class women's refusal to reproduce their OMl race. To resolve this 
crisis, traditionalists created a new class of socially suspect persons, who were made 
to endure severe social and economic consequences. 
Women who attained administrative careers found their work riddled with 
conflicts. The longer hours and heavy responsibilities increasingly required that 
administrators have a helping mate at home. An at-home spouse was an expectation 
for a male administrative candidate, but a problem for women whose male partners 
worked full time and customarily shared few of the family responsibilities. Women 
who resolved this problem by choosing a female partner suffered the perception of 
deviance. Mildred Doyle, superintendent in Knoxville. was defeated for re-election 
in 1976 after some political miscalculations and the circulation of a letter questioning 
the nature of her relationship with her longtime female companion (McGarrh, 2000). 
To avoid this fate, women tended to marry and work double shifts by putting in long 
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days at administrative work and assuming family maintenance at niglit (Hochschild. 
1989). A number of women endured this double burden quietly finding themselves 
passed over for promotion in favor of men (Barter, 1959; Broadhead, Heald, Hecker, 
Leu & Rudman, 1966). 
The numbers of women who held superintendencies declined rapidly from 
1950 - 1970. The percentage of women who held all types ofsuperintendencies 
declined from 9 percent to just over 3 percent. Several conditions caused this decline, 
such as the consolidation of schools and the newly instituted requirement for 
administrative credentials from universities of education that often kept low quotas or 
the number of women they admitted (Stockard, 1980). However the profound gender 
role polarization of school employment that occurred during the years of the 
"homosexual menace" pervaded nearly every aspect of the school community and 
undoubtedly also influenced the decline of the woman superintendent (Blount, 1998). 
In 1972, after Title IX was enacted, federal guidelines were established 
concerning the promotion of women and minorities, and the presence of women who 
desired administrative positions could no longer be totally ignored. It is women who 
have served in the superintendency since 1972 who arc the focus of this research. 
Statement of the Problem and the Importance of the Topic 
"A people without a knowledge of who they are cannot successfully 
participate in dctennining the direction in which they wish to go. There is 
great power in teaching young black girls about Abraham Lincoln. but never 
about Ida B. Wells. There is great power in that act of mis.education, for the 
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silence about black women as activists suggests that we always have been, are 
now and must always be no more than recipients of what is done for us." 
(Cole, 1988, p.4) "When we create educational [political and social) systems 
which prepare Black women - indeed all men and women. to respond 
positively to that question - we will have arrived at that place where education 
is, indeed, empowering." (Cole, 1988, p. I 0) 
A disproportionately small amount of data exists about females of color who 
are superintendents compared to females who are superintendents. all superintendents 
and all superintendents of color. According to Shakeshaft (1986) the characteristics 
of women in leadership are noted by their absence in literature. Historically, 
whatever has been lacking for women in general is lacking more so for females of 
color. 
Females of color are deprived of literature that chronicles the route taken by 
females like themselves. Since females of color represent such a small proportion of 
both all superintendents and female superintendents, this limits the number of visible 
role models available for young females of color who may aspire to vie for such a 
position. The presence ofliterature about these women may be the only venue for 
information about this small. yet powerful group of females. It is also a source of 
infonnation for males who are fathers. brothers or husbands and help them become 
more meaningful partners with females who either aspire to such a role or are serving 
in such a role. Finally. this study can serve as a source for reflection concerning 
one's O'Ml leadership or the leadership of others. 
Females of color are deprived of literature that shows how women exercise 
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their authority as superintendent This study will explore the complex issues these 
women faced and the ways in which they came to tcnns with them. The females who 
have served or arc proscntly serving as superintendents mcc vciy human challenges 
inherent in the system. as well as those challenges that relate directly to their ethnicity 
and gender. This study will provide information on the routes taken by these women 
to achieve the office of superintendent, their use of power and their perceptions of the 
oftice(s) they hold or have held as superintendent. 
There is little documentation that chronicles the journeys of successful 
females of color to their place in today's society. For others to advance, a history of 
the journey must be recorded. The superintendent's position is one of prestige and 
influence; they shape lives. For people of color, education holds a special place in 
our beans; there is culture capital in the position of superintendent for people of 
color. 
Limitations of the Study 
All studies are constrained by their limitations. Thus it is important to state 
these at the beginning of the study. This study is limited to females of color, 
specifically African American and Latina females. who have served as a public 
school supcrin\cl1dcnt in the United States since 1972. Thus the study will not 
include White women, White men, superintendents outside of the United States, and 
males of color or females of color working in positions other than the United States 
public school superintendency. 
This study docs not suggest that females of color are the only group worthy of 
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study. While olher underrepresented groups - Black men, Hispanic men and other 
ethnic and racial groups • may also need study, this study specifically addresses 
females of color. It is hoped that a better IUlderstanding of the factors that constrained 
or facilitated the achievement of women of color who have become superintendents 
will make it possible not only to increase the advancement of females, but to provide 
them with guidelines which facilitate succeeding when in office. Females of color 
were chosen for this study because they constitute the largest underrepresented group 
in the literature base on the superintendency. 
Assumptions 
1. Females of color arc not treated as important in relation to the existing 
literature on Men and [White] women superintendents. 
2. The literature about the superintendency is mostly written for and about White 
men; it does not address constraints which disable women and the facilitators which 
enable women. particularly women of color, in the process ofl,ecoming 
superintendents. 
3. The selected subjects provided honest answors to both the questionnaire and 
the interview. 
4. The memories of the females who formedy served as superintendent are 
accurate. 
S. A reference is needed for women who are contemplating becoming 
superintendents which gives voice to the experiences that contributed to other females 
becoming superintendents. 
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Definitions 
Discursive Disiunction: two conflicting vocabularies for articulating 
experience, two different ways of talking about oneself. (Chase, 1995) Female 
superintendents of color arc powerful and accomplished individuals who may be 
simultaneously subjected to inequitable treatment because of ethnicity or gender, or 
both. 
District Qffice/Centol Office: Terms used interchangeably in reference to the 
office ftom which the superintendent of CEO of the school district operates. 
Power: the ability to get things done. Chase ( 1995) found that men and 
women define power differently. Her study found that men often use "power over", 
while women often use "power with." 
Stalking: seven "Principles of Power" defined by Castaneda (1981) to assist 
the individual in focusing to achieve the best possible outcome in any situation. 
These principles arc (a) chose and know the battle ground, (b) discard the 
unnecessary, (c) consider carefully which battles to enter; (d) relax and fear nothing, 
(e) retreat when the odds arc impossible, (t) compress time and (g) never push oneself 
to the Iron!. 
Superintendent: chief administrative officer of a school system for a city or 
county. (Exception: Due to its immense population, New York City is divided into 
32, indcpcndcnt school districts, often composed or more than 10,000 students each. 
with each district headed by a superintendent who reports to the community school 
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board. Some of the school districts in New York City are greater than the entire 
population of some city school systems in other states and tho entire population of 
many American towns. Each of those Now York City superintendencies has tho same 
challenges and political avenues to be maneuvered, as do other city and county 
superintendents. 
Voice: more than a vocal instrument; defined by Helgesen (1990)os a mode of 
getting a visioq across. a means of communicating information and more subtly. 
sensibility. 
Organization of tho Study 
This document is divided into five chapters. Chapter I establishes the 
significance of the investigation and the purposes of the study, introduces the topic, 
provides a legislative and historical context in which to frame the study. states the 
nature of the problem, the importance of the topic, and defines relevant terms. 
Chapter Il is a review of the literature on females of color and the 
superintendency. It will include literature on the superintendency and literature on 
females and the superintendency so that tho topic may be placed in tho proper 
perspective. Particular focus will be given to factors that support the promotion 
ability of females of color to the superintendency, how females handle issues that 
revolve around gender and ethnicity, and stylos ofloadorship that have proven 
particularly effective for females as superintendents. 
Chapter III describes tho method of selecting tho respondents and tho 
processes of gaining information used in this study. Qualitative in nature, the study 
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has two components: (a) a questionnaire created as a result of the literature review 
and (b) a taped, personal interview with eaeh of the superintendents, which consisted 
of open ended questions: many of which followed up on the closed inquiries of the 
questionnaire. The process solicited data in response to specific questions while 
allowing respondents to elaborate on constraints. facilitators and their experiences en 
route to the office. their experiences while in office and their perceptions of the 
office. 
Chapter IV presents the findings from both the questionnaire and the 
interviews. The information is reported in a descriptive fonnat using tables and 
figures where needed and reporting the respondents' answers to significant questions. 
Chapter V presents the conclusions reached by the study, including 
recommendations for further study. 
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Chapter II 
REVIEW OF TI!E RELATED LITERA 11JRE 
Overview 
A review of the history of women and ethnic minorities in the United States 
might cause reflective individuals to amend the last line of the Pledge of Allegiance 
to read: "One nation, under God, with liberty and justice for all White men and 
whoever happens to be in their grace at any particular moment in time." While the 
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aforementioned groups have faced discrimination on practically all fronts, this paper 
will concern itself with their involvement in and impact on the field of educational 
administration in the role of the superintendent. 
Historically, women and ethnic minorities have been underrepresented groups 
in educational administration. Although growing, the numbers arc still not 
representative of their total number in various segments of the population. (Blount. 
1998; Brunner, 1999; Grogan, 1996; Jackson, 1996; Ortiz, 1998; Sbakeshaft, 1986; 
Taylor, 2000; Torrez, 1998) Early studies sought explanations for this in terms of 
myths and stereotypes regarding women, women's socializing patterns, and active 
organizational discrimination which prevent women from achieving the highest 
positions in their organizations (Bass 1981 ). 
Although there is literature that documents no differences in leadership 
between males and females, the research does not extend itself beyond the world of 
White males. Sbakesbaft (1986) and Sbakesbaft (1987) refer to the need for women 
administrators to be able to tell their own stories, as their problems and their life 
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experiences are different than those of men. She pointed specifically to the research 
and theories of Schaer (1981) and agreed with Schaef that there is the world of White 
males and the worlds of women [White women] and minority groups: worlds which 
white men seldom realize exist She stated: 
Thus, for women to he able to negotiate the world of White males is to be 
expected They wouldn't have been selected for school administrators if they 
didn't comprehend and master the culture. In addition, however, they have 
koowledge of a female culture and socialization that they bring to the job. It 
is this world that researchers have failed to investigate when they have studied 
male and female differences, and their absence ofkoowledge of the female 
world has led them to assume that differences don't exist. (p. 167) 
According to Shakeshaft ( 1987), it is these worlds that must be examined if we are to 
understand differences in leadership in organizations. 
Alston ( 1996) states that in spite of recent interest in feminist scholarship. 
there is a paucity of studies on women in leadership positions. An even more 
disturbing fact remains; there is a lack of studies on Black females and other 
underrepresented groups in administrative positions. In the case of Black 
administrators, racial and gender-based discrimination arc probable causes for under 
representation and are major barriers to equal access to the superintendency (Amez, 
1982). 
According to Ginn (1989), the reason for this low female representation is 
woven into the history of the social structuring of this country. It is embedded in the 
history of male and female participation in the economy. in changes of cultural nonns 
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for women's behavior, in the development of the family, and in the evolution of 
social organimtions such as school. Girm writes that the inequity in female 
representation is a hindering factor as the nation attempts to achieve excellence in 
schools; for excellenoe cannot be achieved without equity. 
Blount (1998) chronicles the entry of women into education and the evolution 
of administration as a profession. She notes that early Christian biblical dictates 
preventing women from teaching influenced the early New England Puritan settlers. 
The eventual acceptance of women in to the field in the first half of the nineteenth 
century was attributed to a shortage of men willing to undertake the work and the 
lower cost of hiring a female, rather than providing an equitable work situation for all 
of the citizenry. Because women had fewer job opportunities outside the home, 
many eagerly anticipated the chance for economic independence. education and 
public service; large numbers of women enthusiastically pursued teaching. 
The Emergence of the Field of Educational Administration 
In the mid 1800s, a trend in educational employment developed which 
paralleled the emergence of women leaders, Local and state officials created the 
domain of school administtation, a realm reserved from the beginning for men 
(Blount, 1998). At first, districts, townships, parishes and other small local 
communities administered their school affairs through school boards. These boards 
eventually hired superintendents to assume administrative duties as the wort grew 
beyond what unpaid, elected board members were willing to shoulder. Some 
superintendents had served as teachers prior to becoming administrators, but often 
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local men without teaching experience were simply hired to establish some oversight 
of the teacher's work. 
Industrialization led to in urbanization. Cities built multi..:lassroom school 
houses, purchased quantities of boob and other classroom materials, hirod legions of 
teachers (usually women) and offered salaries to attract men to tho rapidly expanding 
school administrative class. To accommodate this expansion. they increased the 
personnel in their district offices and appointed principals to govern the schools 
directly. They also hirod supervisor, and assistants who each assumed particular 
portions of the superintendent's supervisory work and thus constituted a new 
administrative layer. These new supervisors. usually men, received salaries 
considerably above those paid to teachers (Blount, 1998). This tendency of adding 
layers to separate men from the feminized profession of teaching continued until 1879 
when James A. Garfield, who was President of the United States, convinced Congress 
to pass legislatjon establishing a federal department of education with Henry Bamard 
as its first commissioner. 
By the early twentieth centwy, superintendents had enhanced the prestige of 
their position. Their salaries increased significantly as did the power accorded them 
by the school board. When school boards tirod of an overload of administrative detail, 
they relegated greater portions of their management responsibilities to 
superintendents. In time they even ceded the duty most covotod by some, they 
allowed superintendents to oversee and to control school budgets, a responsibility that 
essentially elevated superintendents fully to the status of business executives 
(Brunner, 19911). 
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Women in educational administration, in positions such as those that prepare 
administntoB for the superintendency, have had to fiwc a number of deterrents that 
men do not encounter. The absence of women in the superintendency at present 
suggests that women an: being seen through tnditional theoretical lenses and are 
being measured against ideals that have historically served men best Thus the 
problem is most often seen as being located in the women themselves rather than the 
content of the preparation programs, kinds of internships or practica available, the 
systems of advancement, the old boy networb, and the opportunities for on the job 
training (Alston, 1996, Blount, 1995; Grogan, 1996, Hine, 1994; Jackson, 1996, 
Mendez-MoBC, 1999, Ortiz. 1982; Shakeshaft, 1989; Taylor, 2000). 
Hine (1994) cites that as recently as the 1960's, when questions of race 
dominated virtually every academic discussion, sex and class were rarely if ever 
articulated. There were denunciations of the Black bourgeoisie, whose voice was 
considered irrelevant at that time. There were no conversations about Black women. 
They were neither objects nor subjects of history. They seemed important only in 
conjunction with a man, an organization or an institution. As recently as 1989, a 
common belief was that because most women had not played football, they were poor 
at grasping the essentials of teamwork. Women were urged to study diagrams of 
football plays in order to develop their capacity for strategic thinking (Helgesen, 
1990). Mendez-MoBC (1999) contends that it is because of the low, almost invisible 
numbers of data on Latina female superintendents that attention should be afforded to 
this singular group who have become chief executives of public school systems, 
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especially when those positions are synonymous with White male educational 
leadership. 
Statistics on Women in Educational Administration 
Title IX addresses gender inequity. To illustrate how imbalanced the system 
is, we can review the extent to which women and men are represented in 
administrative roles compared to the proportion they represent in the national 
population. While women constitute SI percent of the national population (U.S. 
Census Bureau. 2000) and St percent of school children, the most recent national 
statistics on their representation in the school employee population indicate that 
women are 73 percent of teachers, 52 percent elementary and 48 percent secondary 
teachers; 35 percent of the principals, 67 percent elementary and 23 percent of 
secondary school principals (Digest of Education Statistics, 2000) and 12 percent of 
the superintendents (Hodgkinson & Montenegro, 1999). Thus, women as a whole arc 
overrepresented in teaching and in the elementary school principalship in relation to 
their proportions in the population as a whole and underrepresented in the secondary 
school principolship and the superintendency {See Table I). 
Digest of Education Statistics (2000) figures indicate that in 1994 the 
percentage of minority students enrolled in American public elementary and 
secondary schools increased from 28 percent to 35 percent, and rose again in 1998 to 
37 percent However, while the data (Hodgkinson & Montenegro, 1999) on school 
leadership as represented by the offices of the Assistant Superintendency and the 
Superintendency show some improvement in female representation, the increase in 
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representation for females of color is negligible. Females of color arc neither 
reflected in leadership roles in proportion to their representation in the school 
population nor are they gaining rcprosentation at a rate comparable to White females 
(See Table 2). 
The breakdown by ethnicity for the years 1993 and 1998 is indicated in Table 
3. This data reveals that while minorities are making miniscule gains at the level of 
superintendent, they are also diminishing in representation at the level of assistant 
superintendent and female representation is not accounted for in this small gain for a 
minorities (Hodgkinson & Montenegro, 1998). 
The number of females who served as superintendent has risen from 1.6 
percent in 1928 to IS pen:ent in 1997, as indicated in Table 4. It then dropped to 12 
percent in 1998. Data from the various literature used for this study are reflected 
The preponderance of data that provides nationwide statistics, which report 
administrative representation by race and sex. can be attributed to Hodgkinson and 
Montenegro ( 1999). Brunner (2000) cites that there is an increase in women, in 
general, and members of minority groups in all administrative positions. She further 
notes that these increases still do not bring women into administration in proportion 
in any of the positions to their numbers in teaching (Brunner, 2000). 
Montenegro's 1993 study provided statistics on the representation of minority 
superintendents by region (See Table S). These data confirm five studies that found 
that females of color are usually appointed to the superintendency in areas that have 
greater represemation of their ethnicity (Alston. 1996; Jackson. 1996; Mendez-Morse, 
1999; Ortiz, 1982; and Tallerico et al. as cited in Brunner, 1999). 
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Table I 
Comparison of the Percentage ofTcachm to the Percenlage of Principals by Gender 
and Ethnici!): 
Category Tcachcn Principals 
Number Percent Number Percent 
Total 2,561,294 100% 79,618 (()()"!, 
Men 694,099 27.09"lo 52,114 65.45% 
Women 1,867,195 72.90% 27,505 34.54% 
White 2,216,605 86.54% 67,081 84.25% 
Black 188,371 7.35% 8,018 10.07% 
Hispanic 108,744 4.24% 3,269 4.10% 
Asian/Pacific 27,510 1.07'!., 620 0.77% 
Isles 
Nat. American 20,064 0.07"/, 631 0.79% 
Elementary 1,331.281 51.97% 53,684 67.42% 
Secondary 1.230,013 48.02% 18,262 22.93% 
Combined 0 0% 2,747 3.45% 
Source: Digest of Education Statistics (2000) 
Note. Data may not sum to totals due to rounding and survey item non-response. 
This data is limited to response by ethnicity; it docs not reflect sender. 
Table 2 
A Comparison of the Percentages of Minorities who Serve as Both Deputy 
Superintendent and Superintendent to the Total Female Populations of Deputy 
Superintendent and Superintendent. 
Year Categories 
Deputy superintendents Superintendents 
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Female total Minority total Female total Minority total 
1993 24.3% 14.1% 7.1% 3.6% 
1998 33.0% 13.0% 12.0% 5.0% 
Increase or +8.3% -1.1% +4.9% +1.4% 
Decrease 
Source: Hodgkinson and Montenegro, 1999. 
Table 3 
Comparison of the Percentage of Minority Deputy Superintendents and 
Superintendents by Ethnicity between 1993 and 1998. 
Ethnicity Assistant superintendent Superintendent 
Year: 1993 1998 1993 1998 
Total percent: 14.1% 13.0% 3.6% 5.0% 
Black 8.8% 8.1% 1.5% 2.0% 
Hispanic 4.3% 4.0% 1.5% 2.0% 
Asian/Pacific Islander 0.7% 0.4% 0.1% <0.5% 
Amer. 0.3% 0.4% 0.5% I.IJ<'/o 
Indian/Eskimo/ Aleut 
Source: Hodgkinson and Montenegro, 1999. 
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Table4 
Women in the Superintendency from 1928 until 1998 
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Year Percent of women 
1928 1.6% 
1984 3.3% 
1984-1985 3.0',> 
1988 4.0% 
1990 5.5% 
1993 6.3% 
1993 7.1% 
1997 15.0%' 
Source 
Shakeshaft: 1989 
Pavan: 1985 
Shakeshaft: 1989 
Feistrit7.c:r: 1988 
Blount: 1993 
Chase & Bell: 1993 
Montenegro: 1993 
Kamler and 
Shakeshaft: 1997 
1998 
Source: Torrez, 1998 
12.0% Hodgkinson & 
Montenegro: 1999 
•From 1997 American Association of School Administrators (AASA); membership 
data not entirety representative of the national population of superintendents. 
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Table 5 
Percentagg of Minoril)'. Suoerintenden!l lll: Region in 1993 
Region Asian/Pacific Black Hispanic American Total 
reporting Islander(%) (%) (%) Indian(%) reported 
New 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 293 
England 
Mid- 0.2 1.7 0.3 0.0 1,08 
Atlantic 
South 0.0 7.2 0.6 0.3 388 
Atlantic 
East South 0.0 7.3 0.0 0.0 519 
Central 
West South 0.1 0.8 3.7 0.9 1,541 
Central 
East North 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 2,335 
Central 
West North 0.0 0.5 0.1 0.7 2,041 
Central 
Mountain 0.1 0.2 6.6 2.1 810 
Pacific 0.4 1.0 2.8 0.9 1,193 
U.S. Total 0.1 1.5 1.5 0.5 10,266 
Source; Montenegro, 1993. 
Note. Total for all racial minorities does not equal 3.5 percent because of rounding 
by racial group. 
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Shakeshaft (as cited in Brunner, 2000) notes that administrative certification 
in New York State was acquired largely by women and members of minority groups. 
Women earned two-thirds of all administrator ccrlification and members of minority 
groups about one-third. This might mean that a growing number of women and 
minority members arc gearing up to become administrators. It might also mean that 
most majority males who are interested in becoming administrators already have 
ccrlification. It certainly means that women and minority candidates arc certified in 
much larger numbcn than they are chosen for administrative positions. 
Although then, have not been many studies that directly connect the Civil 
Rights movement or affinnative action policies to the increase of women in school 
administration, E<lson's 1988 decade-long study, Pushing the limits: The Female 
Administrative Aspirant, linked the two. Women report that affirmative action 
pressure helped them because it created an opportunity for them to be interviewed. 
Sometimes that was all that was neccssa,y. In addition. as affinnative action 
questions were raised in communities, the pressure to hire from unrepresentative 
groups increased. 
Edson's study (1988) also revealed in its first phase that while females 
aspirants were realistic about their goals and did not see them as easily attainable, 
they knew that many of the male administraton would retire and they expected to be 
candidates for jhose positions. During the second phase their expectations were 
dampened by the changes taking place within the field of administration. Fiscal 
cutbacks plagued many regions of the country, resulting in hiring freezes that affected 
their career progress. 
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By 1968, the American Association of School Administrators and the 
National School Boards Association had published the pamphlet Selecting a School 
SuperintendenJ which gave clear indications to hoard members of what they should 
he looking for in the main administrator. Acknowledging the increasing complexity 
of the occupation, the authors emphasized the expanding functions of a 
superintendent to include planning and evaluation, management of personnel, 
business, facilities, and auxiliary services, provision of information and advice to the 
community; and coordination of the entire school system. 
In 1972, Title IX had an influence on the language ofliteraturo about the 
superintendency. Board members were forced to take careful note of the existence of 
federal guidelines concerning the promotion of women and minorities. Although 
language was altered, there did not seem to be any serious attempt to reconceptualize 
the position. Around 1978, the political nature of the position was openly 
acknowledged and debated as superintendents lost their jobs when different members 
of the community, who did not share the prevailing views, replaced board members 
who had appointed the superintendent. The notion of the superintendent as political 
strategist and educational statesman appeared (Grogan, 1996). 
A Shift in Consciousness 
There are various phases in the process of females of color becoming a 
superintendent including a stage when the prospective district leader changes her self­ 
perception. There is a shift from thinking of herself as a person with potential to 
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being strongly convinced that she has the necessary skills and knowledge to lead a 
public school system (Mendez-Morse, 1999). 
Chronicling the journeys of four Mexican-American females en route to the 
superintendency, Mendez-Morse (1999) segment, the process of n:definition into 
three phases. The first is an event in their early administrative careers during which 
the women proved themselves capable of accomplishing a self-imposed qualifying 
task that demonstrated their leadership abilities. The second phase of n:defining 
themselves WIS a transformatioo of self that involved the following steps: (a) a 
conscious and deliberate decision to become a superintendent; (b) a public 
proclamation of competence to be a district leader. and (c) a validation resulting from 
being hired as the primary administrator of a public school system. The final phase in 
the process of redefining themselves was a metamorphosis to the superintendency, a 
striking alteration in how others perceived them and how the women themselves 
viewed the district leadership position. 
A Cinderella Story 
Gill and Showell ( 1991 ) likens females of color who desire advancement to 
Cinderella in which case their plight is cast in a glass slipper. In the first phase, 
Cinderella enjoyed being at the ball and felt gratitude and awe at the opportunity that 
had been opened for her to become a part of the "normal society." She was aware 
that if she stayed beyond midnight, her dreams would dissipate and forces beyond her 
control would return her to the reality of"her place." 
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Like Cinderella. females of color need a fairy godmother andli Prince 
charming to make the hard work of climbing the educational administration ladder 
pay off. The g(JOd mentor, like the good fairy godmother, can assist females of color 
with finding appropriate experiences to excel. Wicked stepmothers and wicked 
stepsisters criticize, demean and undermine the female of color throughout the 
process. It doesn't matter whether the wicked stepmothers and sisters are other 
females of color, white men or black men. The impact of the behavior is to keep 
females of color in their places. 
Like Cinderella, females of color need the best fitting glass slipper and when 
they find one, they tend to handle it with extreme care. It is that caution not to chip or 
break the glass slipper which Gill states must be reexamined to determine the effects 
of fear on choices for critical accomplishments. The object is to reduce the fear, and 
replace it with support systems which allow Cinderella to tum into a fairy godmother 
for others (Gill & Showell, 1991). However, studies reflect that there are risks to 
women in school administration who become advocates for women and are seen as 
speaking affinnatively for women (Bell 1995; Schmuck 1995). 
Gaining Organizational Entry 
Wanous (1980) claims that "organizational entry includes the wide variety of 
events occurring when new members join organizations. By its very nature, the entry 
process must be considered from the perspective of both the individual and the 
organization. Individuals choose organizations, and organizations select newcomers 
from among applicants" (p. 91 ). This means that the African American and Hispanic 
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females must choose to be school district superintendents, and the school board 
members must select them from among other applicants to be their district's 
superintendent All indications show that this is problemaric. Women, and 
specifically women of color, an, not appointed to the superintendency very often. 
There are several explanations posited. First, men are more likely to seek the 
superintendency and females more likely to see the principalship as the ultimate 
position to hold Second, advancement to educational administration requires 
sponsoBhip and females are less likely to have sponsors. Third, women's educationa, 
and work experiences may not include the areas most likely to appeal to search 
committees and school board members. Women would be more likely to be in 
curriculum and instruction. and minority females in ethnic-related areas, thus they 
would be perceived as less capable in personnel and financial matters. Finally, the 
search and selection process focuses on matching the candidate to the district, and the 
final decision for the superintendent tends to be personal rather than professional 
( Ortiz, 1982 ). 
Leadership is a primary quality of administration. and schools as institutions 
arc responsible for equalizing opportunity bY developing organizational policies that 
support women in careers as administrators; however, they have failed to do so 
(Marshall, 1981 ). O'Rourke and Papalewis (1989) studied nine white females, who 
ranged from rural district level personnel to school site administrators located in the 
San Joaquin Valley of California, to determine how attitudes, values perceptions and 
life experiences were reflected in female approaches to education. Results validated 
that the characteristics of women are conducive to effective schooling. The women 
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identified specific characteristics to facilitate the transition of their vision into reality. 
They were honesty, iMovation. creativity, inquisitiveness, enthusiasm, physical 
energy and stamina, positive outlook, hearin&'iistening, desile for improvement and 
credibility. Most interviewees ooted attitudes. values and perceptions to be different 
than those of men. One elemenlaly school principal summed it up as follows: 
If the world were run by women, we'd provide breakfast, lunch, dinner and 
after school day care. We'd do home teaching, and we'd take care of 
eveiybody. And the men tend to have a much more cut and dried kind of 
approach - 'this is our task, and this is our job and this is what we should do'. 
(p. IS) 
In a similar vein, Brunner's (1995a) case study of an educational community 
with a female superintendent found that men and women define power differently. 
The male emphasized, "power over" whereas the female definition "power to" 
emphasized the ability to get things done through collaboration and consensus 
building. Brunner found that successful women superintendents arc not necessarily 
co-opted into adopting the male use and definition of power in their work. This was 
supported again by Brunner's study (1997b) of2S men and 22 women 
superintendents 
Grogan's study (1996) of27 women in top leadership positions in education 
revealed that the females saw themselves as having to negotiate a series of obstacles 
on the way to the superintendent's position. The participants talked of a lack of 
sponsorship, the limited number of women in leadership positions to model, the 
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inability to separate home and work lives, the difficulties of obtaining certain kinds of 
on-the-job training. and not being able to partici!l"te fully in the old-boys networks. 
Cherry (1990) reviewed the literature on the rolationship between birth order 
and academic achievement, the first step in the climb to the top of the field of 
education. Two studies determined that birth order impacted academic achievement 
They found that firstborn children receive more parental interaction and more 
affectionate and carotaking behaviors from their mothers than did other children. 
Other studies indicated that first-born children: (a) had higher academic achievement 
after a relocation; (b) had higher grade point averages; (c) made up a larger portion of 
the college population; and (d) scored higher on tests of verbal aptitude. Specing 
childron's ages was found to offset the advantage of the first horn. Parental 
interaction and the parent's educational background were found to influence the 
child's academic achievement. 
Maicnza (1986) noted that socioeconomic status may also have had an effect 
on support mechanisms which could help females in preparing for the 
superintendency. Female superintendents from low to mid-level socioeconomic 
status are directed towards early family responsibility and to seek career advancement 
on their own. They move outside the family for resources and sponsorship as early as 
possible. These women superintendents arc supported by the contingencies of the 
feminized profession. They have strong role models such as their working class 
mothers who were employed outside the home and who shared responsibilities with 
them when they were very young. These superintendents from the working class 
managed to combine a high-level career and family. On the contrary, upper middle 
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class women's careers were aided and supported by their fathers or family friends. 
and protected by the family. 
The glass-ceiling concept dominates theories as to why there are so few 
women in leadership positions. In a study conducted by the Center for Creative 
Leadcnhip over a 3-year period by Monison. White & Van Velsor ( 1987), the results 
coincided with those of educational studies in that there were few women who held 
top leadership positions. The results of the study proposed that there are two parts to 
the glass ceiling that constitute barriers for women. The first barrier occurs at the 
general management level, which represents added responsibility, admittance to "the 
club" and sharing perks. In order for women to break through the ceiling, they must 
possess credibility, prestige, strong advocacy of at least one influential person higher 
in the company and pure luck. The second barrier is a wall of tradition and stereotype 
which keeps women out of senior executive levels by placing even more obstacles in 
their paths. Top jobs arc more restrictive to women because of more scrutinized 
acceptability and increased unrealistic expectations based upon the assumption that 
women have different leadership styles and therefore are different and outsiders. 
Scherr ( 1995) interviewed 13 women who were assistant superintendents or 
directors in one Southern California county to determine whether (a) the women had 
risen to a glass ceiling; they could rise with a view to the top and proceed no further 
or (b) there were other explanations for the small percentage of women holding 
superintendencies. She differed from Monison. concluding that the glass-<:eiling 
phenomenon may be a partial explanation for the low percentage of women in the 
superintendenoy, but did not appear to be an adequate one. The interview data 
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suggested that the pen:c:ption of the role might also explain why some women don't 
want to be superintendents; that the women invoke a glass ceiling in rejecting the role 
as it currently exists. They do not want to play the role as cum:ntly envisioned, but 
see no alternative way to enact the role. They saw the superintendency as a powerful 
position and felt that women who planned to become superintendents need to wield 
power by directing. driving. and establishing power. Some of the women did not see 
themselves as wielding power in these ways and therefore, did not aspire to a role 
they did not match. Scherr admits that these views of the superintendency, which 
reflected traditional, control and direct approach, were based primarily on their 
experiences of working with male superintendents. She suggested that more women 
might find the superintendency appealing if they had different conceptions of the role 
and different models suggesting the col1aborative nature of the position. 
The political nature of the superintendency, which included working with 
elected members of the. school board, was frequently mentioned in Scherr's study as a 
negative aspect: of the position. Board members were often seen as those who had 
their own agendas, often represented special interest groups, sometimes had little 
knowledge abqut the school district, and were often responsible for the short tenure of 
superintendents. Those who expressed long-term commitment to their careers did not 
want a temporary role; those who wanted to focus on education rather than politics 
wanted to stay in the education role. Again, pen:c:ption of a role that could not be 
changed appeared to influence these women's choices more than a perceived glass 
ceiling. 
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Jackson's 1996 study of 41 African-American superintendents found that the 
women wore clear that the relationship with their boards was critical to their success, 
even for continuation as superintendents. Many recosna,od the importance of 
nurturing their boards. The composition of the boon!. either gender or race mix, did 
not mean automatic support for the superintendent's ideas. Pursuing positive 
relations with the board forced the women into the political arena, a situation most of 
them accepted as pert of their jobs. For these women, the idea of power was not 
foreign or uncomfortable. They understood that if they did not take can: of the 
political piece, they would not get a chance to impact the children in learning. 
Closely tied to understanding the political side ofleadership is the problem women 
have finding mentors. 
Pence (1989a) cited five vital factors for infonnal and fonnal mentorship: 
trust, mutual respect. friendship, commitment, and communication. Matching 
mentors with protegc5 is very important: educational philosophy (sharing common 
beliefs), physical proximity (will allow for more liequent getting together), gender 
issues (varies), formal program selection (needed structure), and setting goals 
(establish own goals and experiences). Other research into women's prospects for 
leadership emphasizes that mentoring relationships should pull the women involved 
in them into a larger sense of group effort. 
Careful prcpontion for leadership is essential. Hispanic females prepare 
themselves for the superintendency in a number of ways. They tend to be highly 
educated. A study of 12 Hispanic female superintendents by Ortiz ( 1982) revealed 
that 6 had doctoral degrees from prestigious universities, 3 had doctoral degrees from 
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their state universities, and 3 bad master's degrees from their state universities. They 
also tended to have experience in school administn1tion fllll8ing from site 
administration to central office administllltion. The Hispanic females in this study 
positioned themselves for advancement From the penpective of the Hispanic 
female, the attainment of the superintendency is lodged in a penonal need to be a 
superintendent and the willingness to prepare for it. 
Ortiz (1982) cites examples of younger females educated in the 1980s who 
prepered for the superintendency in shorter periods of time than their predecessors, 
They tended to have doctoral degrees from prestigious universities, have spent short 
periods of time in the classroom, accepted administnltive positions besides the 
principalship. and were appointed to the superintendency several times, remaining in 
each position less than three years. 
Valverde (1980) found that many times minorities and women are excluded 
from promotions because of their deviation from white male behavior nonns, thus 
leaving cultural similarity as the selection reference rather than competence. 
Culturally different persons are filtered out. and, minorities who succeed in becoming 
part of the "good old boy" network are those who become acculturated. Historically, 
minorities hav� resisted acculturation. particularly Mexican·Americans, and since 
socializing is a form of acculturation, sponsorship of these individuals is not sought 
(Torrez, 1998). 
Ortiz ( 1998) pointed out that Hispanic females are matched to school districts 
in specific confOX!s. They are used to address specific problems or issues of coollict 
or unrest. In one of the school districts, the community perceived the school district 
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as stable; howovcr, the increasing proportion (SS percent) of Hispanic children in the 
district called for some attention. The two aspects of the context that detennine the 
search for Hispanic females an, "the increasing proportion of Hispanic children" and 
the "call for some attention (p. 96)" The fact that the community perceived the 
school district as being stable means that the appointment is not to change or disrupt 
the district The appointment is to attend to the increasing Hispanic presence without 
fundamental diSIUption to the district's organization. Of the 12 participants in Ortiz's 
study, 10 were IIPl'Ointed to school districts undergoing dramatic changes such as 
consolidation, bankruptcy, and demographic and economic alterations. Two districts 
were extremes of severe poverty and enonnous wealth. The common denominator of 
all these school districts was the large proportion if Hispanic students and families. 
In a nationwide study hy Chase and Bell (1993) school board members. 
superintendents and consultants to superintendency searches were interviewed to 
explore why so few women occupy top-level educational administrative positions. 
One consultant said: 
Sometimes women and minority candidates get an opportunity to go into a 
superintendency in an almost sure-fail situation. The districts are absolutely 
crappy and nobody's going to tum them around They'll hire a woman and 
say, 'Here, we'll give you a chance'. Then they'll tum the system around, so 
they get bombed out. I think we've killed a lot of potential candidates 
because of that. (p. 42) 
Johnson (1996) found that three important contexts, a district's history, its 
community and the organization of its school system, influence the criteria and 
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process of selection. Many search committees frequently focus on what had gone 
wrong in the last administration, often to tile exclusion of what had gone right 
Therefore there was little talk of what should continue, only talk of what should not 
happen again. Also the method of departure (forced out/fired, anticipated retirement, 
sudden retirement, death) of the previous superintendent helps shape the context of 
the search. in some school districts candidates arc not considered serious contenders 
if their race or ethnic background does not match that of the local community. 
John.son also indicated that the search committees paid attention to social class, race. 
ethnicity, and values. They considered whether the neW superintendent could become 
"one ofus" (Johnson, 1996, p. 46); could tile presence of the new superintendent 
contribute feelings of comfort for all? 
Female Leadership and Use of Organizational Power 
Gilligan's (1982) research regarding female moral development speaks of 
female orientation to attachment and caring as the primary basis for moral decisions. 
Women value positive relationships and are often unwilling to engage in 
confrontation or open conflict. This is in contrast to the male perspective on moral 
decisions, which is oriented toward justice or fairness. Winning is important, if done 
by the rules, even if it means hurting or getting bun. 
According to Gupton and Slick (1996), men's style ofleadenhip is 
authoritarian and direct. Men tend to give orders, direct and oversee all transactions, 
as well as make: the final decision concerning operational procedures. This 
authoritarian/militaristic style has been the traditional way of leading for so Jong that 
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any other leadership style is often seen as weak and ineffective. Gupton and Slick 
point out that women tend to have a leadership style that engages others in decision­ 
making, which leads to sharing power and information and involves all members that 
an, concerned and affected by the professional decision,. 
A model of feminist leadership emerged from Grogan and Brunner's 1996 
study (as cited in Brunner, 1999). Grogan (1999) rofers to this (See Fig. I) as a model 
of empowering leadership to characterize it as representing the kind ofleadership that 
is the outcome of a respect for collaboration. In the model, decision-making flows 
from the superintendent's collaboration with other members of the community. which 
leads to empowerment of others rather than to the concentration of power in the hands 
of the superintendent Collaboration is identified with practices of sharing 
information, coalition building, shaping direction, and appreciating diversity of 
opinions and ideas. 
Wesson and Grady (1993) completed a study on women superintendents in 
urban and rural an,as that examined leadership differences and determined whether 
their operational qualities fit the new paradigm of leadership in education reform. 
Their findings concluded that both urban and rural women superintendents possess 
similar leadership characteristics. These findings were consistent with the premise 
that women superintendents arc successfully operationalizing leadership skills that fit 
a new leadership paradigm that values connectedness and hwnan development 
(Shakeshaft, 1987). 
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Figure I. Grogan's (1999, p. 204) feminist model ofleader,;hip 
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Theoretical Frameworlcs 
There are four theoretical frameworks studied by Shakcshaft (1987), which 
can be aligned with the four organizational muncs of Bolman and Deal (1997). The 
framcworlcs that Shakcshaft studied are as described below. 
The symbolic intcniction framework deals with how the schools appear to the 
women administering them, how they view change from one administrative role to 
another, and what chanscs take place in the schools women control. This theoretical 
tiamcworlc can be aligned with Bolman and Dcal's organizational symbolic frame, 
which looks at organizational life as a fluid entity through which symbols create 
meaning out of chaos. This frame focuses on myths, rituals and ceremonies, which 
arc believed in by managers and staff and arc perpetuated within organizations. 
The feminist framework focuses on female leadership as collaborative, which 
increases levels of job satisfaction. This dovetails with Bolman and Deal's human 
resource frame which matches the needs of the individual with the needs of the 
institution. Its premise is that to function adequately within the institution, certain 
kinds of support should be provided for the survival of the institution and for the 
growth of the individual. 
The revisionist framework is concerned with a rethinking of organiz.ational 
theory that adds women's experiences to education. This frame is related to Bolman 
and Dcal's political frame, which considers the multiple stakeholders and 
constituencies in an organization and their relationships with each other. While this 
frame acknowledges the importance of human needs, it focuses on situations in which 
resources are scare. Authority is viewed as an important source of power. 
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The structural framework describes the effects of organi,.ational structure, as 
well as the numerical distribution of women in both administrative and teaching 
positions. This frame aligns easily with Bolman and lleal's structunll frame in which 
institutions rely on formal ways of thinking about roles and relationships. This frame 
is concemed with a notional perspective and is hierarchal in design. It emphasi7.es 
rules, regulations, flow charts, checklists and organizational charts. 
Carter's organizational theory (2000) emerges from receot cultural behavior 
resean:b. Carter points to demographic changes in North America and the expected 
sizeable increase in the number of women and people of color in the workforce of the 
twenty-first century. These are changes fon:ing organizations to address cultural 
issues. (Carter, 2000; Taylor, 2000) Carter contends that the organizations' failure to 
address cultural issues often works against them, resulting in "great expense, poor 
performance, and untenable conflict among organizational participants." Carter 
proposes that organizations approach diversity from one of four cultural perspectives: 
ubiquitous universal, traditional, and race-based, 
The ubiquitous perspective views all difference associated with group 
membership as salient Group membership may be based on such identities as 
women, gays, various ethnicities, but all group members are considered to share a 
common experience or view. Some common factors may overlap, but for the most 
part, people are sepanoted by their differences. This penpective reflects the role of 
culture in American society. Within many institutions, the workforce is diverse, but 
separated. The dominant group within the organization would hold the higher-level 
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positions. The school system is such an organization, although it proposes to teach 
individuals the skills necessary to deal with people who arc different in various ways. 
The universal perspective emphasizes hwnan similarities and de-emphasizes 
group differences. Aspects of diversity derived from group membership, such as race 
and gender, arc not used to determine one's potential for advancement in the 
O'l!lllllZ"tion, but arc mCR:ly used as descriptors, This type of leadership within 
organizations would minimize cultural diffi:renccs among employees and would 
commit to the institution's compliance with legal mandates and fairness in the 
workplace. 
The traditional perspective uses shared language, geography, and the customs of 
the culture; it is often used by organizations that work in various countries. It strives 
to represents its customer, its constituents and does not address intergroup struggles. 
The race-based perspective poses that the cultural issues in the organization are 
rooted in race and considers the sociopoliticaJ and historical dynamics of current 
issues as it relates to the organization. This approach would require each member of 
the organization to acknowledge his or her racial socializing and would make every 
effort to find qualified people of color. 
Bolman and Deal (1997) and Carter (2000) indicate that no ooc frame or theory 
is more important than another. However the structural frame and the ubiquitous 
perspective arc the constructs most often found in the school system because of the 
hierarchal design and the formal role of relationships. Even so, each institutional 
culture ( district/school) is different and each institution must detennine the part 
diver>ity will play in its hiring and promotional practices. Carter (2000) indicates that 
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although many of the institutions follow equal-opportunity practices, the relatively 
few people of color who work within the institution often feel isolated from full social 
membership within the orpnizational culture and have little opportunity for 
advancement (Carter, 2000; Taylor, 2000). 
Thus, studies of opportunities for advancement within the organiz.ation for 
people of color, particularly females of color, provide a lens through which to address 
factors that influence the =-advancement patterns of these women. As the 
school system evolves, females of color may perceive it as operating within the 
context of one or more fiameslperspectives and thereby determine the type of 
experiences they need to enhance their professional growth. However, the 
applicability of one of these theories does not negate the responsibility of the 
institution to recognize the females of color within their organization and to convey to 
them that advancement to senior-level positions is not only possible, but desirable. 
(Taylor, 2000) 
Gender Consciousness 
Hochschild's (1974) "Making It: Marginality and Obstacles to Minority 
Consciousocss" provides a useful beginning for developing an understanding of how 
marginality shapes consciousness and action. As she reviews 12 autobiographical 
accounts of successfuJ professional women - many of who have entered male 
dominated occupations - Hochschild focuses on "why the very women who are most 
likely personally ... to suffer prejudice and discrimination, often resist thinking of 
women as a minority group" (p. 194 ). Hochschild observes that although there is 
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substantial evidence of discrimination against women in the professions, "few women 
in the society at large have minority consciousness". (p.290) She ootes that like many 
other women, the 12 professionals whose stories she reviews express ambivalence 
toward discrimination; some deny the relevance of sex and focus on the profession. 
showing signs of pressure that Hochschild refers to as dc-fcminiz.ation (p. 194). 
Bell (1995) interviewed two female superintendents to add to the perspective 
of gender consciousness of women in school administration. The Midwestern 
superintendent interviewed by Bell stated, "I've never thought of myself as a woman 
. 
I've always thqught of myself as being an educator" (p. 294). She, as well as other 
«outsiders within." learned not to question the rules; it was clear what actions and 
attitudes the reward structure would promote and what would be punished. This 
superintendent felt privileged to hold her position while she conceded to the value 
developing mentoring relationships and stated that she had had a lot of intern women 
administrators, she spoke negatively of women's organizations and stated that "I will 
not belong to a separate women's organiz.ation ... because the real power is in the 
state organization of superintendents". (p. 294) 
The Southwestern superintendent interviewed by Bell found value in meeting 
informally with other professional females, but knew it was potentially threatening to 
male colleagues; therefore it had to be kept quiet to remain out of jeopardy. Two 
acknowledgements arc embedded here: first. that if men superintendents in the state 
knew the women were getting together, they would oot like it; and second, that if men 
found out, the women's meetings would have to end. Gender rather than 
"professional associations" would become focal. The fact that women gathered 
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outside of their work situations to provide support and a hospitable environment for 
one another is a likely reason the meetings would pose a tlueat to male counterparts, 
Racially connected meeting aro even scarier to men. particularly to White men. 
When unable to join an all·male organiwion. the Southwestern 
superintendent paid the civic club membership for one of her principals and went as 
his guest to every meeting in order to meet face-to-face and shake hands with the 
community power brokers. This superintendent paid particular attention to language. 
encouraging others to consider using such terms as "making choices" rather than 
"paying the price". Bell stated that this distinction was designed to emphasize 
women as actors rather than as acted upon; the tension lies between the emphasis on 
ta.king action and the experience of being acted upon and discriminated against. 
From interviewing the two superintendents and a review of the literature, Bell 
concludes the following: 
Marginality can result in pro-equity action if marginaliz.ed people develop a 
sense of identity among themselves ("minority consciousness") and are able to 
collaborate politically to reform an organization. A major obstacle to the 
development of a feminist (or other "minority") consciousness is 
disaffiliation. Particularly in male-dominated professions such as the 
superintendency, pressure to disaffiliate from other women arises from 
women's oeed to prove themselves different from a negative stereotype of 
others like them (p. 308). When a woman's action contradicts her experience 
or an expression of her consciousness, look to the context in which she is 
acting for clues to understand the contradiction. Tensions or contradictions 
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arise from the organiutional environment; in Westkott's (1979) words, 
women sometimes oppose the very conditions to which they confonn. 
Consistency of"fit" between women's consciousness and action should not be 
assumed. (p. 309) 
As an example of female language used language to disarm potential male 
critics of their activism, Hine ( 1994) cites an organization [The Housewives' League] 
which drafted a carefully worded constitution that declared, 
"We recognize the place of the church and allied organizations among us for 
the advancement of our group ... but [we] are not a religious organization." 
They also cautioned, "We arc mindful of achieving political solidarity among 
us, increasing our opportunity of representation in bodies that control the 
activities in our city, state and nation- but we arc not a political 
organization". (Hine 1994, p. xxxii) 
In short. their dissemblance avoided antagonizing male political and religious leaders 
and simultaneously demonstrated a fact of successful communal womanism. 
Historian Elsa Barkley Brown ( cited in Hine, 1994) states that the clearest 
articulation of[Black female] leadership lay not in her public statements, but in her 
activities, especially the organizations and institutions she helps to create. She added 
that it is important to remember that there were severe limits to the power of Black 
women who continuously operate within racial and gender systems in which Whites 
and men had, and continue to have, most of the resources. 
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Helgesen (1990) refers to physicist Evelyn Fox Keller, who has written 
extensively about women's approach to science, and believes that metaphors of vision 
reflect traditional Western notions of science in a way that is distinctly male. He 
"steps back" to view reality "with a clear eye." Keller contrasts this visually 
subjective view of scientific phenomena with what she finds to be the female 
scientist's more subjective approach. her understanding of all life as being 
intcn:onnectcd, and her perception that the knower must alsc be part of the known. 
Keller concludes that vision metaphon are inadequate to describe this more 
comprehensive female approach; terms that imply intcn:onnectedness are needed. 
Gilligan ( 1982) extends her description of the female value for connection 
beyond the l'8'J111elcB of science. Like Keller (as cited in Helgesen 1990), she 
argues that males tend to view truth as abstract and objective, while women perceive 
it as contextual. affected by and emerging from human circumstance. Metaphors 
based on listening and speaking thus reflect this contextual bias, since what is heard 
always influences what is said 
Unlike seeing, which is a one-way process, speaking and listening suggest 
dialogue and interaction. A vision may exist alone, in the mind of a single hwnan 
being; it can still be a vision if it remains uncommunicated. But a voice cannot be a 
voice unless someone is there to hear it; it finds form in the process of interaction. 
Thus voice maybe defined not just as a vocal instrument, but also as a mode of 
communicating infonnation and, more subtly, sensibility. Women's way ofleading 
emphasizes the role of voice over vision. The woman leader's voice is a means both 
for presenting herself and what she knows about the world, and for elicitins a 
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response. Her vision of her company might define its ends. but her voice is the means 
for getting that vision across, and it is in this method, in this concern for means along 
with ends, that the value for connectedness is nurtured (Helgelsen, 1990). 
Helgesen also notes that women's spaces arc not only organized in ways that 
foster and engage the human spirit, they arc also efficient means for facilitating 
interaction and infonnation flow. They use listening both as a tool to gather 
infonnation that had bearing on managerial decisions, and as a way of making people 
in their organizations feel that their ideas and beliefs were of value. Helgesen's stud} 
revealed that women showed great strength in negotiating, but negotiating for them 
was not so much a way of winning as a process that enabled them to build 
relationships. The focus was on both on getting a deal that served the company's 
interests and on keeping the other party happy, so that he or she would "keep coming 
back for more.• Thus. by focusing in the long-tenn interaction, these women used 
negotiation to bridge the gap between the efficient and the humane. This integration 
of female values is already producing a more collaborative kind of leadership, and 
changing the very ideal of what strong leadership actually is. 
Cultural Tension 
Chase (1995) studies the work narratives of four female superintendents to 
determine how cultural tension shapes the way professional women perceive 
themselves. She sought to expose a particular tension within American culture: the 
tension between discourse about professional work. with its emphasis gender· and 
race-neutral individuals, and discourse about inequality (with its emphasis on 
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gcnde!Od and racialized groups). Chase notes that successful women in the early part 
of the twentieth century tended to mute success and pain. In her study of the 
autobiographies of Eleanor Roosevelt, Golda Meir, Dorothy Day and othen, she 
concluded: 
In writing of themselves, these women of public accomplishment implicitly 
stress their uncertainties of the person, denying rather than glorifying 
ambition, evading rather than enlarging their private selves. (p. 9) 
Chase found that while the contemporary successful woman struggles to tell 
their unconventional stories, it is a different struggle. They are aware that their 
success violated the persistent cultural expectation that men should hold positions of 
power, yet they do not disguise or mute their accomplishments. While their 
narratives were gendered - for example, through attention to relations with others - 
these successful women speak forthrightly about their accomplishments. The 
narrative of the confident. accomplished successful woman has found a place in late 
twentieth century culture. 
The women interviewed by Chase ( 1995) expressed consciousness of 
themselves as members of oppressed groups in American society and awareness of 
how gender, race and ethnicity shape their life experiences. Victimization is never 
the end of their story. Talk about discrimination almost always includes an account 
of how one responds to such treatment; the victim is rarely wholly a victim. 
In determining the perception one holds of the environment in which they 
work, it is necessary to also consider the ease or lack of ease with which the women 
are able to describe the conditions under which they work. When successful 
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professional women narrate their work stories, they bring together two kinds of talk 
that generally do not belong together in American culture: talk about professional 
achievement and talk about subjection to gender and lllCial inequalities. Women 
superintendeots of color are at once powerful individuals and also members of groups 
who have been exposed to racism and sexism. On one hand, they represent the 
culture's traditional emphasis on individual achievement and success. On the other 
hand, their achievement arouses the culture's persistent ideological debates 
concerning inequality and social change. The narrative difficulty the women in 
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Chase's study (1995) encouotered relates to what Chase calls discursive disjuoction 
between these two types of experiences. 
The narratives of female superintendents, particularly of color, fall into a 
discursive realm which further takes the fonn of self-conscious and unself-consclous 
talk. Chase borrowed from Swidler's (1986) ideas about the traditional and 
ideological aspects of culture and about settled and unsettled, or self-conscious, 
cultural periods. Swidlcr develops the distinction between traditions and ideologies to 
articulate two models of cultural influence. She differentiates settled cultural periods 
in which traditions guide action from unsettled periods when ideologies shape action. 
Traditions are settled because they are taken for granted so they seen inevitable parts 
of life. Ideology is unsettled because it takes place within a continually contested 
terrain. As a relatively settled traditional pert of American culture, the discursive 
realm of professional work shapes how we talk in ways that we take for granted. The 
relatively unsettled, explicitly ideological part of American culture, the discursive 
realm of inequality shapes how we talk in ways that make us self.conscious about 
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what we are saying and how our speech wiU be interpreted Within each discussion, 
Chase found both settled and unsettled dialogue. 
Klein (1983) argued that a fair amount of feminist scholarship has not 
contributed to women's visibility in a feminist frame of reference, but instead 
continues to perpetuate the dominant androcentric one. Therefore, it is research "on" 
women rather than research "for" women. Research "for" women is that which tries 
to take women's needs, interests, and experiences into account and aims at being 
instrumental in improving women's lives in one way or another. 
Carter, Glass & Hords ( 1993) provided research on the selection process that 
provides useful data for women who are considering whether or not to vie for the 
superintendency. The selection of a superintendent can easily be the most important 
decision a school board makes. Since administrative work is considered 
multidimensional, multiple selection criteria are employed. The criteria include such 
areas as: understanding how the school board operates, how the board and the 
superintendent relate. management of the budget and financial resources, and 
developing relationships with parent and community groups. Personal attributes 
includingjudgment, personality. character, open-mindedness, physical and mental 
health, poise, intelligence, sense of humor, voice, and cultural background are also 
important when considering the candidates. 
Johnson ( 1996), also providing research "for" women, authored a case study 
of 12 newly appointed superintendents from a diverse group of school districts. She 
found that search committees paid attention to social class, race, ethnicity, and values. 
They consider whether the new superintendent could become "one of us"; could the 
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presence of the new superintendent contribute to "feelings of comfort" for all? 
Search committees are reported to favor candidates who are quick, clever and 
experienced in a broad range of administrative responsibilities. The conclusion 
drawn is that both sean:h committees and district school boords tend to assess the 
candidate as a person rather than as a professional (Carter et al., 1993; Johnson. 
1996). 
Johnson found that it is not enough for superintendents who lead to ensure 
that bureaucratic routines work (though they must). What proved to be most 
interosting in these cases was how the effective leaders led through managing. They 
were deliberate in their use of authority, calculating in their delivery and receipt of 
information. and purposeful in their demands for accountability. None of the 
successful superintendents she studied saw leadership as distinct from management; 
none believed that fonnal structures should be abandoned. Notably, however, they 
did not manage rigidly; rather they used authority and structure strategically, to 
ensure good practices and to promote leadenhip in the schools. These 
superintendents' approaches to leadership were shaped not only by the contexts in 
which they worked, but also by their personal styles and predilections. 
Of the 12 superintendents in the study by Ortiz & Ortiz (1995), nine of their 
appoinbnents involved a search committee. 1be exceptions were the two, small, rural 
superintendents and one who was appointed to a small elementary school district with 
suburban characteristics. Without exception. the nine women who were appointed in 
school districts with search committees admitted that the search served to find them 
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and legitimate their applications, but their appointment was linked to someone who 
knew them penonally. 
Unlike the appointment of White males to the superintendency, the 
appointment of females of color has both symbolic and political overtones. The 
position of superintendent is affected in two ways when a female of color assumes the 
post. First, it serves as a symbol for the school board and the community, and second, 
it challenges tfie existing school organization. Due to pen:eptions regarding gender 
and ethnicity, the appointment is often accompanied by skepticism with regard to the 
superintendent's abilities, as well as the suspicion thai she will act to favor her own 
group. Females of color face the dilemma created when the justification for 
appointment is a symbolic gesture. rather than a quest for organizational leadership 
( Ortiz & Ortiz, 1995 ). 
Ortiz's study concluded that school districts where Hispanic women were 
appointed shared several pronounced characteristics. The two women in the small, 
rural school districts appeared to hold the positions because on one else wanted them. 
The remaining 10 women were appointed to districts that were tumultuously 
undergoing changes of one form or another. The superintendents who were 
successful WCJll those who developed the personal connections necessary for support, 
who understood the interdependence between symbolic and professional 
expectations, and who enacted a subtle political profile. The younger women, 
moving through the hierarchy too fast without adequate personal support, and who 
did not have enough experience to integrate the symbolic, professional and political 
skills were most vulnerable. 
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Acoording to Shakeshaft ( 1989), the leadership styles of women in 
administration can be distinguished fiom those of male administrators. Relationships 
with others on, centnl to the actions of women administrators. These findings 
suggost that in general, "women possess leadership styles that..., congruent with 
participatory management and shared governance" (p.48). Other differences between 
male and female superintendents have been noted. Schuster ( 1990) and Frasher, 
Frasher and Hardwick (1982) point out that fewer females than males said they 
planned to become superintendents when they enterod the profession. In addition, 
women were more likely to hold doctoral degrees (49"/o) than males (39"/o) and that 
they read an average of nine professional books a year compared to five for males 
(Schuster, 1990). 
Public School Administration versus Medical School and Higher Education 
Administration 
Bell and Chase (as cited in Chase, 1995) suggest that although the male­ 
dominated occµpation of superintendent is at the top of the occupational hierarchy in 
the public education system, that system itself is predominantly female. Educational 
leaders rise from the ranks of teachers. 70 percent of whom arc women. Moreover, 
the public sector has been the primary realm of work and mobility for Black 
professionals throughout the twentieth centwy (Higginbotham, 1987, as cited in 
Chase, 1995). They t\uther state that it is possible, then, that women's stories about 
power and accomplishment do not violate as seriously conventional race and gender 
expectations as do the stories of women who work in other prestigious male and 
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white-dominated professions. Doctors, professors and higher education 
administrators do not rise from predominandy female ranks. 
A review of constraints and filcilitators allowing for the advancement of 
women in higher education administration and medical school administration proves 
consistent with those of females who desino entry into public school administratioo. 
Taylor's (2000) list offilctors that facilitate or constrain includes mentorship, 
networking opportunities, professional development and trusteeship. Taylor was 
unable to obtain national data on the percentages of females or females by ethnicity at 
the varied levels of higher education administration. However, she cites Fountain and 
Greenlee, 1993; Grogo,y, 1999; and Rusher, 1996 who state that too few Black 
women arc moving from middle to senior-level positions at predominantly White 
American colleges and universities. 
The Women in Medicine Data Source listed among its goals to increase the 
percentage of women in leadership positions by providing a forum for mentoring and 
networking and enhancing professional options for balancing family/career 
nosponsibilities (AMA, 2001a). This again is similar to the filcilitators and constraints 
that women in public education face. In addition the percentages of women in 
medical school administration reveal an inequity that is similar to the inequity found 
in public school administration. Perhaps, the inequities faced by women in public 
education are common to all women in highly visible professions, regardless of 
whether the ranks from which they come are, or are not, female-dominated Their 
statistics on female representation in the U.S. medical school employment are 
presented in Table 6 (AMA, 2001b). As in elementary and secondary public 
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education, WOlflCD are represented as U.S. medical school administrative employees 
in numbers that are disproportionate to their numbers in the field and in tho national 
population. 
BackgrpWlddata (AMA, 200lc) reveals that in the year 1999-2000, 17,433 
women applied to medical school; this rcprcscnts 45.8 pcn:ent of all applicants. 
Seven thousand, seven hundred twenty-five women entered medical school boosting 
the total number of female enrollees to 29,164, comprising43.9 percent of all U.S. 
medical studeqts. In that same year, the 6, 712 women whc graduated accounted for 
42.4 percent of all U.S. medical school graduates for the year 2000. In neither set of 
statistics, for faculty nor administration (AMA 200ld), docs female rcprcscntation in 
educational leadership come close to the numbers women hold in either the school 
population, where they comprise 43.9 pcn:cnt of the students or the national 
population, where they comprise S 1 percent of all Americans (See Table 7). 
The statistics reveal that mentoring relationships arc acutely needed by 
females who aspire to leadership in all aspects of educational administration. Pence 
( l 989b) concluded that mentors as well as protcgcs benefit from the relationship. 
Mcntorship provides opportunities for reflective practice for the mentor. 
Furthermore, in tcnns of improving a university preparation program or a district 
induction program, Pence envisions the incorporation of a formal mentorship 
program to help enhance the beginning experience of aspirants and neophytes. 
Table 6 
Medical School Faculty Distribution of U.S. Medical Faculty by Gender and Rank. 
ml! 
Category Men Women 
Number Percent Number Percent 
Total 65,135 100 24.811 100 
Professor 20,159 31.0 2,664 10.7 
Associate 15,885 24.4 4,784 
Professor 19.3 
Assistant 23,380 35.9 12,439 
Professor SO.I 
Instructor 5,105 7.8 4,332 17.5 
Other 606 0.9 592 2.4 
Source: American Medical Association's website: 
HttpJ/www.ama-assn.ol&'ama/pub/article/171-203.html 
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Table 7 
Women in Medical School Admioislntivc Positions 
Category 
Deans 
Senior Associate Deans 
Associate Deans 
Assistant Deans 
Total 
119 
382 
249 
1975-1976 
0 
13 
29 
1998 
6 
33 
216 
174 
Source: American Medical Association website: 
http:/lwww.ama-assn.orglama/publarticlc/171-204 .html 
Note. The report asserts that there are three unnamed medical schools with no women 
at any deanship level at the time the report was published The AMA used the 
abbreviation N/ A, without further explanation, for the Total Sr. Associate Dean and 
the Women in that position for the 1975-76 school year. 
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Cole (1988) noted that there wore approximately 3,000 colleges and 
universities in the United States. Approximately 300 of those have female presidents 
and of that number only 22 are African American women. The empowerment of 
females of color requires an education in which their own conditions are 
acknowledged and analyzed, no less than the realities of other people. The 
empowennent of females of color requires the kind of education where the goal is 
more than the advancement of an individual. [t must be an education that moves 
toward changing the conditions of our communities. indeed, our people and our 
nation, even more, our world In "The limits of the Black superintendency: A review 
of the literature," Barbara Sizemore (1986) outlines African-American history in the 
context of the struggle for education for Blacks, discusses the political context of the 
struggle and highlights the importance of the Black superintendency to it She 
concludes that Black superintendents must be knowledgeable about economic options 
necessary to <h,velop their communities. 
Three Case Studies 
Brunner 
Brunner (2000) uses Carlos Castenada' s ( 1981 ) system for teaching 
''warriors" to make scme of the lives of women superintendents as they seek: to solve 
the "Riddle of the Heart." To solve the riddle the 12 females in the study, who were 
considered to be successful superintendents by powerful community leaders, needed 
to be able to develop a mind set and a discipline to allow them to get the best out of 
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any conceivable situation. The lives of the women superintendents were brought to 
life as their stories were set within the Seven Principles of Power which are taught to 
warriors. The 12 superintendents studied_,, all European American women. 
Brunner further corroborated her findings by using a group of twonty·nino female 
administrators. referred to as The Assembly, who were interested in and willing to 
focus on [Castenada's] "Seven Principles of Power" and tho data gathered fiom tho 
primary 12 WO!DOn. The Assembly included one African-American woman and 28 
European Americans who lived and worked in Wisconsin and Iowa. 
Apprentice warriors are taught tho principles of"stslking", which are to: (a) 
chose and know tho battle ground, (b) discard the unnecessary, (c) consider carefully 
which battles to enter; (d) relax and fear nothing, (o) retreat when tho odds arc 
impossible, (I) compress time and (g) never push oneself to the front. When applied 
to women superintendents, Brunner (2000) was able to interpret how each 
superintendent mastered the principles. Knowing the battleground meant 
understanding who the "old boys" arc and how to be bettor at "male" tasks while still 
projecting a kind and caring female image. For many women, discarding the 
unnecessary meant giving up friendships, family relationships, and any private 
identity for work: - work that is emotional as well as a career endeavor. The female 
superintendents were thoughtful about their battles and when they engaged. they did 
so passionately. 
Brunnor's (2000) research with tho 12 women superintendents revealed that 
tho key to the Riddle of the Heart is a deep commitment to caring for and about 
others. The 12 women shared power and understood that by sharing, everyone is 
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stronger and no one is diminished. "Much like the way the flame of a candle lights 
another candle without losing light, women move power to others while maintaining 
it themselves" (Shakeshaft, as cited in Brunner, 2000, p. xv). 
Matthews 
Matthews (l 99S) conducted 29 in-depth interviews with women superintendents, 
assistant superintendeots, high school principals, and assistant principals in Oregon 
Public schools. From these interviews, four distinct points of view emerged: 
activists, advocates, isolates, and individualists, which confinned Kanter's (1997) 
wort. Women categorized as activists cared passionately about issues of gender 
equity and actively SUJ)IX)rted efforts to correct the imbalance of women in 
educational administration. ''Advocates" supported women, joined advocacy 
organizations, �nd expressed the view that women bring unique strengths to school 
administration. "Isolates" detached themselves from issues related to equity; most 
didn't see that sex discrimination really existed, and in most cases never gave the 
issue much thought or even saw it as a problem. Lastly, "individualists •• believed the 
individual, male or female, took precedence over the group. They did not promote 
women nor diq they believe in any kind of countenneasures to correct the sexual 
imbalance in school leadership. In reality, these four categories are not discrete; they 
may be regarded as on a continuum that represents the points of view of individual 
women. Furthermore this continuum (See Table 8) represents points of awareness 
whereby each woman's experiences, including her administrative career path, have 
created the lenses through which she views issues of sex equity in education. 
Table 8 
Characteristics m'.Y[omen AdmilJ.isttators. Career fattem, Ill: r2igg of View 
Regarding Sex Equity in Administration (Dunlap and Schmuck. 1995, p. 25 ll 
Percentage 
Women in career ggttem 
cateoorv � % One Two 
C�gO!! n % Mean Ran� Manied district district 
Activists 6 20.7 50.2 45-53 50.3 0.0 100.0 
Advocates II 43.0 43.0 35-54 63.0 55.0 45.0 
Isolates 5 17.2 44.0 32-47 100.0- 80.0 20.0 
Individualii!l! 7 24.1 40,8 27-45 86.0 71.0 29.0 
Sources of suooort 
Percentage Percentage 
entering administration advancing in administration 
Own Own 
Category District initiative Outside Distri�t initiative Outside 
Activists 0.0 83.0 17.0 33.0 33.0 33.0 
Advocates 64.0 18.0 18.0 55.0 18.0 27.0 
Isolates 60.0 40.0 0.0 80.0 20.0 0.0 
Individualists 86.0 14.0 0.0 71.0 0.0 290 
Source: Matthews in Dunlap and Schmuck (Eds.), 1995, pp. 250 - 251. 
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An issue that particularly distinguishes isolates from the wonien in other 
categories is their responses to instances of discrimination. Some acknowledge that it 
could exist for others but many deny any instances of discrimination in their own 
careers, and in fact, are not aware of discrimination in their whole area. One of the 
women in Matthew's (1995) study amwered in a manner that indicated she was 
treated as a token; as a symbol rather than as an individual member of a group. 
Matthews ( 1995) cites Kanter ( 1977) who describes skewed groups as "those 
in which there is a larger preponderance of one type over another, up to a ratio of 
perhaps 85:15 (p. 208). Women in the isolate group have an average of only 15% 
women administrators in their districts, whereas the percentage of women 
administrators in the other groups is higher: activists have an average of 26% women 
administrators in their districts; and 19.5% for both advocates and individualists. 
Kanter further states that isolates can be viewed as a skewed group with the 
likelihood that those in the minority have the potential to be treated as tokens. She 
contends that in skewed groups those in the minority "can appropriately be called 
'tokens'; for ... they are often treated as representatives of their category, as symbols 
rather than individuals" (p. 208). 
The majority members of a group treat tokens in a variety of ways. The 
tokens are highly visible, thus making their performance more public than that of the 
"dominants." Kanter ( 1977), in her study of meo and women in the corporation, 
found her tokens to have developed a "public per,ona that hid inner feelings ... and 
[they] were forced into the position of keeping secrets and carefully contriving a 
public performance. They could not afford to stumble" (p. 214). This was verified 
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by one administrator in the isolate group who revealed, "There are times when I 
wonder why I'm doing this to myself. I know I will not be able to let my guard 
down. And I think that probably none ofus should" (Kanter, as cited in Matthews, 
1995, p. 2S8). 
Kanter (1977) adds: "Women were treated as symbols, representatives or 
category members . . . regardless of their expertise or interest, they would be asked to 
provide the meeting with 'the woman's point of view" (p. 21S). Some of the women 
in Kanter's study seized this chance to become a symbol as an opportunity to be 
included in particular gatherings or task forces. Furthennore, those women who 
sought pub1icity and were getting it. in part for their rarity, developed a stake in not 
sharing the spotlight. They enjoyed their "only-woman status" (p. 220). Some of 
these women then kept other women out of the organization by excessive criticism of 
possible new hires or by subtly undercutting a possible woman peer. This resulted in 
the organization keeping its skewed status. 
Scholars and students of social interaction often assume that marginalized 
people will hold enlightened perspectives and offer special insight into the unequal 
social arrangements we all inhabit. Ferguson (1984) summarizes these assumptions: 
Those who arc marginal in the dominant society, who experience life in more 
than one "world," have access to more than one point of view. Thus those 
who slllnd on the fringes of established roles can offer insights less available 
to individuals more thoroughly and consistently integrated into the established 
categories. (p. 178) 
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Jackson 
Jackson (1996) conducted a study to gather data on African American females 
�o had served or were serving as superintendents in American public education. 
Twenty-seven, current in the year 1993-1994, and 14 fonner superintendents 
participated in the study, resulting in a total of 41 participants. 
Both the cWTCnt and the fonner superintendents indicated extensive 
educational preparation for high-level administrative positions. All 41 had master's 
degrees, with 3 having more than one and 8 having the education specialist's degree 
or diploma Eighteen of the current and 13 of the fonner superintendents had 
completed the doctorate. Three more indicated that they had done their course work 
for the doctorete and only needed to writc the dissertation. The average time that 
lapsed between receiving their bachelor's degree and the doctorate was 20 years, with 
a range from 7 to 37 years. Most of the women received their doctorates from well­ 
known institutions. There was diversity in the institutions from which they received 
their undcrgra4uate education. Sixteen of the women attended Black colleges. The 
undergraduate majors were also diversified. 
All of the women in Jackson's (1996) study began their career in education as 
teachers, serving from several to 14 years. Almost all followed a career path to the 
superintendency by becoming principals. Their tenure as principols varied 
considerably, with some staying for just a few years before moving to a central office 
position; however, some were principals for as long as 10 years. A fair number 
served as principe.ls in more than one school, and io some instances, in more than one 
school system. At least half served as an assistant, associate, or deputy 
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superintendent. usually in the system in which they became the superintendent. Prior 
to being appointed superintendent, a number held positions as state department 
administrators, or they were outside of the educational system in positions such as 
caseworkers., researchers, or even in business. At least two held positions with the 
US Department of Education. 
Almost all belonged. to the major professional organizations, such as the 
American Association of School Administrators (AASA), the Association for 
Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD), Phi Delta Kappa, the National 
Alliance ofBl'!Ck School Educators, and other state and local organizations. Almost 
all were involved with local organizations that may influence school policy, such as 
the Chamber of Commerce, Rotary, Kiwanis, United Way, YMCA and other youth­ 
serving organizations, the local library, a hospital or mental health clinic board, the 
Urban League, the NAACP and the League of Women Voters. Many mentioned 
membership in the major black sororities and a church affiliation. with a great number 
serving on governing boards. 
Families and the church were credited as facilitators. It was in the church that 
many got leadership training while performing in plays, participating in Sunday 
school pageants, speaking before the congregation and singing in the choir. Several 
women found encouragement in the schools, especially if they attended segregated 
ones. Several mentioned support fonn their university professors. 
Jackson's 1996 study identified that most of their leadership styles are 
participatory and inclusive. Many were highly visible in the schools within the 
district. They tended to view themselves as in a powerful position that could make a 
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difference in young people's Jives. The women were clear that their relationship with 
the board was critical to their success. Many recognized the importance of nurturing 
their boards. Most of them accepted politics as a part of the job. One stated, "While 
we want the children to learn and all of that, ifwe don't take care of the political 
piece, we don'f get a chance to impact the children in learning" (p. 151). 
Closing the Review of Related Literature 
Prior to Jackson, Bell and Chase (as cited in Sherr, 1995) in a 1989 study of 
women superintendents found that women superintendents talked about •• trusting and 
investing in their staff members" (p. 319), frequently used teaching metaphor.; and 
integrated "a focus on followers with a focus on achieving tasks. They recognized, 
for example. that .. an organiz.ation is its followers" (p. 319). When they felt it 
necessary, they confonned to •• bureaucratic norms, procedures and language" but they 
also resisted "the dehumanizing aspects of bureaucracy" (p.319). They employed 
strategies such as the "de-emphasized hierarchy, that facilitate the participation and 
growth of the staff and that emphasize the value of staff contributions and abilities" 
(p.319). They also admitted that shared decision making reduced demands on their 
time. 
Kamler and Shakeshaft (1998) completed a study on the role of the search 
committee in the hiring of superintendents for school districts. They found that 
females had IO to 20 years of teaching experience. At age SS to 60 they're applying 
for the superintendency while males are retiring from the superintendency at this 
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same age. School boards are replacing males who retire at age 55 and women are 
applying for the first time at age SS without experience as a superintendent. 
Because of a lack of female superinteodeots, moving from their "outsider 
within" status and beyond the glass ceiling and walls, much is required on the part of 
the individual and on the establishment, and the ways of the old will not do. Also, 
African Amerii:an and Hispanic women must be treated as separate groups, each 
group unto itself. bell hooks (1981) notes that, "In much of the literature written by 
White women on the •woman question' from the I9*centuryto the present day, 
authors will refer to 'white men' but use the word 'woman' when they really mean 
'white woman.' Concurrently the tenn 'blacks' is often made synonymous with 
b�k men" (p.140). There are no words that are synonymous with either African 
American or Hispanic femaleness. Frameworks arc long overdue and are desperately 
needed which allow for a truer analysis of their perceptions of leadership. Literature 
on female superintendents of color will serve as a foundation of support for the 
changes occuil'ing in educational administration at this time in history. 
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Chapterm 
RESEARCH 
Research Design and Methodology 
Ten ethnographic case studies have been done on females of color who either 
have served or presently SCl'YC as superintendent. Information recorded in each case 
study was retri�ed from an in-depth questionnaire and a two-hour interview. The 
research questions as follows: 
I. What are the personal demographics and the familial educational 
backgrounds of each of the females of color who serve as superintendent? 
2. What route did each woman take to the office of superintendent? 
3. What arc the characteristics of each district held by the ten females of 
color? 
4. How does each superintendent use the power of the office? 
S. How does each female superintendent perceive herself and also perceive 
how others view her? 
6. Whal perception does each superintendent hold of the office and how have 
the challenges and rewards led her to ultimately perceive the role of superintendent? 
Selection of the Superintendents 
Prior to the selection oftbe 10 participants. the investigator conducted a 
thorough review of the literature pertaining to females, in general, and specifically to 
females of color who have served as public school superintendents in the United 
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States. At the conclusion of that review, the following criteria were established for 
the selection of the superintendents for this study: (a) The females of color must have 
served in the position ofsuperintendent since 1972, the year in which Title IX. which 
established federal guidelines conccming the promotion of women and minorities, 
was enacted; end (b) the jury of experts must recommend the superintendents as 
worthy of study. 
The Jury of Experts 
In an effort to limit the selection to 10 representatives of the field, the 
researcher selected to persons within the continental United States who are connected 
to educational pd.ministration to assist in the identification of the superintendents. 
This selected jury of experts was composed of the following individuals 
(alphabetically): (a) Linda V. Bain. Trustee: Books for Kids and Consultant: Mid­ 
Manhattan Adult Education Center; (b) Dennis L. Berry, former Dean of LaGuardia 
Community College; presently Director of National Programs, Office of Vocational 
and Adult Education. Washington, D.C.; (c) Eugene M. Brown, former Principal, 
Community School District 5, New York City Board of Education; (d) Kim van 
Doorn, President of the Board of Trustees of the Reach Charter School, New York 
City; (e) Ronald Eaton. Associate Superintendent of Student Services, Southern 
Westchester, New York. BOCES; (f) Dr. Virginia Hanly, former Deputy 
Superintendent Community School District 19, New York City Board of Education; 
presently Director of Gear Up, New York University; (g) Janice Tudy Jackson. 
Mediator for several university systems as well as school districts throughout the 
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United States.; (h) Zella Jackson, former Deputy Superintendent Community School 
Dislrict 5, New York City Board of Education; (i) Diane B. Miles, Diroctor of 
Personnel, Plano Independent School District, (TX)); (j) James B. Taylor, Principal, 
Woodside Elementary School; Peekskill, New York. 
The selection of the jwy of experts was based upon the experience of the 
individuals in administration, either directly or in close association with public 
education. These were also individuals who were known by the researcher to have 
worked directly with female public school administrators, either superintendents 
and/or school board presidents who were female. This work would enable them to be 
familiar with the leadership of female superintendents on a first hand basis. 
Procedures 
A letter of explanation with respect to the proposed dissertation was sent to 
this panel of experts along with a survey form requesting that they list 
superintendents who fit the criteria listed above as possible candidates for study. A 
list of24 superintendents emerged from this survey. The results of the survey were 
tabulated and ranked from the greatest number of recommendations to the least. The 
IO superintendents selected were those most frequently chosen by the panel, who also 
agreed to participate in the study. In all, 13 candidates were approached. If a 
candidate was pot available to participate. the next candidate on the list was 
approached until IO candidates agreed to participate. Each candidate was sent a letter 
of solicitation, a stamped self-addressed response form, and an Informed Consent 
Form, informing them of their right to withdraw from the study at any time without 
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prejudice. Upon agreeing to participate, the respoodent was sent a letter of thanks, a 
fonn from which to select a convenient date for the face.to-face interview, stamped, 
self-address return materials, and both sets of questions to allow the respondent time 
for reflection. The interviewer traveled to the office of the responding superintendent 
on the agreed date and hour and interviewed the respondent in her environment 
The researcher developed the in-depth questionnaire (See Appendix A) and 
interview questions (See Appendix 8). The questions evolved from the literature. 
These questions were submitted to the jury of experts to confinn their clarity and 
relevance to th� topic. The jury of experts was allowed to suggest additional 
questions or to challenge the relevance of a question on either protocol. A pilot 
group, comprised of five members of the jury of experts, was then used to detennioe 
the necessary time frames for the completion of both the questionnaire and the 
interview. At that point. the questionnaire and interview questions were submitted to 
the Dissertation Committee for approval. 
The interviews solicited data in response to certain questions while allowing 
respondents to elaborate on key ideas. The questionnaire was designed to elicit 
demographic data or to ascertain facts and opinions, some of which were later 
elaborated on during the interview. All dialogue was taped and analyzed for content 
that needed to be clarified. Clarification, if needed, was to be made by a follow up 
phone call. Transcripts were submitted to the respondents and corrections were made 
prior to publication. Descriptive research is used to present the information gained 
during this study. 
Credibility and confinnability were strengthened by: (a) Recording and 
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transcribing interviews, (b) establishing clearly defined categories on the 
questionnaire, ( c) probing for clarification and additional infonnation, and (d) well­ 
organized record keeping. 
Credibility 
The researcher probed for clarification by using the jury of experts and a pilot 
group to aid in designing clear and relevant questions that were asked of the 
participants. Questions were presented in two forms: (a) a self-administered, in-depth 
questionnaire and (b) a personal interview. The jury of experts eliminated 
ambiguously worded questions. Questions to be answered during the personal 
interview were submitted to the superintendents at the same time as the questionnaire. 
This enabled them to gather material to support the infonnation they provided. The 
submission of material was optional. To further improve trustworthiness in this 
study. the researcher recorded and transcribed all interview data verbatim, attempting 
to resist the urge to incorporate subjective interpretations of the raw data Prior to 
publication. the transcripts were given to each superintendent to allow her to clarify 
any answer that was other than what she intended. 
Confinnability 
Confinnability questions whether the researcher can be sure if the findings 
were truly the result of the participant's reflections rather than a product of the 
researcher's own biases (Torrez, 1998). There was attention to accuracy in data 
collection by the researcher. The researcher attempted to clarify statements during 
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the interview to avoid confusion. Tape recordings and verbatim transcripts of all 
interviewees serve to aid confinnability. Confinnabitity was also improved by 
maintaining well-organized records. Every participant has a labeled folder that 
maintains a specific order of forms, documents and transcripts. In the event that a 
respondent wished to further clarify an answer after reviewing the transcripts, such 
clarification was dated and placed in the respondent's folder prior to publication. 
Confidentiality 
. 
Each interview survey was given an alphabet as a code that was used as 
identification in the data gathering. Only one list was maintained of the names of the 
participants with corresponding identification codes. This list was kept separate from 
the rest of the research and filed in a cabinet in the home of the researcher. While 
transcribing the interviews, the researcher took particular care to eliminate any 
reference to exact locations or other infonnation which might identify the 
respondents. Only segments of the transcripts will be recorded in the body of the 
dissertation due to the limited numbers of females of color who serve as 
superintendent; mention of their greatest challenges and accomplishments might 
identify them. To enhance the study and also maintain confidentiality, the 
respondents' answers to specific questions in Chapter IV are given alphabetically and 
are written verbatim. The researcher took care not to bias the study by selecting only 
a portion of the interviewee's response. The entire response to a selected question was 
included verbatim in the dis.,ertation. Complete copies of the transcript will remain in 
a locked file cabinet in the researcher's home for a period not to exceed 3 years. 
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Chapter IV 
RESULTS 
This chapter presents the infonnation gathered about the ten females of color 
who serve as superintendent in the American public school system. The findings, 
gathered from an in-depth questionnaire and an interview that ranged from I to 2 
hours, provide answers to the five research questions at the heart of this study. 
I. What are the personal demographics and the familial educational 
backgrounds of each of the females of color who serve as superintendent? 
2. WhaJ route did each woman take to the office of superintendent? 
3. What are the characteristics of each district held by the ten females of 
color" 
4. How does each superintendent use the power of the office? 
5. How does each female superintendent perceive herself and also perceive 
how others view her? 
6. What perception does each superintendent hold of the office and how have 
the challenges and rewards led her to ultimately perceive the role of superintendent? 
Fonnat of the Investigation 
lnfonnation from the investigation will be group to respond to the research 
questions and will be explained in narrative fonn prior to being presented in a graphic 
fonnat. The graphic presentation wi11 allow for the juxtaposition of all of the 
responses. Each narrative sunumuy will include: (a) the percentage of females in 
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each of the demographic categories, and (b) excerpts, when applicable, from the 
interviews to allow the superintendents to elaborate on the findings. providing insight 
into the perceptions and feeling of these educational chieftains. 
Resean:h Question I : What are the pcoonal demoaraphics and the familial 
educational backgrounds of each of the females of color who serve as superintendent? 
Table 9 presents personal data on each superintendent. The categories of 
information are ethnicity, age, number of siblings, birth order, marital status, number 
of childron and the setting in which the respondents grew up. Ninety percent of the 
respondents were Afiicao-American and 10 percent were Latina. The ages of the 
females who are presently serving range from 49 to 58 years. The two retired 
superintendents are at least 20 years older than the current superintendents. Fifty 
percent of the superintendents were the firstborn. Seventy percent were married. 
One was single, one, divorced and the third. widowed, accounting for the other 30 
percent. The number of children they had ranged from Oto S. The five children were 
the result of a blended family created by a second marriage. Fifty percent gave birth 
to I child, 30 percent gave birth to 2 children and 20 percent were childless. None of 
the superintendents reported growing up in a rural area. Ninety percent grew up in 
large cities or urban areas, while 10 percent grew up in a suburban area. 
Table 10 describes the racial compositions, funding source of the school and 
the genders included in the schools attended by the respondents in elementary, high 
school and college. There were equal percentages of superintendents attending 
segregated elementary schools and those attending racially mixed schools. Of the 
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five attending segregated schools, all of them attended schools that were segregated 
by law. Ninety percent of the superinlendents attended co-ed, public elemental)' 
schools. Ten percent attended a co-cd, private elemental)' school. Sixty percent of 
the females attended co-ed, racially mixed high schools, IO percent attended a single 
sex, racially mixed high school and 30 percent attended co-cd, segregated public 
schools. Ofthc three who attended segregated schools, law segregated two and 
housing segregated one. Forty percent of the respondents attended racially mixed 
state undergraduate instiMions and forty percent attended racially mixed private 
undergraduate institutions. Twenty percent attended Black, private undergraduate 
schools. Eighty percent attended colleges and 20 percent attended universities. 
Table 11 gives the highest education attained by the respondents, each parenl, 
each grandparcnl and the highest degree attained by a sibling. All of the female either 
have doctorates or have completed course work for the degree and are working on 
dissertations at this time. Seventy percent have doctoral degrees and 30 percent are 
presently writing dissertations. Thirty percent of the mothers of the respondents had 
earned masters degrees. Ten percent had earned a nursing degree, IO percent had 
earned an associate arts degree, and 10 percent has experienced some college 
education. Forty percent of the respondents' mothers did not finish high school. 
Only 20 percent of the respondents' fathers earned a BA. Thirty perccnl had some 
exposure lo college and IO percent had a high school diploma. Forty percenl of the 
fathers did nol complete high school. Of the IO respondents, 4 of them came from 
families where neither parent earned a high school diploma. The educational 
attainment of the grandparents ranged from third grade to a masters degree. Of the 36 
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grandparents, 18 ( or half) had attained an education of junior high school or less, 7 
had completed high school, I had some exposure to college, 2 had camcd college 
degrees and I had camed a masters. The outliers were the case where all four of the 
grandparents were freed slaves and had been legally denied the right to a formal 
education. The highest degree earned by a sibling ranged from an associate arts 
degROCtoanMD. 
Table 12 presents miscellaneous infonnation about each superintendent. The 
categories of infonnation given are the number of honorary degrees, where their 
writings, if any, ere published, the number oflanguagcs spoken, the number of 
countries visited, and the number of jobs held outside education. Although all of the 
superintendents demonstrated that they valued education by earning or seeking to 
earn doctorates, in general, they did not write, publish, or perfonn activities that are 
often associated with scholarship. They were focused upon the challenges of the 
superintendency. The languages spoken were either indigenous languages or were 
learned at an earlier age. A great deal of the travel was partially, if not altogether, 
related to business. Only one of the respondents (IO percent), had worked outside 
education. 
Table 13 reports the most frequently listed affiliations among the respondents. 
Seventy percent belonged to the American Association of School Administrators, 
(MSA); 40 percent belonged to the American Association for Curriculum 
Development (ASCD); 60 pen:cnt Belong to the National Association of Black 
School educators (NABSE); 40 percent belong to Phi Delta Kappa (IIAK); 70 percent 
are affiliated with a sorority and 60 percent belong to or participate regularly in 
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religious services. 
Table 14 describes the service of each respondent as superintendent Eighty 
percent of the respondents had served in mere than one superintendency. Fifty 
percent had served in 2 districts, 30 percent had served in three districts and 20 
percent are presently in their first appointment as superintendent. Sixty percent 
served in one state. 30 percent served in two states and IO percent served in three 
states. Ninety percent of the superintendents were appointed fonn outside of their 
districts. The number of years they served ranges from 2 to 13 years, with 70 percent 
of them serving for 6 years or more. The longest time served in any one district 
ranges from 2 to 7 years. Sixty percent of the superintendents reposted serving four 
or more years in the same office. 
Research Question 2: What route did each woman take to the office of 
Superintendent? 
Table 1 S give the recollections of the first experience that each respondent had 
which caused her to be aware of the superintendency as a possible career choice for 
he!1!CI[ Sixty percent of the females reported that being encouraged by others 
initially piqued their interest in the superintendency; 30 percent credited their 
interactions with and observations of other superintendents as facilitators and one was 
thrown into the fray, as acting superintendent with no warning and liked the 
experience. Although the preponderance of the women were not immediately 
attracted to the role, once Ibey decided to pursue it, they generally did so out of a 
passion to make things better, as will be shown in their responses to other questions. 
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Table 9 
Personal Infg:nnation 
Respondent Ethnicity Age Nwnber Birth Marital Nwnber Grew up 
siblings order status children 
A AA 54 4 ldof M 5 Urban 
5 
B L 49 3 I" of M 2 Urban 
4 
c AA 52 4 2nd of s 0 Lg. City 
5 
D AA 51 I t" of M I Lg. City 
2 
E AA 76 4 4•or D I Lg. City 
5 
F AA 58 2 2"'of M 0 Urban 
3 
G AA 50 l
11of M I Lg. City 
2 
H AA 56 0 l" of M I Suburban 
I 
I AA 54 2 2nd of M 2 Lg. City 
2 
J AA 80 4 s•or w Urban 
5 
Legend: 
Ethnicity: AA =African American; L = Latina. 
Marital status: M - married 
S = single 
Dv divorced 
w =widowed 
Grew up (in): Lg. City (large city}« in excess of I million people 
Urban - 75,000 -999,999 people 
Suburban "' residential area within 1S miles of an urban area 
Rural = residential area far from an urban area. 
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TableX 
Personal EducatiQnal Ex�ricnces 
Elementary experiences High school experiences Undergrad experiences 
Racial Type Gender Racial Type Gender Racial Type College 
mixture mixtuR: mixture or univ. 
' A 
Segreg. 
law Public Co-ed Mixed Public Co-ed Mixed State College 
B Mixed Public Co-ed Mixed Public Female Mixed Private College 
c Segreg, Paro- 
law Public Co-ed Mixed chial Female Mixed State College 
D Segreg. 
Mixed Public Co-ed housing Public 'Co-ed Mixed Private Univ. 
E Mixed Public Co-ed Mixed Public Co-ed Mixed Private College 
F Segreg Segreg. 
law Public Co-ed law Public Co-ed Black Private College 
G Mixed Public Co-ed Mixed Public Co-ed Mixed Private College 
H Segreg. Segreg. 
law Public Co-ed law Public Co-ed Black Private College 
[ Mixed Private Co-ed Mixed Private Co-ed Mixed State College 
J Segreg. 
law Public Co-ed Mixed Public Co-ed Mixed State Univ. 
Legend: 
Undergrad: Undergraduate 
Segreg: Segregated (either by law or by housing) 
Univ.: University 
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Table II 
Familial Educational Backg[!!und 
Personal Hiahestlcvelofcducation 
Maternal Paternal 
Res- High- Mom Dad Grond Grond Grand Grand Highest 
pon- est mom dad mom dad sibling 
dent degree degree 
A Ed.D. MA Some Grade Grade6 Grade Un- MD 
College 8 7 Known 
B Ed.D. Some Grad Grade Un- Un- High MA 
College School 8 known known School 
c Ed.D. Grade Grade6 Elemen- Urr- Un- Elemen- BS 
II tary known known Tary 
D MA+ Not HS Not HS NotmS Not NotmS Not ms MA 
ms 
E MA+ Not HS Not HS Were All Freed Slaves BA 
F Ed.D. Nursing Some Grade Grade 3 Grade Grade BA 
School College 3 3 3 
G MA+ Assoc. Some High BA BA MA BA 
Arts College School 
H Ed.D. MA High Grade Grade4 High High 
School 8 School School 
I Ed.D. MA BA High High High College Assoc 
School School School Arts 
J Ed.D. ms Grade JHS ms JHS ms MA 
IO 
Table 12 
Miscellaneous Prnonal lnfow,tion 
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Respondent Number of Where are Number of Number of Number of Jobs 
honorary worl<s languages countries outside 
degree(s) 2ublished spoken visited education 
A I 5 
B Journals 3 5 
c 6 
D 2 I 5 
E 3 7 
F 3 4 
G 6 
H 4 
I 3 
J 9 
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Table 13 
Most Fmgucntl� Mentioned Affiliations 
Organizations 
Respondent AASA ASCD NABSE n&< Sorority Church 
A x x x x 
x x 
B x 
c x x 
D x x x x 
x 
E x x x x 
x 
F x x x x 
x 
G 
H x x x 
x x 
I x x 
x 
J x x x x x 
Legend: AASA = American Association of School Administrators 
ASCD = American Association of Curriculum development 
NABSE = National Association of Black School Educators 
n&< - Phi Delta Kappa 
Note. Dashes indicate that the respondent was only active in local organizations. 
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Table 14 
Service as Su�rintendent 
Respon- First Number of Number Appointed Years Longest 
dent superin- superinten- of states within or of # ycan; 
tendency? dencies held served outside service on any 
district st 
A No 2 2 Outside 3 2 
B Yes I Outside 4 4 
c No 2 I Outside 13 7 
D No 3 2 Outside 8 3 
E No 2 Outside 6 3 
F No 2 2 Outside 9 7 
G No 3 Outside 9 4 
H No 2 Outside 10 5 
I Yes Outside 2 2 
] No 2 2 Within 8 4 
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Table 16 lists respondents' answers to the question, when and why they 
decided to pursue the superintendency. Although SO percent of the women openly 
pursued the superintendency, there is little variation in the reasons why they applied. 
Their reasons rallied around effectively making it better for children. 
Table 17 shows the preparation of each respondent on the path to the 
superintendency. Of the six positions to help prep,m, one for the superintendency, 50 
percent of the women had served in all them, 40 percent had served in five of the 
roles. IO percent had served in three of the positions and one only participated in 
organizations that were local or statewide. 
Table 18 shows the direct route taken by each rospondent to the office of 
superintendent. Eighty percent of the superintendents started their careers as 
teachers. Eighty percent of them served as a principal and 90 percent served in the 
District/Central Office prior to becoming superintendent. Only 20 percent had 
experience as a deputy superintendent and 20 percent had worked for the state 
department. Those with the greater number of steps to reach the superintendency 
credit the experience gained at each level of service with giving them personal skills 
to solve the many challenges presented by the office of superintendent. Those with 
fewer steps prided themselves on knowing how to find the strongest person to resolve 
the challenges presented by the office. 
Table 19 reveals why each interviewee applied for her present or final 
superintendency. There was not one specific reason for applying for their present or 
final superintendency that was given overall. However. none of the women spoke of 
leaving the previous position feeling defeated or needing to find safe ground in 
IOI 
another district All of the respondents were upbeat in their conversations and felt 
positive about the reasons for accepting the positions they now bold, in spite of the 
fact that in many cases when the board had significant turnover, the women were 
experiencing difficult in that relationship. 
Table 20 lists the personal sacrifices the women state that they have made to 
achieve the superintendency. Time was the single greatest cause of the sacrifice the 
respondents had to make in executing their duties as superintendent They lacked 
adequate time for family and personal life. The only superintendent who did not feel 
that she had made a sacrifice to execute her duties indicated that she made the 
decision first not to have a large family, leaving room for a profession to occupy 
many of her waking hours. 
The respondents were able to elaborate on some of the aforementioned points 
during the Interview. When each superintendent was asked why she decided to 
pursue the superintendency the responses vacillated between being encouraged by 
others and possessing an internal conviction that they could make a contribution to 
education as superintendent. Some of their direct comments are as follows: 
Respondent A: 
[When she applied for two positions, one a full district superintendent and the 
second, as chief academic officer in charge of curriculum, and was offered 
both of them she stated:) The quote follows table 20. 
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Table 15 
First Incident Causing Awareness of the Superintendency as a Career Choice 
Incident 
A: Encourapd by supervisor to go for practice interviews in case she later desired 
the position 
B: Regular interactions with superintendents while she served as a principal 
C: Left in charge with no for contact nwnber for the superintendent, who went on 
vacation 
D: EllCOUnlgod by an educational leaderand also knew a female superintendent of 
color whom she admired and desired to emulate • 
E: Suggested by her superintendent and guided towards the goal 
F: Served as a deputy and realiud that she could do the job 
G: Served as a deputy to a white, male, mentoring superintendent 
H: Asked to apply when her supcrinrendcnt left for another position 
I: Was told by a supervisor that she had the potential to reach the superintendency 
serving as an assistant principal 
J: ExJX)Sed to the highest business offices while participating in the Ford foundation 
program 
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Table 16 
When and Why You 0..jded to Puauc the Superintq>dcncy 
A: Received 2 invitatiom to apply 
Wh 
Was serving effectively as a deputy 
B: Conceived idea during doctoral studies Wanted to restructure how children learn 
C: Upon n,tum of the vacationing Knew sbe could do it and do it well 
superintendent, who lei\ no number 
D: Asked by a high ranking official in the Like the idea of Nation Building 
city 
E: Serving as deputy superintendent The superintendent died 
F: Shortly after becoming an Interim Desired the responsibility 
&<ting superintendent 
G: Was approached Boss encouraged her 
H: Was in QO rush to become a Was asked to apply 
superintendent 
I: Suggested by a high official Believed she could do it 
J: Never decided to pursue the Was asked to apply 
superintendency 
Table 17 
Typo ofiraining 
Respon- On the Formal Years 
Nwnberof 
dent Job Seminars Degree Mentor teaching 
principalshi)! 
A x 
13 1 
B x x x x 
10 3 
c x x x x 
4 0 
D x x x 
11 2 
E x x x x 
I 
swnmer 0 
F x x x x 
IO 
G x x x x 
3 
H x x x 3 2 
1 x x x x 15 1 
J x x x x 7 l 
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Table 18 
SegY':nce of Stem in Education 
Respon- Teacher Assistant Principal Dil!lrict/ Other Supcrin- 
dent Principal Central tendcnt 
Office 
A I 3 2 4: Deputy 5 
B l 4 5 2 & 3  6  
c l  4  2: State 5 
department 
3: Higher 
education 
D l 2 3 4 
E 2 3 1: Not in 5 
education 
4: Deputy 
F 2 3 4 6: State 5 & 1  
department 
G 2 3 4 
H 2 3 4 5 1: Librarian 6 
I 2 3 4 
] 2 3 5 4 & 6  
!06 
Table 19 
Reason for Applying for the Last Superintendency 
Reason 
A: Felt it might be time to leave the former job; she had taken it as far as she could 
and was asked to apply for the latest position 
B: Felt competent and ready- some time after completing doctoral studies 
C: Desired a more diverse district 
D: Was asked to tal.':e the position by the governing body 
E: Appointed after her superintendent was removed" - formerly served a deputy 
F: Sought the challenge of a larger and more ethnically diverse district 
G: Closer to home and in sync with the values of the school board and the 
community 
H: While serving as a superintendent elsewhere, was asked to apply for this 
superintendency 
I; After persistent requests from an educational leader, she finally applied 
J: Was not considering the superintendency when asked to apply 
Table 20 
Personal Sacrifices Made 
Personal sacrifice 
A: Time for my family, myself, my health 
B: Time for family, especially my youngest son 
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C: Time. There is no personal life or shields from the demands for your presence 
D: Myfamily 
E: No time to complete dissertation nor for family and personal activities 
F: No time for much personal life 
G: No great sacrifice; decided first not to have a large family 
H: Time with and for my family 
I: Time 
J: Time 
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Respondent A Continued: 
The decision to be made was do I want to become superintendent right now. 
or do I take the chief academic officer, which really focused on curriculum ... 
the academic side of the house ... all the things that I love. I turned down the 
first offer; so I didn't take the first superintendent's job that was offered to 
me. [ turned that one down because I saw a real need for ... I thought ... my 
experience and expertise. I also saw it as an extended opportunity for me to 
do something for a community that really needed someone like me to come 
there. 
Respondent B: 
[While participating in a fonnal degree program) I realized that there's lots to 
be done in tenns of schooling and there's lots to be done in restructuring how 
children ... the location and places where children go to become independent 
learners. And it is very exciting to know that you could be a part of that. 
Respondent C: 
I wanted to become a superintendent. I had done quite a few things in 
educatipn. I worked in [another state], I taught in [still another state] and I 
thought that I was at a point where I could pull all of my experiences together 
and really be this instructional leader that we talk about in school. 
Respondent D: 
If you believe in some of ... and I believe in some of my heroes, and the 
people who have gone before ... I believe in some of that I mean if one is to 
believe what El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz, Malcolm X. has said, ... "The only 
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institutions in America that arc truly revolutionary are schools and churches" 
... they're the only institutions where people come to learn. I'm not a 
Preacher. So I decided that I'd be a teacher ... that's where change happens 
for people of color ... and poor people. So hence I'm in education. I went to 
the superintendency, and I learned a tremendous amount about power in 
setting the discourse, in designing the policy, and having the influence on 
making the change for people who have no voice ... our kids. So I just fell 
passionately in love with this ... this way to contribute: to Nation Building ... 
and thought "This feels good" 
Respondent E: 
[Although appointed superintendent in both cases after the superintendents for 
whom she served as deputy were no longer in office, she reports taking 
pleasure in the job she did as superintendent.] 
I was very pleased with what! did in [both] districts. [In the final one] 1 had a 
very limited set of district goals and I fulfilled those. One was to improve 
reading instruction and the reading scores for the district, [The second was] to 
improve the math scores for the disbict and [the third was] to improve the 
percentage of attendance. And l met every one of them. Each year. 
Respondent F: 
When I took on the role of deputy superintendent, I naturally began to think 
that it was time I took on a district . I spoke with the friend who knew the 
territory and went [there]. Initially, l didn't know very much about the place 
. . .  didn't understand its politics, but found a very comfortable position [there]. 
no 
The Board, while it had never hired an African-American before, or a female, 
was a good board and [they were) willing to give me a chance. They looked at 
my background, my credentials and made a choice based on that Wonderful 
decision. I had eight wonderful years [there]. I was able to do a lot of things 
for the district ... built a lot of schools ... built a financial treasure chest for 
the district. The community trusted me and I will always appreciate that 
community. It was the notion that I had an opportunity gain enough 
confidence to market myself. 
Respondent G: 
[When her supervisor told her that she was ready to be a superintendent, she 
recalls:] I realized that being a Black woman ... that I wasn't going to 
approach this in a nonnal career path ... that I would have to prove myself 
first ... that there were no Black female superintendents ... there were no 
Black superintendents in [ my area] at that time. So I accepted the 
superintendency of a Special Act School District And I felt that I would be 
more marketable in a regular school district if I was able to say that I was a 
superintendent ... even if it was a Special Act School District to service 
residential and educational ... like these fo..- youngsters from [a location] 
who were either foster children or throwaway kids perceived as being bad. A 
lot of them were just kids who were born in the wrong family. It's 
unfortunate ... that's what happened to them. 
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After gaining the experience and confidence to market her in any situation. 
Respondent G reported being particularly thoughtful in the positions she applied for 
and accepted. 
Actually and the reasons I applied for this one were both practical and also 
because I really thought I could bring something to this district [Fint of all, I 
applied to this district] because it was a lot closer than my previous 
superintendencies. Comfort was one reason. But the other reason that I 
applied to this particular superintendency is because I believe the community 
has values that arc values that I hold near and dear also ... that this is a 
community of mainly people of color, who I believe care about education, do 
value it and want something good in that area for their school ... who feel 
about children the way I do. So, I felt more of an allegiance to this community 
than I did to other communities where l had worked. 
Respondent H: 
(Stated that when her superintendent left to take another position and she was 
approached. she sought the support of the African-American community 
before making her final decision.] I went to them, as a matter of fact ... some 
of the leadership ... because at that point, I was relatively new. I'd only been 
in that community myself for three years. So I didn't know their 
responsiveness and I wanted to feel good ... about it because I've always been 
of the disposition that ifI go in to do a job, I'm going to do it. I don't want 
anyone thinking that I was going to take the job ... thinking that they were 
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going to have a role in my doing the job ... other than the same kind of input 
that I would seek from anyone. I wanted to feel good, that the African­ 
American leadership in that community felt positive about my ability as a 
leader. And they were positive and quite supportive, as a matter of fact. They 
said tJuit they would be part of my support system for the position. 
Respondent I: 
[Spoke of the need to bring order and accountability to a low scoring and 
mismanaged district.] When I came [hero], it was like falling into an abyss; it 
was really very frightening. I started out trying to find at least a half dozen 
people who were on my payroll ... who weren't placed in the schools or in the 
district office, yet they were being paid. So that was just one thing, but 
obviously this district had been severely mismanaged or maybe not 
mismanaged ... maybe it had not been managed at all ... nobody was keeping 
track of anything. What I had to do was to bring management as well as 
leadership to the district. When you talk alx!ut a dollar, I know where the 
dollar is being spent today, yesterday and I'm going to know where it will be 
spent tomorrow. What had bcc:n created by past administrations in this district 
was the idea that people had jobs for life ... that they didn't have to do 
anything. I don't know what they did to get the jobs, but they dido 't have to 
do anything to keep the jobs and we've certainly changed that. I know that my 
first year we had a certain number of unsatisfactory ratings and my second 
year, wi, tripled that number. The [test] results just weren't good enough .. .  
and the people who can't do it, they have to go. 
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Respondent J: 
[ spoke of an awareness of the power of the superintendency after participating 
in a nationally acknowledged leadership program.] 
It was the experience that I had with [a nationally acknowledged leadenhip 
program], where we were taken to districts and areas throughout [this state 
and nearby states]. We saw people who were in charge of big systems, 
making big decisions that involved the whole company. I felt, gee, this is 
where most ofus ... many ofus ... need'to be because that is where we can 
make a difference. lfwe have a person who iS watching the whole area of 
schooling and making sure that all is really good, helping to guide it and 
follow through on everything, we can help a whole group of children have 
some things that you feel so much ... and want so much for kids. 
Research Question 3: What are the characteristics of each district held by the ten 
females of color? 
Table 21 gives the characteristics of ca.ch district held by the females of color 
in this study. Fifty percent of the women serve in urban settings, 30 percent serve in 
suburban settings, and 20 percent serve in large cities. The student populations range 
from 2,000 to 77,000. None of tho districts were high achieving districts. In fact, 60 
percent of the districts were in the low and very low achieving range, as measured by 
state examinations. Sixty percent of the districts were predominantly African­ 
American, 10 percent were equally Latin and African-American in composition,. 20 
pen:ent wore of mixed ethnicities and the final 10 percent were predominantly Latin. 
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Thirty percent of the faculties were African-American, another 30 percent were 
European-American, and 40 percent were of mixed ctlmicities. Forty percent of the 
districts had both students and staff of the same predominant ctlmic characteristics. 
Sixty percent of the districts were low SES, 30 percent were low-middle income 
districts, and only to percent, or I district held by a female of color in this study was 
middle income. Sixty percent of the superintendents reported that there were many 
high SES students who lived in the district that did not attend public schools. Forty 
percent of the superintendents reported that there were not many high SES students 
who lived in the district who attended private or parochial schools. High SES 
students in theses 4 districts attended public school. 
Table 22 gives the gender of the superintendent whom the ladies succeeded 
and states their reason for leaving. Ninety percent of the preceding superintendents 
were male, 10 percent were female. Thirty percent of the previous superintendents 
retired, 20 percent accepted another position, 20 percent were fired, 10 percent 
changed professions, IO percent quit, and IO percent served out the tenn of 
appointment and left. 
Table 23 describes the satisfaction. or lack thereof. of the superintendents as 
related to the quality of staff they inherited at both the district office and the school 
administration. None of the superintendents were pleased with the staffs they 
inherited at the district level. Eighty percent were able to make the changes they 
desired, to percent could make a few changes and to percent were stuck with the lot 
she inherited. In contrast. 30 percent of the superintendents were pleased with the 
quality of the personnel at the school level, another 30 percent were pleased with 
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some of the staff, and 40 percent were displeased with tho staff at tho school level. 
Seventy percent of tho rospondonts reported that they were able to make tho changes 
they desired at tho school level, 20 percent roportod being able to make some changes 
and 10 percent of tho superintendents could not make changes. Tho superintendents 
who could not make changes wore different at tho district and school level. 
Research Question 4: How does each superintendent use the power of the office? 
Table 24 describes the self-perceived leadership style of each of the 
superintendents. All of them expressed a willingness to wort: with others, with 80 
percent of the respondents outright using the word collaborative in their response. 
They all thought that their style served them well. Ono of tho women spoke of being 
hands on. Another woman spoke of being tough and impatient, while simultaneously 
nurturing talent. 
Table 25 describes other dimensions of leadership, if any, the women would 
like to incorporate into their present styles of leadership. While 50 percent of the 
respondents did not, or could not, think of other dimensions of leadership they wished 
to incorporate, 40 percent of the remaining superintendents wished to incorporate 
behaviors that would include others to a greater extent. Ten percent of the 
superintendents wished to become more comfortable in the political arena. 
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Table 21 
Characteristics 2fthe District 
Respon- Location Number Avenge Groatest Greatest Average . Many 
dent students academic ethnicity: ethnicity: 
student high 
achieve- students staff SES SES- 
ment not in 
district 
A Lg. City 67,000 Avenge Mixed Euro-Am $60- 
$99,000 Yes 
B Urban 23,000 Below Latin Mixed Less 
Average $29,000 Yes 
c Suburbs 6,000 Average AA/Latin Euro-Am $30- 
No 
$59,000 
D Lg. city 77,000 Far Below AA Euro-Am Less 
Average $29,000 Yes 
E Urban 38,500 Far below AA AA Less No 
Average $29,000 
F Suburbs 135,000 Below AA AA $30- Yes 
Average $59,000 
G Suburbs 2,000 Average Mixed Mixed $30- Yes 
$59,000 
H Urban 32,000 Average AA AA Less No 
$29,000 
Urban 10,500 Below AA Mixed Less Yes 
Average $29,000 
J Urban 25,000 Below AA Mixed Less No 
Average $29,000 
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Legend for Table 21 
Location: Large city = in excess of one million people 
Urban Area - 75,000 - 999,999 people 
Suburban Arca = Within 7S miles of an urban area or large city 
Rural Area - More than 75 miles from an urban area or large city 
Achievement: Well Above Average= Level 4 or the 90* percentile 
Above Average - Level 3 or 75" -89" percentile 
Average - High Level 2 or so" - 74" percentile 
Below Average= Low-Mid Level 2 or 261h-4911i. percentile 
Far Below Average= Level I or I'" - 25th percentile 
Ethnicity: AA = African-American 
Euro-Am = European-American 
Mixed - Latin, European-American, African-American. Asian and all others 
SES: Wealthy - Average Family Income - in excess of$200,000 per year 
Upper Middle Income - AF! between $ I 00,000 and $199,999 per year 
Middle Income - AF! between $60,000 and $99 ,000 per year 
Mixed = Both Middle and Low income families are in the district 
Low Middle Income - AF! - $30,000 - $59,000 per year 
Low Income =below $29,000 per year 
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Table 22 
Gender of Predecessor 
Respon- Prcdeccssor 
dent 
A Male Quit 
Predecessor's reason for leaving 
B 
c 
D 
Male 
Male 
Male 
Retired 
Retired 
New Governance - Superintendents are selected by this body - 
He served out the tenn of� governing body and left when they 
were replaced. 
E Male Fired 
F Male Changed Profession 
G Female Retired 
H Male Accepted another position 
[ Male Fired 
J Male Accepted another position 
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Table 23 
Pcrcentions oflnherited Staff 
Respandent District level Able to change School Level Able to change 
A Not pleased Yes Some okay Yes 
B Not pleased Yes Not pleased Yes 
c Not pleased Yes Pleased Some 
D Not pleased Yes Not pleased Yes 
E Not pleased A few Some okay A few 
F Not pleased Yes Pleased Yes 
G Not pleased Yes Pleased Yes 
H Not pleased No Not pleased Yes 
I Not pleased Yes Not pleased Yes 
J Not pleased Yes Some okay No 
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Table 26 examines whether the superintendent's vision was predominantly a 
product of the individual', values and beliefs or prcdominandy one that resulted from 
the collaboration with other key players. Sixty percent of the superintendents 
revealed that their vision was the result of collaboration, while 40 percent stated that 
their visions were a reflection of their own person values and beliefs. 
Table 27 identifies the groups or individuals that each superintendent reported 
as having influenced during the past year. The groups from which they could choose 
were as follows: parents, teachers, students, district office staff, the community and 
the school board. Forty percent felt that they had influenced each group, 20 percent 
reported influencing five of the six choices. to percent indicated that they had over 
influence four of the choices, 20 percent influenced three. and to percent influenced 
two of the groups. 
Table 28 uses the same categories listed in Table 27 to elicit the groups with 
whom the superintendents have had less influence than they desired. Sixty percent 
listed one group each and one of the superintendents added a new category, the state 
education department Twenty percent indicated that they had less influence with two 
groups and 20 percent did not indicate that they had been unsuccessful in influencing 
any of the groups. 
Table 29 describes the mode of communication that each superintendent is 
most comfortable with, writing, verbalizing or modeling and the method of 
supervision, delegating or directly overseeing. that yields the best results. Fifty 
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percent identified verbalizing as their preferred manner of communicating. 40 percent 
preferred to model, and 10 percent had a preference for writing. Fifty percent 
responded that direct supervision usually netted them the better result, 20 percent 
found delegating to the more effective manner of .. hieving success, and 30 percent 
replied that the choice was made situationally. 
Table 30 examines how each superintendent chooses to influence the 
academic outcomes in her district and the external force, if any, which make it 
difficult for her to act in her preferred manner. The choices given were to either 
establish an action plan for the district or to inspire principals to take responsibility 
for their unique constituents. Seventy percent of the superintendents reported that 
the decisions were made situationally, while 30 percent established action plans for 
the district. Forty percent indicated that no external factors interfered with their 
preferred manner ofleadership. Thirty percent did not respond to the question about 
constraining factors and 30 percent indicated that there were constraining factors. 
Two of the three superintendents who indicated constraints listed the school board 
and the third spoke of a sanctioned order of business in her district that was not about 
academics. but more about maintaining the status quo. 
Table 31 lists strategies or techniques the respondents developed to make 
them more effective as superintendent and gave an example to support their 
perception. Sixty percent of the answers had to do with understanding and using 
people properly, 20 percent found ways to organize themselves for effectiveness, 10 
percent called upon knowledge from all the roles they served in prior to the 
superintendency and 10 percent sought spiritual reeaergizing. 
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Table 24 
Self.Perceived Leadership Style 
Description of style 
A: Collaborative, clear, direct 
Docs it serve you well? 
Yes No 
x 
B: Collaborative, tough when necessary, impatient, nurtmes talent X 
C: Collaborative, open door X 
D: Faith-based. collaborative X 
E: Open door. democratic, fair X 
F: Assertive, but collaborative when possible X 
G: Collaborator X 
H: Faith-based. collaborative X 
I: Collaborative X 
J: Role model, gets hands dirty, get directly involved X 
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Table 25 
Desired Leadership Qualities 
Other dimensions you would like to add Factors that make it difficult 
A: Deal more comfortably with politics Instruction iJ her love and focus 
B: Sensitivity to others when there is a Jmpatieat with incompetence 
need to reprimand them 
C: None that I can think of 
D: No I do not compromise what I do now. 
I give all .•  
E: More community outreach Time 
F: Allow others more say in decision 
making 
Time and problems with the board 
G: Not really 
H: None that I can think of 
I: Not really 
J: Meet with more people to resolve 
conflicts 
All parties were not ready to sit with 
each other 
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Table 26 
Source of Vision 
Vision Respondent 
A B c D E F G H I J 
Mine alone x x x x 
Collaboration x x x x x x 
Sought the A B c D E F G H J 
Office 
Encouraged x x x x x x x x 
by others 
Independent x x 
Decision 
Table27 
Groups That Have Been lnlluenoed During the PM! Y qr 
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Individuals or Respondents 
A B c D E F G H I J 
Paronts x x x x x x x x x 
Teachm x x x x x x x x x x 
Students x x x x x x x x 
Dist staff x x x x x x x x x 
Community x x x x 
School Board x x x x x x 
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Table 28 
Groum That Wra:, Not Infl1,1enced During the Past Year 
Individual Respondents 
orGrou 
A B c D E F G H I J 
Parents None None 
listed listed 
Teachers 
Students x x x 
Dist staff 
Community x x x 
School 
Board x x x 
Other State 
Ed. 
Dept 
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Table 29 
M� �ff�iY.G Modes 2f CammuniQ!ing and Qirectioa 
Style Respondents 
Communicating 
A B c D E F G H I J 
Writing x 
Verbalizing x T x x x x 
Modeling x x x x 
Directin 
Delegating Both Both x x Depends 
Direct 
Supervision x x x x x 
Table 30 
Method of Influencing Academic Outcomes 
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Methods Emmal Nature of any extqmal interference or comments 
interference 
Estab. Inspire Yes No 
action princi- 
plan pals 
A: situational x No response 
B: X x We allow principals to use the plan to build on what 
they have 
C: situational Decisions must be made globally 
D: X None are allowed to interfere. The mission is the 
mission. 
E: situational x The School Board 
F: situational x The School Board 
G: situational No response 
H: situational x The team functions well 
I: x x It is necessary to make up for the huge deficits 
J: situational x There exists a sanctioned order of business that is 
not about academics 
Table 31 
Strategics for Effectiveness 
Strategy 
A: Retreat to a spiritual place or to 
people who love me for 
reenergizing 
B: Developed a system of record 
keeping and way to track the staff's 
communications 
C: Find the right person for the job 
D: Begin by identifying common 
ground issues. Also have a clear 
mental model of what your 
outcomes should be. 
E: Listen. try to remain calm, put 
yourself in the other person's shoes 
F: Develop people, delegate, hire 
bright people, have a diverse 
staff, time management 
G: Ask the "best thinker'' 
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How has it made you more effective 
Give the necessary strength 
Can access accurate information quickly 
The business runs more efficiently 
Gets people involved. Shows leadership. 
Understand the situation better, once kept her 
from physical hann 
You get the benefit of the thinking of bright 
professionals; you get many more ideas 
Others feel rewarded and more comfortable 
and you get more ideas than just your own 
Table 31 continues on page 130 
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Table 31 continued 
H: Call upon knowledge gained in 
all the roles served prior to the 
superintendency 
l: Do paperwork at home. Travel 
with a Palm Pilot and a tape 
recorder 
J: Hire people who arc bright and 
skilled 
Each area gave me a different set of skills 
Gives time for attending functions associated 
with the office 
Presentations are more accurate and polished 
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What follows are excerpts from the interviews of the superintendents concerning their 
responsibilities, leadership styles and plan to improve academic achievement. Each 
female was asked to describe the nature of her responsibilities as superintendent 
Respondent A: 
I mean, I think the role of being a superintendent, for me, doesn't change. I 
see myself as an instructional leader ... and my #1 goal is improving 
achievement. In [my previous superintendency] it was about improving 
achievement for everybody ... and for a large nwnber of kids ... because 
when I went there, a large number of kids were scoring below the basic levels 
in reading and math. Here, it's also around improving achievement, but it's 
about closing the gap while also raising the bar. For me, it's always number 
one. My job is to improve achievement, and it wouldn't change even if I 
moved clear across the country. And then you have the job of making sure 
that all the operational kinds of things are in place. You know ... the facilities 
work ... the finances work ... the infrastructure to support schools are in 
working order. And that docsn 't change. 
Respondent B: 
For me the superintendency is an opportunity to support the work that the real 
front-line soldiers do, which is running their schools. I feel the most 
important work is to look at student achievement. and to create opportunities 
for that to happen in the environments that support and build the culture up. 
We can do this with high expectations. And the only way that I can do it is if 
I am implementing certain initiatives ... to go into my schools and to see them 
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permeate. And if they are permeatmg, then you know that you 're having an 
impact. If they're not penneating, then you're just "out here". 
Respondent C: 
You know, I never had the experience of serving as either a principal or an 
assistant principal. Some question whether that would have enhanced my 
effectiveness as a superintendent. I don't really think so. It might have 
helped to the extent that I might have had hands-on experiences with some of 
the technical aspects of the superintendency. So I've never done a schedule 
because I've never had to do a schedule. However, as superintendent, my job 
was to make sure that I find people that can do those things. My assistant 
superintendent has been a principal and so he clearly understands that process. 
I understand the process. I can answer the general questions; but if you get 
very technical, I've not had that experience. I don't tell young people who 
call me and say that they are interested in moving up, that they have to sit in 
every chair, I tell them that they need to make sure they engage in activities 
that allow them to undemand the positions that report to them. 
Respondent D: 
I come to the office thinking and believing that schools do not sit in a 
community in isolation. They arc a part . , . and a focal part ... of a 
community. So as one becomes the leader of a school district ... you 've got 
to see yourself as this ... this center ... with aU these folks that you must reach 
out to. You must also see yourself as a CEO [in this community]. That's a 
very different role than a superintendent. [who may focus on simply on 
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education]. l had to reach out as Chief Executive Officer to bring all of the 
energy, of all of the people, in the community together ... as well as keep the 
teaching and the learning and education at the center of the enterprise. That's 
a diffe=t role than we arc traditionally accustomed to ... and I'm having fun 
doing it 
Respondent E: 
First of all, you arc responsible for educational leadeohip ... you arc the 
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educational leader ... you arc responsible for curriculum and instruction. 
Equally important is your responsibility as chief financial officer. There are 
so many things, and none of them can be taken lightly. The superintendent is 
also responsible for the development of staff, the school staff and the district 
office staff. You must be an advocate for children's programs of instruction 
and seek funds to promote these programs and the special activities of the 
district. It is important to insure a smooth relationship between the school 
administration and the central office staff. You have to make sure that all 
existing policies and procedures are executed and you are responsible for 
making sure that all state education laws are adhered to. Then, of course, you 
must develop good rapport with the appropriate unions . . . the teachers' union, 
the custodian's union and the administrators' union ... and make sure that the 
contracts of the groups are adhered to. Along those lines. you must protect 
parents' and students' rights ... making sure that appropriate guidelines and 
policies are strictly followed. You must be fair. As a superintendent, you 
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need the perception of fairness. The superintendent should have an open door 
to allow all constituencies to come in and talk to you without fear of prejudice 
or repercussion. A teacher may want to come in and talk to you without union 
representation to give her side ofan issue. You need to listen before turning 
the person away and making it an issue to be solved by litigation. Listen. 
Also ... and this is very important ... if there: is a crisis situation ... say a fire 
or if someone is injurod ... the superintendent should be highly visible and 
responsive ... for example, go to the hospital or to the home to offer support 
and to show respect. Not because it's political, but because it is the human 
and decent thing to do. Go on you own time ... show concern. And be sure to 
do this for everyone . . .  not just those who support you ... you must do it for 
everyone of your constituencies without regard for neighborhood, ethnicity, 
the financial status or political considerations. What you do for one you must 
do for all. You must be fair, follow the rules, regulations, policies and 
procedures and most important, listen. 
Respondent F: 
Basically it's a billion dollar operation. You have a personnel function, you 
have an administrative function, the legi,I function, the oversight function, but 
you also have a function to inspire, IO help people to move to the next level. 
You have IO deal with change. And, you have to be patien� but you have IO hold 
people accountable. I believe the most impor1l!Dt thing that you do in this system 
is to set expectations and hold people accountable . . . and I hold people 
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acoountable. I do believe that a large percentage of superintendent's time is 
spent ttying to get board members to focus, but I think it's • I!!!!! of the job, and 
oot the main job. I guess you're hired to really run the school system and to rwt 
it in a business like manner with the bottom line in mind and that your students 
must profit from what you do. 
Respondent G: 
My job as superintendent is to improve achievement and to manage finances, but 
it is also to manage rolations ... with the staff ... with the boanl. I very much 
encourage any board that I'm working with to� on a retreat ... at least ooce a 
year ... because they need to know how to work with each other and also with 
me and the other people in the central office. At this retreat, I show them a tape 
that I made with [an educational leader] on educational leadership. I did a 
program with him on leadership and board relations, about a year ago. The 
reason [I was chosen] to do this half hour show with him on television was 
because when I came into [my second superintendency], they [the board and 
district office] were really in complete disarray. It was a community and a 
board that was really fractured. As a matter of fact I came in on a split vote to 
show you how fractured it was. And we got things together. 
Respondent H: 
Oh my goodness (laughs) it's everything Certainly I'm expected to be the 
Chief Executive Officer of everything that runs in the schools: In addition to 
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that, there is a responsibility to the community. I was just looking over a 
speech that I'm going to have to make at three today ... and I had to make one 
earlier this week. It's very often that there's an expectation that you work in 
your community and are open for speech making and membership in social 
and civic organizations. And I am very active. As I said, I've lived here for 
23 years and went to a college that is not far from here. This place is really 
home. When I leave this job, this place will continue to be home. So I am a 
part of the community, not just its superintendent I live here and I will 
remain here, so I will not be disassociated from all of those other obligations 
that are a part of the superintendency. I am obligated as a citizen of this 
community. 
Respondent I: 
I'm very serious about the financial management of the district, but I'm 
equally serious about accountability. When I have people who don't do jobs 
they are supposed to do, they have to go. rt doesn't matter what their position 
... a director in the district office, a principal, an assistant principal, even a 
teacher. There's a lot of responsibility. Also it seems that always I've always 
been in very troubled situations. And I think that there's a direct correlation 
between where they place African-American women and the degree of trouble 
in the districts or the schools ... so that means that there's added 
responsibility. It's just overwhelming responsibility; you never ... ever ... 
can sleep peacefully at night. 
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Respondent J: 
First of all, you have to assume the responsibility for all the areas of the 
district You may delegate, but you are ultimately accountable for the 
academic. fiscal and organizational outcomes of your district There were 
many concerns. You are responsible for opening school, making sure they are 
safe, that there is a competent staff in place and everything that relates to 
keeping each school running. In addition to that you were responsible for 
working with the school board. Now [in my district] and particularly [at that 
time in history] there wasn't person on that board who had ever really worked 
on a professional board. much less an academic board. And so you worked 
with a lot of people who had a lot of emotional feelings, a lot of attitudes and 
interests and whatnot, but very little useful knowledge in terms of education. 
You baa to work with the principals and you had to work with the teachers. 
The superintendents were also asked to describe their leadership styles. 
Respondent A: 
I think I'm collaborative, but direct. I think I'm real clear. People tell me I'm 
a visiorµuy. I believe that. That's true. I mean ... I know exactly where it is. 
I think a district needs to know how to get from point A to point B, but I don't 
believe that it's my responsibility to carry the district on my own thoughts and 
ideas. I think you have to have people. I could have a vision. The real key to 
leadership is to get other people to share in that vision, and to believe in it like 
you do. And so, I think I'm able to do that- to get other people to share in a 
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vision ... you know ... rather than coming up with a shared vision I have in 
my head ... what that vision is going to be. And then my job. I believe, is to 
get other people to want it as much as I do ... and then to believe that it was 
their vision. 
Respondent B: 
I would probably describe it by saying that I'm ... I have a soft side with a 
tough foot up my or your backside when I have to put it here. My style is one 
that celebrates, collaborates, and nurtures the talent that people have. I'm also 
impatient, particularly when it comes to my kids not getting what they 
deserve. And I'm ruthless and I feel that I have no mercy when I feel you 
are shoftchanging my kids. And it's like you've got to find another planet 
to do your work. 
Respondent C: 
Well, I was very clear about what the district wanted to do when I was hired. 
My door is open most of the time and people do drop by ... and so I think that 
is key. One very important thing is that people feel comfortable enough with 
me so that they can come to me when things aren't going right and they can 
get direction. If it's so formal that the only time they can come to you is when 
you call them in to lower the boom, then you haven't accomplished anything. 
A very important part of what I do hopefully is to train people to be whatever 
it is they want to be. And then, I try to get people to start thinking more about 
the district that just the needs of their department. It's important to train 
people to assist in making decisions by helping them learn to see the whole. 
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Respondent D: 
1 do what I do best, which is teaching, and learning and forging relationships. 
I think the ono thing that I always keep up front, and ... it's something I've 
learned ... to always So back to who you are ... your essence. 1 mean ... 1 
mean I'm still this brown-skinned girl who grew up in the projects of[place) 
... and understand from two parents who didn't graduate from high school the 
importance of respect for people. So I'm equally comfortable in the 
boardroom, in the classroom ... in •• the hood". And I understand, as a teacher, 
that the message in the lesson is always the same ... but you have to look at 
the class you are teaching ... and I don't mean class in a bad way. Who am I 
teaching? Am I doing work with the parents? Well then I'm not going to go 
out using multi-syllabic words so they will say, "Who does she think she is? 
She doesn't understand me." It is important for me to get the message across 
... to have the communication ... and for me to clearly understand what it is 
that my parents need. They are my customers. If I am in the boardroom, the 
message is the same ... the words are different. I'm not duplicitous in my 
message. 
Respondent E: 
I am collaborative and involve all people concerned in the decision making ... 
unless it is an emergency and cannot be done any other way. It does serve me 
well because I have served in many situations where one group or another 
would not have given automatic support to somethingjust because it was my 
idea ... or even if it were a good idea ... they wanted to be a part of the 
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process ... to have a voice. So, yes, my leadership style serves me well. 
Respondent F: 
I think it has [served me well] through the years. I think this is a very different 
community ... a community where rumors are on the agenda for a lot of 
people. But you can't kick me too hard. You kick me one day and then the 
next day I'll come out with an innovation. We don't stop; we just keep putting 
it out. 
Respondent G: 
Well, I think it's one of collaboration. I tend to work as a team, as part of a 
team; it's a matter of accepting responsibility, but also allowing people to take 
risks. So I encourage people to grow and to kind of spread their wings and try 
different things. Other people might disagree and you probably need to ask 
other people too, but I don't see myself as being one that's authoritarian. I 
can make those hard decisions when they need to be made, but I don't feel as 
if I hav� the only right answer. 
Respondent H: 
My leadership ... I tell people as I meet them that my decisions are faith­ 
based. I dn try to let folks know who I am and what I stand for. So I'm fair. I 
am driven out of a need to ... that is passionate ... it is ... I think I am 
collaborative and I think that those arc skills and virtues of the female 
administrator. That's the way we have run families. That's the way we have 
worked in communities. So we've had a lot of practice. That's the way I was 
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a principal. That's the way I was a curriculwn coordinator. That's who we 
are, People believe what I say because they know what I stand for. I am no 
stranger in this community. When I was a middle school principal, I stood for 
excellence and my children knew it. When they see me on the street today ... 
and now my children IIJO my parents, many of them"'"· And when I was an 
elementary school librarian. I stood for excellence. People now, many of 
them are grandparents, who were parents tben ... they know me and they 
know what I stood for. So you know, I don't bring anything other than !!!!! to 
the position. And my decisions and my leadership are made out of who I am. 
And I tell folks constantly that l know a lot more about being a mother than I 
know about anything else. So I treat the district as a mother treats her child 
and want for every child in this community as I want for mine. If I know what 
I want for my son. then I know what any other mother wants for her son or 
daughter. I do everything in my power to make sure that they get what they 
expect as parents. So [ am anxious to please. While I am not saying that 
everyone will be pleased, my attempt is at pleasing. Then I am comforted and 
am able to sleep at night because I would have given my all to seeing that we 
do the right thing ... it is a moral imperative ... an obligation ... a moral 
obligation .. . to do the right thing. So that's my leadership style. 
Respondent I: 
Well I want to tell you ... instinctively I like to be in charge ... and 
instinctively I would like to just give instruetions and have people follow that. 
However, I have learned that that is not the best leadership style and I learned 
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that very early ... so if you were to ask people, they'd toll you that I'm a very 
collaborative leader. I very seldom ... unless I have to make a decision 
indopondootly. What I always do is try to collaborate get committees 
going ... it takes a heck of a long time ... and sometimes. ultimately you have 
to end up making tho final decision ... but at least I know that when people 
have buy-in and when people are part of the process. it's a much easier 
process ... to make change ... and to do tho things that nood to be done. 
RespondontJ: 
I think you lead by doing. serving as a role model, being willing to get in there 
and get your hands dirty; do what you have to do. To show people that there's 
a job to be done and to see if we can sit down and do it together. We're not 
giving up. I'm not concerned about what we can't do. I'm concerned about 
what we can do and finding a way to do it. 
The superintendents were questioned about the method they would use, power 
over, by designing a plan of action for the principals to use in raising test scores or 
power with. by allowing the principals to design a plan for their own unique 
constituents. They answered as follows: 
Respondent A: 
I think it's both. You've got to have a plan at the District level; so again. 
everybody knows that we're headed in the same direction. And I always feel 
like in Central Office our job is to provide "The What". This is what will 
measure success. This is what success looks like, I don't care if you're in 
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School X. School Z, or if you're on the north side of town, or south side of 
town, an excellent school looks like this ... has these kinds of performance 
outcomes. And how you get there is the principal's business. But that you 
must get there is non-negotiable ... and it's my business and it's the business 
of this ccmmunity. That can't happen with sort of a willy-nilly, wc-don't­ 
know-where-we're-going attitude. So, we're providing the plan with what the 
outcomes arc going to be ... what the essential criteria arc that we're going to 
use to measure success. Here are the kinds of support systems that we're 
going to put in place. We met with these 39 schools to say, •• Look, there are 
red flags here. You're having trouble. The data tells us you need 
intervention. We're going to give you this kind of support at the district level. 
We're going to give you extra resources, but you know at the end of the day 
... next year ... you better be 'here' [points to indicate an increase]." And so 
that's different for schools, because they aren't used to being given support. 
We can't tell them what to do and don't give them support. [ believe you've 
got to do both. and then you've got to be clear about what the outcomes are 
going to be by which you measure success. And that doesn't change, because 
if you let that vary. then you have different schools with different outcomes ... 
and you have students with low expectations over here ... and standards over 
here that are different from other standards. So, it's both. I don't think it's an 
either/or. I hold principals accountable for results. My job is to give them the 
support they need to be successful and to tell them how I'm going to measure 
their success. 50 percent of the principal's evaluation in this district is based 
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on improving achievement in their schools. And it's not just test scores. Ifs 
about 17 other performance criteria that we use to measure every school. You 
either set better, or you don't, And if you don't, you end up getting support. 
And then if you can't do it ... then you have to find some other place to wod 
. . . or something else. Well my job also is to ask where you were last 
successful. We'll put you in that place so that you can continue to be. That 
doesn't always mean that you have to leave the district It may mean that 
either ... you know ... the Peter Principle ... that you went one level too far 
for your skills. 
Respondent B: 
First of all, we have a 5-year plan. You have to have a plan because it is a 
map. You have to know where you are going. It has to have some basic 
structure and all the plan does is guide the district in tenns of what matters to 
you as a superintendent But the other part of it is that it is just as important to 
use what's there. You know (points to a saying in large script on a chalk 
board and reads it aloud) "Go to the people, live among them, plan with them. 
Start with what they know and build on what they have and when the current 
leaders leave, the people wilt say we have done it ourselves." And we really. 
truly use it to support every school ... building on what they know ... building 
on what they have ... and at the end, they own it What I sometimes feel is 
that I'm sort of like at this control panel to some extent and am regulating 
when the planes take off and when they land. It's coordinating. And the one 
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image that I love is the conductor, with the different instrwnental music and 
bringing them into hannony. But you can't do it unless you are able to point 
to the different ones and them blend them and showcase and highlight 
Respondent C: 
I am more effective when I sit with the board and we come up with a global 
direction and we have strong policies in place to support that direction. Then 
we can allow principals and program directors to look at that information and 
modify it so that the math deportment gets what it needs and what the social 
studies deportment gets what it needs. My goal is that all students are 
achieving and all students are achieving above the minimal level. I guess a 
good scenario is: There's the goal. We're playing basketball, and we all have 
to get down there and we have to get the ball through the hoop. But some of 
us arc going to dribble it, and some of us arc going to walk it. and some of us 
are going to twirl it. And any of those is okay, as long as you get there and 
get the ball through the hoop. I have to be sensitive to that. I want every 
school I<> demonstrate school achievement, but I recognize that what they need 
to get there. and how long it may take them to get there, is different. 
Respondent D: 
I think it's ... I think it's about being very clear in your head ... having a 
mental model. Having your own sense ... and mastery of vision in tenns of 
what ought this thing ... this thing called school called school look like. How 
do you want all the players to play? What are the roles, and relationships and 
responsibilities of all the players who make up this thing called school? And I 
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think when you arc very clear and direct about what that ought to be, you need 
to have that dialogue with folks, and you need to be consistent. People don't 
want ... at least I don't want ... wishy washiness. Yet I do think that people 
want somebody who is open to hear their point of view . .  rm the kid's leader 
and I'm going to advocate for them. I am very clear with parents about what 
their responsibilities arc as parents and I settle for nothing less. I think people 
rise to your level of expectations. Teachers who work for me need to 
understand what the culture is like and you have to tit in. You have to 
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identify those people that ... that you are not going to retain in the 
principalship. I took a look at their history over 14 variables, including the 
amount of time they'd been in the school. And if I saw there had been no 
improvement for kids ... that in fact, kids were suffering, and/or dying and 
becoming less effective in those schools, I made recommendations to my 
board that apparently these people were not ... not doing the job that I thought 
... and ... they had to go. . But the blessing in that is that as superintendent, I 
get to define what that achievement means, and ... and I have ... I'm a 
subscriber to the belief that you can't fix schools. When you start you start 
using language about we're going to "fix" this ... we're going to going to 
"remedy" It, you set yourself up for failure. But what I would hope that we 
arc doing,. is figuring out how we take the pieces and parts of the organization 
called •• School District" ... and look to see how do we ... how do we build 
deep, systemic. sustainable change? I can do a quick fix. I can get the 
numbers up tomorrow. but that's not really ... that's not lasting. That will hap 
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... you know what happens? When I go, it all goes. You got to figure out 
how you build it deep. And I'm going to another level of my development, 
where I believe that it's not only at the school level that you have to build, but 
you have to build it at the upper echelon ... in the District Office, so that the 
culture of a district changes. 
Respondent E: 
Foremost, there has to be a district-wide plan for achievement. The principols 
should take responsibility for implementing the district plan while considering 
their unique constituents. 
Interviewer: "Would you allow schools to deviate from the plan based upon the 
uniqueness of their student population? Let's say that one school had a 
preponderance of students requiring special services or a preponderance of allegedly 
gifted children?" 
No. I would disperse the students in a more equitable manner. What you just 
spoke of is discrimination. There should be no Special Ed school. The school 
should reflect the community with all its various levels of learners ... living 
together learning together and getting along together. There was always a 
question of having a school solely for the gifted. The world is such that you 
should know how to relate to all people no matter how brilliant you are ... 
because everyone has something to offer we can all learn fonn each other. 
A situation that concerns me has arisen around magnet schools ... for 
example. specialized schools for math and science. Many of these schools 
have become elite. Students are accepted based upon scores. Well now it 
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seems that many parents have started paying as much as 30 dollars an hour to 
have their kids tutored so they can pass the tests to enter these elite public 
schools. What happens to children whose parents cannct afford to pay the 30 
dollars? Does the school now only serve children whose parents can afford 
tutors and not other gifted children? If there is equity in service based upon 
balancing school populations so that they do not become either a dumping 
ground on one hand or a place for those who have monetary privilege on the 
other, there will be no need to ask schools to deviate strongly from the district 
plan to accommodate their unique constituents. 
Respondent F: 
l think you have to help principals ... and leave no stone unturned in trying to 
improve student achievement You look at parents, you look at principals, you 
look at teachers; you look at every entity of a school. It's how you work to 
improve the conditions of the school building itself. I have a close association 
with some of the best superintendents in the country. We need to think out of 
the box ... you're not going to get unlimited funding with the tax money. 
You've got to figure out innovative ways. 
Respondent G: 
We actually respond to diversity in educating our children. We are probably 
one of the most diverse districts in [the area] and we have had to put programs 
together. This is a district that has . . . you know ... before my time here . . . has 
recognized ... and that's part of the attraction ... it was a district that 
recogni1.0d that children had to be looked at differently ... with high 
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expectations, but differently ... and didn't hide fiom the fact that ... thattherc 
need! to be a celebration as far as the different othnic backgrounds are 
concerned. So it's not such an usual thing to bring in a program for the 
Hispanic population ... or a Holocaust presentation for the Jewish population 
that's here ... or whatever. That kind of thing happens here on a fairly 
regular basis. 
Respondent H: 
It's both of those. You must make sure that they have a plan. Nothing 
happens without purposeful leadership. I believe strongly in that. My role is 
to give purpose to the organization and then to have expectations for my 
leaders .. . to build on that purpose for their schools ... that meet the needs of 
their constituents. But it is always driven out of purposefulness. And my role 
is to model purposeful leadership. You can ask any academic leader in this 
community what we arc working on and they will tell you "Quality work for 
children." 
Respondent I: 
Well, what we have done in this district ... because I felt it was so weak . . . is 
that we have really taken over the mandate of achievement. My secretary was 
just asking about the pacing calendar ... because when [ go into a school, this 
is what I expect to sec in literacy and math. However, now we're just starting 
to relinquish some more responsibility to principals ... not necessarily in 
literacy and math, but for instance with the after school programs. I told 
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them, «This is the amount of money you have. You can have four classes. If 
you decide to have 4 fourth grade classes now, then you do that; that's your 
decision, but you must let me know what it is." So I'm tJying to empower 
them to take responsibility. 
Respondent J: 
I felt very strongly that we had to sit down together and talk about it. I had 
already given them an overall plan, but we all know that schools arc unique. 
You had to talk to get people to buy in. You can have all the grand ideas in 
the world. but they have to buy in. And if you give them the opportunity to 
feel 'This is mine', I have found that works. 
Research Question 5: How does each superintendent perceive herself and also 
perceive how others view her? 
Table 32 identifies the respondents' perceptions of the difference, if any, in 
how men and women view them. Fifty percent believe that other women see them as 
collaborative, while only 40 percent feel that men sec them this way. Forty percent 
feel that women see them as people who take-charge, contrasted with a perception 
that 60 percent of men sec them in the same light. Ten percent of the respondents 
indicated that women saw them as adaptable, while none of them perceived that men 
saw them this way. Seventy percent of the superintendents felt that women viewed 
them as principle-centered leaders compared to 60 percent feeling that men saw then 
as such. Twenty percent of the superintendents felt that both men and women 
regarded them as being politically savvy. Ten percent of the respondents felt that 
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women saw them as pragmatists compare to the belief that 20 percent of the men held 
the same opinion, Eighty percent of the superintendents indicated a belief that both 
sexes saw them as warm individuals, 10 percent felt that males saw them as 
indifferent, and the final 10 percent felt that the perception of them related to the 
context in which they were acting. All of the women thought that other females saw 
then as wann. Seventy percent of the respondents indicated some difference in the 
way they felt they were perceived by men and women_ Thirty percent felt that they 
were perceived the same by both sexes. 
Table 33 reports the perceived acceptance of the females by other females, 
members of their ethnic group and by their school boards. All of the respondents felt 
accepted by members of both their own gender and ethnicity. While 70 percent of the 
females felt accepted by their school boards, 30 percent of them did not feel accepted 
by this body. 
Table 34 describes how the females believe they are first seen, as a member of 
their gender or as a superintendent. It also gives examples of how this is 
demonstrated Seventy percent believe that they are first seen as a female, 20 percent 
believe that they are first seen as a superintendent, and 10 percent arc not sure of how 
they are seen. Twenty percent indicate that they are financially compensated at a 
lower rate than males, 40 percent relate being treated and spoken to in a manner that 
is different from the other male superintendents, and 20 percent mention the attitudes 
toward them. The females who feel they arc perceive the same as men indicate 
feeling so because they see no difference in their treatment or their compensation and 
the men around them. 
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Table 3S further delves into the perceptions the females have as to how they 
arc first seen. 115 a member of an ethnic group or as a superintendent Eighty percent 
of the females felt that they were seen first as members of their ethnicity and then as a 
superintendent They gave examples of how people felt amazed that they were so 
articulate and the fact that their ethnicity was always mentioned in the press as 
examples of how the perception developed. The same two who did not feel perceived 
to be seen as a female before being seen as a superintendent also did not feel that they 
were first seen as members of their ethnic group. 
Table 36 describes the private life of the females since assuming the 
superintendency. All of them indicate that they do not have private lives due to the 
fact that there are many social obligations attached to the superintendency. Fifty 
percent of the females stated that they tried to make time for their families. The other 
50 percent seemed either resigned or content with the fact that what is business is 
social and that a private life was out of the question. 
Table 37 indicates whether the superintendents feel the expectations of them 
are the same as they are for males or a member of the White race. Sixty percent of the 
respondents felt that the expectations were different for them; one qualified the 
answer by saying the while the expectations might be the same, the way they were 
evaluated on those expectations was different. Twenty percent felt that the 
expectations were the same and again one of those two females qualified her answer 
by saying that you would be evaluated differently. Twenty percent found the 
question difficult to answer because either they do not see life in these terms or they 
feel each cthnifity has a different reaction to them. 
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Table 38 describes whether the superintendents feel that females bring unique 
characteristics to their offices that are different from a male of color. Eighty percent 
of them interviewees feel that they do. These chancteristics rally around nurturing 
and human relations. Ten percent were not sure and another ten percent did not 
address this question. 
Table 39 identifies others whom the superintendents credit with being of 
support or facilitators of their success. All of the women mentioned parents or family 
members as facilitators or people on whose shoulder they stand. Seventy percent 
mention teachers or school administrators they knew when younger. Fifty percent 
mention God or make some reference to faith. Twenty percent made reference to 
nationally known leaders or political figures. Ten percent of the superintendents 
mentioned great writers. 
Table 40 lists two attributes the superintendents believe that others would 
accord them. The attribute most frequently mentioned was various fonns of 
persistence. The words used were tenacity, determined, persevering driven and 
persistent Other attributes varied, but all were positive, with one possible exception; 
one superintendent indicated that other felt she was blatant in the way she expressed 
herself. 
Table 41 identified the people whom the superintendents felt were critics and 
also what their critics were saying about them. Thirty percent indicated that their 
critics were people whom they bad fired. 20 percent felt that their critics varied with 
the issue, another 20 percent named their school boards, and the remaining 30 percent 
listed community activists, parents, and jealous individuals. 
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Table32 
Perce�tions of How Tone Are Viewed 
Res�ndent Perceptions 
How women leaders view her How male leaders view her 
A Collaborative Pragmatist Wann No difference 
B Principle 
Tm charge centered Wann No difference 
c Principle 
Take charge centered Wann No difference 
D Politically Collabor- Principle Indiffer- 
Take charge savvy Wann ative centered ent 
E Principle Collabora- No No 
Adaptable centered Warm tive change change 
F Politically No No 
Take charge savvy Warm change change Situational 
G Principle Take Politically No 
Collaborative centered Warm charge savvy change 
H Principle 
Collaborative centered Warm No difference 
[ Principle Take No No change 
Collaborative centered Wann charge change 
J Take No change 
Collaborative Adaptable Warm charge Pragmatist 
Table 33 
Feelings of Acceptance by Ethnicity. Gender and the S<hooj Board 
Respondent Ethnic Group Gender Board 
A Yes Yes Yes 
B Yes Yes Yes 
c Yes Yes Yes 
D Yes Yes Yes 
E Yes � No 
F Yes Yes No 
G Yes Yes Yes 
H Yes Yes Yes 
I Yes Yes No 
J Yes Yes Yes 
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Table 34 
Perception of Whether First Seen as a Female or a Superintendent 
First perceived as 
Female Supt 
A: x 
Example of how this is demonstrated 
During contract negotiations. offered less than many male 
B: 
C: 
D: X 
E: X 
F: X 
G: X 
x Has never seen her name in print with reference to her gender 
Not sure 
Must dress and behave with unusual restraint to be accorded 
credibility 
Others reactions to her. different expcc:tations than of men 
Financially under compensated, conversations with her 
Constantly asked if she was a presenter, instead of a 
superintendent, at the superintendents' conferences 
H: X 
I: X 
J: 
Feels that she is treated as any superintendent would be 
treated 
Asked to do things a man would not be asked to do 
Neither. Feels that she is regarded simply as "uppity." 
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Table 35 
Perception of Whether First Seen as a Member of an ethnic Group or a 
Suoerintcndent 
First perceived as 
Ethnicity Supt 
A: X 
Example of how this is demonstrated 
Ethnicity is a big deal in ber community 
B: 
C: 
D: x 
E: x 
F: x 
G: x 
H: 
I: x 
J: x 
x Has never seen her name in print with regard to her ethnicity 
It is more situational than absolute 
Comments made about how well you speak 
Comments: I'm amazed that you ... or You speak so well 
Ethnicity is always mentioned in the press 
Ethnicity is always mentioned in the press 
Attitudes of people with whom she speaks 
References arc often made to ethnicity 
X Feels that this is not an issue in her community 
Table 36 
Private Life 
Quality of Private Life 
A: There is no private life. 
B: Trying, but at least I can include my family in many of the things I do. 
C: No personal life whatsoever. 
D: What private life? Even what is social is business. 
E: Nonexistent There were many social functions, !2ut they were all business 
related. 
F: Nonexistent; I am lucky to spend a brief amount of time with my husband 
G: No time for almost anyone except husband and daughter 
H: Very busy - family has to attend work-related events with me; they enjoy it. 
I: There is no private life, but I manage to make time for my daughters. 
J: There is no time for anything but the job. 
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Table 37 
Perceived Expectation of Yourself versus Males and Whites 
Expectatioos 
Same Diff 
A X 
B 
c 
Explanation 
You are expected to be Superwoman, but you can't be too strong or 
you'll offend. 
Does not see life this way. 
Black and White people react diffemtly to me. 
D X People are so amazed to find a female, and even more a female of 
color, at the helm of such a large financial institution that it is 
written on their faces; it is embedded in the conversations they have 
with you that are different fonn the conversations they have with 
others. 
E x Tone of voice is different when speaking to her; motherly 
expectations of her 
F x You arc questioned more and have to win trust even after being 
appointed 
G x x Same for the outcomes - different for leadership style 
H x They just are. 
[ x Put in longer hours and must produce more to be accepted. 
J x You are evaluated differently and no allowances are made for 
females. 
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Table 38 
Perceptions of Whether a Female of Color Brings Unique Characteristics to the Role 
of Superintendent 
Characteristics If characteristics are differen� how so? 
Same Diff 
A X Nurturing. the female sense of self -esteem is different 
B 
c 
D 
x Females arc nonnally socialized differently 
Not sure 
Not addressed 
E X Softer; identification as a mother 
F X Nurturing, motherly 
G X Reflecting if this is what I'd want for my child. Listening more. 
H X Expected to bring more skill, kinder, gentler 
l X Our natural role is expected (Nurturer) 
J X Women have more ofa challenge being accepted as leaders 
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Table 39 
Shoulders Upon Whom You Stand 
Sources credited 
A: Family, church, teachers 
B: Family, Former principal, former boss 
C: Grandmother, parents, 7"' grade guidance counselor, graduate school teacher 
D: Parents, family, God, a well-known spiritual and revolutionary leader, coworkers, 
employees, former supervisors, great writers 
E: Family, a well-known American leader, and other education leaders who served 
as mentors 
F: Other ed�tional leaders who served as mentors, family 
G: Grandmother and other educational mentors 
H: Faith, family, friends and relatives 
I: Mother, aunts, godmother 
]: Family, God, high school principal, I st superintendent for whom she worked 
Table 40 
Two Attributes You Believe You Would Be Accorded 
First attribute Second attribute 
A: Visionary Collaborative 
B: Blatant Passionate 
C: Wann Fair 
D: Driven Consistently fair 
E: Fair Persevering 
F: Tenacious Visionary 
G: Dctennined Persistent 
H: Fair Honest 
I: lntelligent Eloquent 
]: Smart Effective 
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Table41 
My Critics and Their Beliefs 
My critics 
A Varies with the issue 
B: People who want to give away 
what rightfully belongs to tho children 
C: Some community activists 
D: Those who have been tenninated 
E: Those who she fired and the old 
guard 
F: The hoard 
G: Administrators I have fired 
H: Varies with the issue 
I: School board/Parents 
J: Jealous individuals 
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They believe I am 
Stubborn, Don't listen 
Out of control, Dangerous 
Focus more on violence prevention than 
on academics 
Controlling; I have unreasonably high 
expectations 
Need a man as superintendent to give 
Black boys a role model; I came in the 
back door and was only a 'teacher for a 
second 
I do not ask their pennission to do 
everything 
Want change too quickly; will not respect 
tho old system that was already in place 
Fair. honest, gracious ( even the critics 
say this) 
Too uppity 
Snobbish, standoffish 
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Superintendents were asked several questions to dctennine how they perceived 
themselves and also how they perceived that others viewed them. Superintendents 
were asked whether they felt that they were first perceived as a female or as a 
superintendent. The responses are given below. 
Respondent A: 
Certainly, I'm seen as a superintendent, but l think for a female it's much 
different, it's much more difficult. 
Interviewer: "Y ou mean seen first as a superintendent? 
I think people see me as a female superintendent, let me say that. I think they 
see me as a woman, but I'm a superintendent. I mean. the title is there, so you 
get that But then, I think there are ... I think there are even subtle kinds of 
things that happen that are subconscious with people. Everything from 
negotiating a contract, which I've had to go through now several times ... and 
over the summer, I looked at about 38 different superintendents' contracts 
before opening my contract. And most of them were men's [contracts] ... and 
some of the things that men get in their contracts are just incredible ... that as 
a woman. and I talked to some other female superintendents ... that we didn't 
think about. We don't think about them because we're not thinking. 
Interviewer: "Can you give me a for instance?" 
Oh, they get perks - everything from housing allowances, to help with their 
housing, to all kinds of little deals within their contracts ... annuities ... and 
what they can squirrel away ... but money ... You know, my thing last 
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year WQS, well the teachers haven't been paid for three to four years. 
Principals haven't been paid. l won't ask for the top amount, I'll ask for 
something just below that. A man wouldn't have done that A man would 
have said, "Look, I'm going in here, this is a tough job, what are you going to 
pay me?" You know. women don't think like that I have talked to some 
other women superintendents. They all have shared those common kinds of 
experiences around ... just the way we develop our contracts. And l can see 
some of it even in the day-to- day interactions. 
Respondent B: 
I think I'm perceived first as a superintendent and then as a female. ( can give 
an example. I work very hard at being feminine. I'm much more in touch 
with the masculine side of who I am and I have been all my life. It has 
nothing to do with the superintendency. So it's something I've worked on in 
tenns of being in touch with the feminine side of me. I know for a fact that I 
lead with that male side, so I see myself clearly as a superintendent first and 
foremost. And then I see myself as a woman superintendent. As a matter of 
fact, I even have trouble sometimes going to women superintendents' 
conferences because I feel out of place ... feel like there's only a part ofme 
that's being addressed, only half of who lam ... because I don't lead with 
that. And a specific example l think is that usually people will refer to me as 
Dr. [name) or Superintendent [name) and there's never ... I've never felt a 
gender issue. I've never felt, whether it was my board or my principals ... you 
know, l was a middle school principal ... l was a high school principal. If 
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you look at most of the articles, (points to some) it just says "superintendent" 
and my name. There is never any reference to gender. And most of the awards 
I have received ... I don't think I've been recosruzed as woman for anything. 
(Laughs) I'm just thinking, all ofmy awards, if you look at them (points to a 
multitude of plaques and awards hanging on the wall), I mean even ... not that 
one either (she walks around looking at all of them to see if anything would be 
for a woman or for a feminine activity) ... nope most of them are as an 
educator, none have gender attached. 
Respondent C: 
This respondent did not address the question. 
Respondent D: 
A female. 
Interviewer: "Could you give some examples of how this is demonstrated?" 
Oh sure. For example, ifl am going to a budget meeting, my hair is in a bun. 
I usually wear neutral nail polish, and l don't wear hoop earrings. I minimize 
the makeup and I probably look a little more Western ... and traditionally 
neutral because otherwise, the perception can be ... well, she's not really 
credible. 
Interviewer: "How do they demonstrate this?" 
Oh, the conversation ... it's like I wasn't even in the room. When I first came 
here, many of my male counterparts ... especially the White men ... would 
talk around me. Sometimes I'd be the onJy person of color ... and the only 
female ... controlling one of the largest budgets. and the largest nwnber of 
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people who wont in the city ... and they'd talk around me. 
Interviewer: "Did wearing neutral tones help?" 
Some. But the point is that I beliew: that in pan crodibility is only an external 
perception. And I believe that people have to get beyond the external 
perception of a woman. 
Respondeot E: 
I've had people come inlo the district office and they have asked to see the 
superintendent and the secretary had directed them to my office. And on my 
office door and desk WCl'O my nameplates, yet 1 have had people ask me 'who 
is the superintendent'. And I would say, ''How may I help you?" They were 
amazed, so from that I know that I was perceived first as a female. 
Respondent F: 
Oh definitely as a female, because I think the reaction of this community ... 
was to get used to a woman ... the first woman superintendent. 'The women 
were very WlCOmfonable with that; the men were very uncomfortable with 
that We're talking about a lot of men, who obviously had been very dominant 
in professional roles. 
Interviewer: "How do they express that difficulty'?'' 
Wei� I think first in the compc:ruation. I was paid SS0,000 less than my ... the 
neighbqring superintendent who negotiated a much higher conlrllct. I think 
diffe..,llial in pay. I had to go beck and ICIUllly get my salary adjust«!. But, 
guys seem to have an easier time in demanding higher salaries than women. The 
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other thing is that there's a sense that as a woman. you're not tough you know, 
they seem to think ... it's a woman, they can take advantage of her cause 
there's the sense that's wc'n: weaker ... more susceptible to tactics such as 
hollering and being fon:e!W and those kinds of things. So, I think people 
thought lhat maybe I would be a bit ofa pushover. One of the community 
leaders had to explain to someone who apporontly thought lhat I could be pushed 
around that, "[rust name of the respondent] is not Maly Poppins." 
Respondent G: 
[ know for sure that I am perceived first as a female because every time the 
paper describes me, I am described as a female administrator ... usually 
female Black ... or female Black administrator in [names the general 
geographical area of her superintendency] ... that kind of a thing. So I know 
how I'm perceived by the community and by the world and l can give you just 
an example. The first time that I went into a superintendent's meeting in 
[ names a location], the male White superintendents came over to me and 
asked me if! was then: to present because they couldn't believe that I was 
there as a superintendent. I had to be a presenter. So, I'm sure that people see 
me as a female first. 
Respondent H: 
A superintendent No question about it. 
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Respondent I: 
I always feel ... even as a principal ... I felt that most people respond to you 
as a woman first. And that there are certain things that people expect from a 
woman ... expect you to help them with ... expect you to do ... to understand 
... that they would never tell a male principal or a male superintendent. But I 
think that most often. I'm perceived first os a Blaclc pmon. 
Interviewer: "That would he the next question." 
Then as woman ... then as a superintendent, 
Interviewer. "Can you thinlts of ways that this is demonsl!llted?" 
People ... and especially men ... tend to talk. around women in authority about 
things over which the woman has direct control ... for example the budget. In 
addition, people would come to the office and they would want to see the 
superintendent. I may be sinmg or standing right there and rd say, "Yes. can 
I help you?" They'd say, •• No, I want to see the superintendent." ... and never 
asswnc that l could be the superintendent or that I could be the principal ... 
because people expect White men ... no matter what the district ... to have 
these jobs. 
Respondent J: 
Neither. I was received as .. Who does she think she is? .. I was a question 
mark. Their attitude said. "You've got to prove yourself, sister. Who are 
you?" It was a world which said power to the people. I had no credentials to 
say that I'd been out then, fighting. 
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The superintendents were asked whether they felt others perceived them first 
as a member of their ethnic group or as a superintendent. Their responses arc below. 
Respondent A: 
The ethnic politics here are very strong. And I'm sure most of the people in 
this city sec me as a Black. woman superintendent ... or maybe just a Black 
superintendent I don't know if the woman thing comes in or not that much ... 
but definitely black, given the fact that African Americans in this school 
district are in the mioority. 
Respondent B: 
(long pause) Probably because I've never taken time to explore how the 
outside world sees me and partly because of who I am as a personality . . .  I  
always fluff it off and say it's their problem, not mine; I don't own it. tfyou 
look at articles about me when I became superintendent ... the headlines of all 
the papers here (points to snme that are framed and hanging on her wall) it 
never 511id [gives her ethnicity]. If you look in the archives of all the papers 
that have covered me. there is never a mention of an [ethnic] superintendent 
... never ... I've yet to sec it As a matter of fact, I've been puzzled by that 
It's always thrown me. 
Respondent C: 
This qqestion was not addressed. 
Respondent D: 
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Clearly as a member of an ethnic group. There's no doubt and anybody who 
tells you anything different is a liar. There's no doubt in my ... and that has 
been consistent whether it was in [this town], where I think it is far more 
apparent ... or whether it was in [my hometown]. 
Respondent E: 
This question was not addressed. 
Respondent F: 
This question was not addressed. 
Respondent G: 
This question was not addressed. 
Respondent H: 
SuperiQtendent. Always. They never even think about it You know, when 
they need to tell me off, they tell me off They arcn 't dealing with the fact 
that a door needs to be open. We [the community] are real cordial anyway; 
we'rewann. 
Interviewer: •• And you have this relationship with every ethnicity within your 
population?" 
That's right. That's right. Quite honestly that is correct. My people don't 
I mean my principals and my teachers ... they aren't dealing with a female or 
an African-American� I mean, I'm their superintendent. They support me. 
This is an open community. I am [name], the superintendent of[this district]. 
Respondent l: 
Respondent I answered this question along with the previous one on ethnicity. 
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Respondent J: 
As a Black person who was selected as superintendent. 
Along these lines, the superintendents wore asked if they felt that the 
expectations of them were the same as they would be for a male or for a member of 
the White race. They responded as follows: 
Respondent A: 
No, Ithink the expectations for me and most people of color ... but for 
women and especially women of color is that we are somehow super women. 
But you can't be too strong. because if you're ioo strong. you'll offend people. 
You can't be weak:, or you wouldn't stay in the position. You've got to find a 
way to be all things to all people. I think the role of being a superintendent is 
hard. I think it just doubles and triples for women; the expectations double for 
women and for women of color it triples. 
Respondent B: 
(long pause) Again (laughs) I never think along these lines. It's amazing 
because I don't ... I'm trying to think ... do I ever think ... I mean there was a 
White male here before me. I don't know what the expectations were for him. 
I have to assume that a lot of the expectations are mine; I own them. I set 
them. 
Respondent C: 
Yes, but I found that question [points to the questionnaire] difficult to answer. 
I think the gender issues are far less critical in my mind than the ethnic group 
issues. I do find some behaviors that I guess we would say are stereotypical 
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when it represents the crab-In-the-barrel syndrome. I lived in [another state]. 
[ was very close to a family that lived way out in the woods. Mr. Ray was in 
his 90'i; and so was his wife. He had lived at the time of slavery. He was 
blind so I would kind of sit at his side and he would tell me the stories about 
what he did when he was young. He used to always have these little quips 
and tell me the crab and barrel story. You know, one crab tries to get out and 
the other crab pulls him back. And sometimes I do feel that ... I do feel there 
are times when from the ethnic perspective, it's kind of 'Why didn't she stay 
in her own place'. And I even sense some Of that in my own family. My 
grandmother was from that school of thought . . . this was my maternal 
grandmother ... that women should grow up and get married; and if you don't 
get married, there's something wrong with you. You stay in your place and 
you stay in your own class, and it's wrong to try to break out of this group that 
you're supposed to be in. I do feel that sometimes ... that some people resent 
any one of us doing something that all of us are not doing, and that bothers 
me. I don't know how to break that cycle, but it docs bother me. 
The researcher queried: "Does the crab-in-the-barrel more often than not relate to like 
people? So when you use that, arc you saying that more people . . . more African­ 
Americans ... challenge you than White people?" 
In that sense, yes, I have found that to be more of an African-American ... an 
issue that I have with African-Americans ... that I think they have with me ... 
rather than White people. 
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Respondent D 
This question was not addressed. 
Respondent E: 
I don't think so. I think as a woman, you're looked upon differontly [than 
men] in a way. You're looked upon like a mother, a nurturing person ... 
which is tine ... a compassionate person . . . but it seems that you always have 
to do more . . . or more is expected. of you. 
Interviewer: "Well were the expectations different of you than they would be for 
someone White?" 
Oh yes, I've seen people who've been brutal to me, be very kind and generous 
to Whites. 
Interviewer: "Can you give an example?" 
Well, I've just seen them react, their reactions . . .  their tome of voice ... their 
manners. 
Interviewer: "Would they treat you differently than white women?" 
I think so. I could be wrong, maybe there's a prejudice on my port, or maybe 
I'm seeing something that isn't real. but that's how it appears to me. 
Respondent F: 
Oh no. I think they [males] get away with much more and it's accepted; it's 
understood We're conditioned to view them as leaders; so therefore, you 
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believe what they say. You automatically doubt the African American and the 
female coming in. You're much more cautious. You question more, So l think 
it's goiqg to hinder. And not that rm ... that rm always unwilling to answer, 
but lhe perception centers around whether a person can be trusted. 
Respondent G: 
I think the expectations as far as outcome arc probably the same. I think the 
expectation as far as style is different. People have a hard time dealing with 
females who respond in a very strong or authoritarian way as a 
superintendent That's something that boards have difficulty with and also the 
community. 
Respondent H: 
Yes. Definitely, yes. 
Respondent I: 
Definitely not. I think that we're always expected to be more nurturing. 
We're always expected to put in the longer hours. It's almost the attitude ... 
well, if you're a woman and you want this job, then you need to just leave 
everything and do this job. I also think that the expectation is more because 
we have the most difficult task. And you know ... whereas I could be in 
another district and work 9 to 5, that's not the way you can work here. I'm 
astonished when l hear the stories of the former male superintendents or 
administrators who were able to just not be pressed to succeed ... and it was 
alright for so many years for them to just skate along; I am just amazed. 
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Respondent J: 
I don't think the expectations are the same. I think that ... you know every 
study that's been made and al of the realities of life that I have faced a 
Black woman has got to prove herself to be better. And then she is not 
necessarily given credit for being better or oven as good. I think that maybe 
the expectations are the same, but the way you are evaluated is different. And 
I think that in the Black community it has been made very clear that if given a 
choice between a Black male and a Black female, even if the female is better 
qualified, the Black female doesn't stand a chance in West Hell. Most Blacks 
will select a Black male, period. You know, my Black PT A president and 
community leaders were black women, but when it came time to look for 
principels, they say to me .• [ name of respondent], find me a Black man.'' 
They kept looking for Black males. And I think that I undemand that as a 
Black person. In many instances they would say to me that the only Black 
man [the students] are going to sec [in a positive role] in their lives is going to 
be that man ... is going to be their principal. And unfortunately we have to 
accept the reality. Too many of them do not have that positive Black male 
image in their lives. So Black women leaders tend to push for Black male 
leadenlup. 
Interviewer: "Can you give me an example of how the Black female would be 
evaluated differently from the Black man or a White person?" 
l think she would have to have a far better education and she would have to 
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have an experiential background that was a proven track record that they 
could look at and trace back ... that people could critique and approve o[ 
Interviewer: "And the guys?" 
The guys are different. If they have the credential, they do not need the other 
stuff. They need less to be accepted. 
Research Question 6: What perception does each superintendent hold of the office; 
how have the challenges and rewards led her to ultimately perceive the role of 
superintendent? 
Table 42 lists the main expectations each district held of each superintendent. 
No categories were given for this question; the superintendents were free to write 
anything that they chose. All of them were expected to raise test scores. Seventy 
were expected to improve the financial condition of the district, while another 70 
percent were expected to change the climate. Sixty percent stated that they were 
expected to know the issues and 40 percent were expected to restructure the district. 
Thirty percent indicated that they were expected to clean house and another 30 
percent stated that they were expected to get along with others. Twenty percent 
stated that they were expected to heal wounds. In the same vein another 20 percent 
were expected to unite the community. Finally 10 percent said they were expected to 
be strong and focus. 
Table 43 identifies an issue or incident that tested the superintendents and 
describes how they responded to the situation. The issues or incidents that tested the 
superintendents were varied. Thirty percent of them mentioned situations that were 
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overtly political in nature, 20 percent mentioned conflict with the school board, and 
other issues were political in the sense that the situations could only be resolved with 
the agreement of many different factions. The women eventually responded in a 
variety of ways, but all of them but one attempted to build relationships as they 
resolved the situation. The superintendent who did not attempt to collaborate was not 
given collaboration as an option; it was an either or situation. Another female tried to 
work within the system, but was ultimately removed from her first superintendency 
because she was unable to go along with some of the corrupt practices that we in 
place when she was appointed and bad long been the sanctioned order of doing 
business. 
Table 44 describes the most difficult political or professional decision each 
superintendent can recall having to make in the execution of her office. Forty percent 
of the superintendents spoke of fighting the conupt practices that were accepted when 
they took office. Two of these women were removed fonn office during one of their 
superintendencies for opposing these practices. They were eventually appointed 
superintendent again in another district, but one paid a heavy financial price for her 
opposition to corruption. Thirty percent faced severe challenges around financial 
issues and the remaining 30 percent faced different issues that were all political in 
nature. 
Table 45 gives the most difficult thing that the responsibilities of the offioe 
created for each superintendent on a personal level. Forty percent of the respondents 
indicated that lack of time was a major difficulty as it adversely affected familial 
relationships and personal time. Also connected to time were the excessive numbers 
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of social activities connected to the office. Often there were too many activities on a 
given day for the superintendent to attend all of them and a slight to the host could 
translate into lack of support for the superintendents' initiatives. Jnhannonious board 
relations were a second cause of personal discomfort for 20 percent of the women. 
Again, dealing with corrupt practices was a source of pain for 10 percent of the 
interviewees. Other issues were the death of students and having to discharge 
females of their own ethnicity for incompetence. The superintendents indicated that 
they tried staff development, but the individuals of color simply were miscast in roles 
in educational administration. The superintendents all seemed to value competence 
over ethnic loyalty. This is consistent with the literature that posits the gender and 
ethnicity does not automatically constitute support for the superintendents. While all 
of these women reported feeling that females of color were underrepresented in the 
superintendency, they made choices each time on the side of competence. Some of 
them were quick to add that there were more than enough competent individuals to 
fill positions. 
Table 46 identifies the most significant thing that each female had done as 
superintendent Sixty percent listed raising the test scores, while another 10 percent 
mentioned offering more educational opportunities. Twenty percent mention forging 
coalitions and the final IO percent was proud of the technological advancements the 
district made under her leadership. Research states that females of color are usually 
appointed to district that have significant deficiencies, often academic in nature. 
Hence. raising the scores would be seen as a major achievement. The boards and 
constituents of the school district arc often reported as fragmented bodies when 
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female superintendents are appointed to a district. It would indeed be significant to 
quell unrest among these passionately disparate entities. 
Table 47 reveals whether each female would make the choice to be 
superintendent if she had it to do over again and also gives a reason for her answer. 
Fifty percent would accept the challenge again if they could start over. Another 50 
percent are not sure what choice they would make. Those who would accept another 
superintendency confess to loving the work in spite of its many challenges. The 
reasons varied among the superintendents who were unsure if they would seek the 
office if they had it do to again. Twenty percent cite that fact that there is much 
criticism and abuse with very little support, IO percent cited lack of contact with 
children. another 10 stated that it would depend upon whether the new situation 
would allow her to be true to the work and the final IO percent was unsure because, 
after a number of years in retirement, she no longer has the energy that she had when 
she served as superintendent. 
Table 48 tells how ea.ch woman would like to be remembered. All of the 
women used words to indicate that they wished to be remembered for making a 
positive difference. They all seemed to care about being seen as principled and 
caring individuals. 
Table 49 reports any additional comments the interviewees cared to add to the 
study. Seventy percent felt that they had covered everything they deemed important. 
Thirty percent of the women made statements of encouragement to other females of 
color who may be considering the superintendency as a career choice. The advice 
was to learn, get a mentor, and to open your mind to a variety of possibilities. 
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Table 42 
Expectations of You as a Leader 
Expectations Res!!!!ndents 
A B c D E F G H I 1 
Raise Scores x x x x x x x x x x 
Financial 
lmprovcment x x x x x x x 
Change 
Climate x x x x x x x 
Clean House x x x 
Restructure x x x x 
Maintain x x 
Status Quo 
Accept 
Challenges x x x x 
Know Issues x x x x x x 
Get Along x x x 
Heal Wounds x x 
Unite 
Community x x 
Be Strong and 
Focus x 
Table43 
An Incident which Tested You as a Leader 
Issue/Incident 
A: All that takes the focus off academics 
B: Racial issues in the district 
C: Came to a district where factions 
other than the supt. held all of the 
power 
D: Contract negotiations 
E: School Board confrontations 
F: The Board used students a political 
collatcraJ 
G: Blow up balloons for a political party 
H: Pulling a fragmented district together 
I: Incident of violence in a school 
buildin� 
1: Havin'g to put politics before 
educational issues 
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Your response 
Speak with the parties concerned 
Created a situation where all groups 
could come together and succeed 
Established leadership by delegating and 
negotiating 
Built relationships one at a time with 
calmness 1lJ1d a child-centered focus 
Little, if any, reaction; stay on task 
Did what was right for students in spite 
of this 
Refused-very graciously 
Belief in people; understanding the issues 
Learned how to handle negative publicity 
and politics 
!fl could work with the system, I did; but 
sometimes I had to pay the price. 
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Table 44 
A difficult Professional or Political Decision 
The Decision 
A: Fighting to keep the district's funds and assets from a charter school 
B: Breaking up corrupt political practices 
C: Keeping the board at bay while we gather nece55ary infonnation to make 
informed decisions about what we would like to present them with 
D: Who sits in which seat and politically explosive situations; once a school's roof 
fell in. How do you explain not knowing that the building was in such bad shape? 
E: Standing alone against the city and powerful community members who desired a 
discriminatory situation to exist, knowing I would lose my job as a result. 
F: Implementing a program for which there were no appropriations; I had to find 
the money. 
G: Coming into office on a split vote with the opponent serving as my deputy 
H: Finding money to improve the system and quelling public unrest at meetings 
quality education 
I: Deciding what scat people sit in because of past political corruption and truly 
holding people accountable who have been used to the status quo 
J: Having to fulfill deals that were not in the interest of quality education but were 
made by the leaders of the system 
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Table 45 
A Difficult Personal Decision 
The personal decision 
A: Leaving my tint superintendency, but felt that it may need someone new to take it 
further 
B: Balancing the role of superintendent, wife and mother 
C: Helping the new board get a vision 
D: Having to go to a child's funeral 
E: No time for family or personal activities. Having my salary cut in half for doing 
the right thing. 
F: Having a board with loyalty to their constituents and not the students' welfare 
G: Having to discharge a black female deputy who would not rise to the challenge 
H: Manipulating time to be everywhere at once 
I: No personal time for my husband 
J: Being asked to support political deals that were illegal and paying a price for not 
agree mg 
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Table 46 
Most Significant Accomplishment as Superintendent 
Significant Accomplisllment 
A: Raise the level of achievement everywhere I go 
8: Quelled racist behaviors and offer more educational opportunities 
C: Brought district up to date technologically 
D: Forge coalitions where none existed previously 
E: Met the District's goals: increased achievement and attendance, established a 
fiscally sound system, won a million dollar grant while successfully challenging the 
legitimacy of the some of its expectations. 
F: Raise the scores, make the district technologically savvy, improved transport and 
facilities 
G: Raising scores, establishing magnet schools, collaborating with SUNY 
H: Pull the commwtity together; restore faith in public education 
I: Stabilize leadership; as a principal taking a school from the bottom to a 
respectable position 
J: Getting people to work together and raising the scores 
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Table 47 
If you had it to do over, would you seek the superintendency? 
Choice Explanation 
Yes No 
A: X I believe that I am making a difference. 
B: Not sure; there is not enough direct contact with children. 
C: Don't know; you are often criticized and rarely complimented. 
D: Depends upon whether I can be true to the work; I will not compromise. 
E: Not sure. Has low energy now. Loved it when she was energetic. 
F: X Love the work 
G: X Love the work 
H: X Love the work 
I: Not sure. These is much abuse and little support. 
J: X Always wanted to be a teacher and the superintendent is the highest 
teaching job. 
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Table 48 
How would you like to be remembered? 
Res nse 
A: That I made a difference 
8: As someone who touched the lives of children in a humble, gentle way 
C: As a superintendent who made a difference for everyone- adults and children 
D: I was a stand-in for God, and I fulfilled my charges. 
E: As an improver of the human condition. who sought excellence in education for 
all 
F: As a tenacious visionary leader 
G: As someone who stuck to her principles and did the best thing for children 
H: As someone who made a difference for children 
I: As a person who cared about kids and made a difference 
J: As a teacher 
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Table 49 
Closing Remarks 
Comments 
A: Females should go for it and find mentors early in the game 
B: None 
C: Never be so narrow in your thoughts that you only apply to serve with your own 
ethnicity; include other demographics in your vision. 
D: None 
E: None 
F: None 
G: None 
H: Females should give themselves the opportunity to learn and grow. Enjoy the 
science and the art will come. 
I: None 
J: None 
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Tables 42 through 49 listed specific accomplishments and challenges. This section 
will elaborate on particularly difficult situations, unique challenges due to gender and 
ethnicity, credos of the superintendents and the way they would like to be 
remembered. The ladies wore asked, "What has been the most difficult thing. as a 
result of being superintendent, for you." 
Respondent A: 
[The greatest difficulty she mentioned would identify her to some readers. I 
selected a minor issue that she mentioned.] . But the things that get ... the 
challenges for me ... the obstacles ... are for me related to politics. And the 
politics that generally have nothing to do with kids. It has something to do 
with adults and adult issues that get in the way of me doing what I want to do. 
Respondent 8: 
Compromising the mommy part of me and the wife part of me ... sharing that 
with the sea of children that I have in this district. The needs of my babies 
that are entrusted to me versus my own child and my own husband ... my 
oldest child is 25, so be doesn't need me as much. But I think it is balancing 
the mother role with the needs of other children in my district. 
Respondent C: 
The board that I have now ... the people on the board that I have now are 
different from the original board members. We're at the end of the 
reorganization. They don't have a new vision and because they don't have a 
vision of what they want from a community perspective. it's very difficult for 
me. It's time to look ahead ... to develop a new vision and to begin to 
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involve others in developing it 
Respondent D: 
Oh Ithink there have been a series of [decisions], and some of them have been 
around who sits in which seat? I mean the assignment of people is a toughie. 
As l said, the firing, and hiring, and l think some of the other political or 
challenging work-related decisions are ... are how are we going to handle 
incidents that could make people very nervous, and could have people say 
... or have people lose credibility with your leadership, and those have been 
some touchy ones. 
Respondent E: 
That's a tough one. lt is difficult that you might be all alone as a result of a 
decision you have made. But if you believe that what you're doing is the right 
thing, you've got to take a stand, even if you stand-alone. There was the 
situation in [names a section of town], when [they] wanted to gerrymander it 
so that only White children ... or nearly all White children ... attend two new 
schools ... designated schools. l had to oppose i� stand up and say it, and stick 
to it. Of course, I finnly believe in my heart and soul that gerrymandering was 
wrong ... wrong for me, and wrong for every human being, and certainly 
children. There was a secret deal that would reserve those schools for White 
children ... or mostly White children ... because some new housing that was 
being planned had a policy that when it opened that it would have no more 
than IO percent Black occupancy. 
Interviewer: Was this legal? 
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It was challenged and they lost. But it took time to weave its way through the 
courts. So I protested and also protested to the board. Soon there were 
protest, ... people carried signs saying "[Last name of respondent] Must Go." 
I knew my job was on the line, once I took the stand. But so be it. It was 
difficult because I loved that district. 
Interviewer's Note: She was removed from office. The details would identify her to 
some people. 
Respondent F: 
Well. there were people on the Board of Educition who were more interested 
in their own political well being than the children. And at some point, you 
just can't use the children as political chips. rm so sick of that. You have 
their future in your hands ... and if you only use them as chips to get yourself 
ahead politically ... you can't just tolerate that. It's a responsibility. You're 
their best hope. I just ... that really was very, very difficult for me to take. 
Respondent G: 
Oh, in my superintendency, the most difficult professional decision ... I think 
it was deciding to take a job where ... that you aren't likely to get the total 
support of the board ... coming in on a split vote with ... with the person that 
they wanted, staying there as the assistant superintendent. I think that was 
probably one of my difficult decisions. It was for me a big risk. 
Interviewer: Did that person remain? 
No, he left after about 5 lllonths. Personally, I guess the one situation that I 
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can describe ... that I felt that would cost me to deal with personally ... was 
when I had to get rid of an assistant superintendent who was a Black female. 
She was very much misplaced in her position. it was not a good job for her ... 
and to be quite honest with you, she was oot really a very hard worker. And 
as far as I'm concerned, you have to work hard in this job; you really do. And 
it's oot a social job ... even though there are people who might think that it 
might look like that kind of a job ... it's really not And she ... I guess ... 
came up during an era when maybe administrative jobs were much more 
- 
about ... I don't know ... going to lunch or rm not really sure ... but she 
really wasn't about a whole lot of hard work. When it came time for me to 
pressure her out and encourage her to retire ... which she eventually did ... 
that was very hard for me personally ... because l was dealing with knowing 
what I needed to do for the kids ... and knowing that that person wasn't doing 
the right things as far as the job and her responsibility to children . . .  because 
this is a Black female who I have a certain allegiance to ... who I couldn't 
help to grow or change ... and I did a major attempt and I just ... I failed ... 
and that was hard for me to deal with. 
Respondent H: 
Well it has been the financial kinds of things and how wc drive it and how wc 
remember that in all we do, ifs about the academic perfonnance of children. 
You can't forget what the purpose of school is. When you have so much 
around you that needs to happen ... and so much around you that you need to 
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pull together, you can forget that the reason we are is that we are ttying to 
prepare children for life. And wc do that by providing the best academic 
situation for them that wc can give. The broadness of our understanding has 
begun to make things happen. And now the district is running quite smoothly. 
Also I was insistent upon quiet When I took office, people were coming to 
the board meetings and there was a lot of unrest and public bickering. It made 
all of the media. As a result we had a lot of bad press and we knew that this 
had to be handled. My pwpose was to come i.n and to create a climate that 
was good for our children. As an aside, I believe in people and the goodness 
of people, so when I saw the anger, I knew they couldn't be angry with me 
because they didn't know me. If they knew me, they knew what I stood for. 
So they were not going to be angry with me. My expectation was that they 
would be supportive of me. And since then, we have had marvelous press. I 
have had a quieting effect on this district. And I am convinced when you can 
create quiet, you create clam and you can keep your focus. 
Respondent I: 
When I go to board meetings. I am besieged with requests for all sorts of 
information. much of it irrelevant to educating children. You know ... like 
how much paper do we use ... bow many trips have we taken during the last 3 
years ... things that you could compile and compile forever. l must spend 1 
day out of 10 dealing with ... just responding to the board. And that's very 
frightening to me in a district that needs so much attention on instruction and 
improvement And what I always try to tell them is if this isn't helping us 
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move the academic agenda forward. I really don't know why we're doing it. 
In the midst of these challenges, during the first year of my superintendency, l 
wrote my dissertation. It seemed like an impossible task but l needed to 
complete the program. One of my strong suits is perseverance. 
Respondent J: 
I guess the most difficult was agreeing to some of the programs that had to be 
put in place because the community leaders owed favors to people because 
people who did not have the academic qualifications had to be hired. 
The superintendents were asked if they thought that females of color brought 
qualities to the office of superintendent that were different from a male of color. The 
responses are below. 
Respondent A: 
I think we do. I mean, I was saying you can't be a woman of color and not you 
know self-esteem or racism or discrimination. 
Interviewer: "Less than a man of color?" 
Absolutely. l think even there ... and l mean I think we share some of that ... 
but then ... then we have something added onto that. You know ... we're 
female, and so the whole gender thing kicks in. Sometimes I can't tell if 
something is happening because I'm a woman or because I'm an African 
American woman or if I'm an African American. Men don't have to deal that 
sort of double ... that double aspect of this job. If they're a man of color, 
they're just going to deal with the color thing They get the advantage of 
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being a male ... and women have to deal with both ... both of those minorily 
positions ... and either one of them can be kicking in at any time and 
sometimes it's both of them. 
Respondent B: 
I do think we bring different things to the role. l think that as a woman of 
color ... I think that you think about your past ... your history and I have to 
say that when I think of males of color who I know that are superintendents ... 
they share a similar tie to that. My biggest issue is that I came here and didn't 
speak a word of English at nine years of age. In most homes, a woman of 
color would be raised differently. Little girls were given dolls and little boys 
were given trucks. That didn't happen to me, but in most homes it did. And it 
was very hard for me because of the home that I grew up in. I've had to work 
to be feminine. It was hard for me to work to be a little girl. I mean. my 
father said. if somebody bothers you to deck 'em; and I would deck them. 
And people would say that's not very feminine, but it wasn't part of my 
world. I had a very tough father, a mild-mannered mom ... and I think my 
father wanted me to be raised in a very tough kind of way. He didn't want me 
to get lost in schooling or to be considered cute and sweet; he didn't want any 
of that and I rejected all of that 
Respondent C: 
I don� know if it's a female of color. That's an interesting question Because 
when I )VllS in [my first superintendency] I was a woman of color in an all White 
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school district and what I felt what I brought to that community was an 
understanding that people with expertise are jping to be successful anywhere. 
And those kids respected me as much as these kick 
Respondent D: 
This question was not addressed. 
Respondent E: 
There are. And being a woman and mother. I think you can see things 
sometimes a little bit different than a male. And then there's identification as 
a mother. and maybe as an older woman, or a Black woman. I think that tends 
to make you behave in a different way than a male. And I think it is just 
expected, because they look for a softer touch ... more human ... even if 
you're stern it's not quite the same as a man coming down on someone. 
Respondent F: 
Absolutely. You see it in the children ... particularly when you go out to role 
model for the young girls and they tell you they want to be superintendent. I 
remember visiting different classes ... and the teachers would have a greeter 
at the door. They'd never pick a Black male or Black female to be my greeter 
. . .  amazing situation. I would have to go in and probe those kids and 
recognize them, I would walk over to them and usually you had about five in a 
class in [that place]. I think we need to model, to reach out, and to bring this 
recognition to kids when they don't understand who they are, or what they 
represent within the community. 
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Interviewer: You don� think a Black male would do that? 
I think a Black male would. But I think a Black female is much more 
nurturing. We have a tendency to be moms anyway, so and !hero's ... yeah, I 
think they would have done it. You know, rm not discounting the fact that 
they would have done it, but I think we tend to do it moro. Basically I think a 
guy would have treated it a little bit differently. He probably would have 
gone over too. but women tend to hug and such. 
Respondent G: 
Different than a male of color? Interesting. I just think. a female brings a 
different emphasis as far as being able to listen and being really in tune with 
taking personally what's good for kids ... and I'm not sure that ... and I don't 
know if this is a Black or White issue. I think it's more male/female. But I 
know that. for instance, what's always in the back ofmy head is "Would [ 
want this for my kid" or "Would I hire this person to be my child's teacher" or 
"Will this kind of program be good for children and my kid". So that's kind 
of the measure. And I don't think men do that And for me, it's a little more 
... it's closer, and [ try to keep it as close as I can. 
Respondent H: 
I think the expectations are higher. I'm not altogether certain because it is 
hard for me in this community to pinpoint a separation of who I am from the 
superintendency. It may be me who believes that a female of color is 
expected to have a little more skill. And it may be my need to have this 
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skill. But females who are superintendents have been some of everything, 
because we have to walk the walk to that level. Where a male may, or may 
not, have served as a principal and then jump to ... let's say from a teacher to 
an assistant superintendent Their jwnp may be quite broad. But [ believe 
that my having had the opportunity to serve as an elementaiy school librarian, 
a middle and high school librarian, a middle school principal, a high school 
principal, an elementary curriculum coordinator and a deputy superintendent 
... I think in each of those instances there were lessons to be loamed that 
prepared me well for whore I am today. 
Respondent I: 
I just think that always . .  even when they give Black males a chance ... and 
there are probably fewer Black males than females because we fill two quotas, 
gender and race ... that they are more easily able to be accepted in a role of 
authority ... being a man. And that people are not as comfortable with 
women in charge; they just aren't. It's not ... supposedly our natural role. 
Respondent J: 
Yes. One thing that we haven't been able to as Black people we still have 
a little difficulty letting females lead. Even take the church our church is 
... we are just beginning ... someone was saying to me the other day, "You 
know, I'm going to church. They're having a woman preaching. Don't you 
want to come?" When we look at certain roles ... if women arc in them, there 
is a preconceived notion about how we are to behave. We arc expected to 
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bring a softness or a nurturing aspect to the office. 
The superintendents were asked if they had a credo or philosophy that guided 
them as educational leaders. They responded IS follows: 
Respondent A: 
Excellence without Excuses. 
Respondem B: 
Go to the people, live among them, plan with them. Start with what they 
know and build on what they have and when the current leaders leave, the 
people will say we have done it ourselves. 
Chinese Proverb 
Respondent C: 
Everything I touched grew. 
Respondent D: 
Every kid has a genius; our job is to find the genius. 
Respondent E: 
Simply ask if this is something that will benefit kids. 
Respondent F: 
Think of the children as your own when making decisions. 
Respondent G: 
We are all dealt different cards at birth ... race, sex, economic condition, etc. 
I feel that it is our job as educators to teach children how to best play the cards 
that we are dealt - because we do not have control over the unfairness of 
society or the world 
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Respondent H: 
Believe in people; know that children are very bright and can do what we 
expect 
Respondent I: 
Excellence Expected; No Excuses Excepted 
Respondent 1: 
If I can help somebody as I pass this way, then my living will not be in vain. 
When asked how they would like to be remembered, the superintendents 
responded as follows: 
Respondent A: 
That I made a difference. For me it's really important that people see my 
good works. That places where I've been, the people remember me because I 
wasn't afraid to stand up against the establishment; [ wasn't afraid to make a 
decision to benefit children. Every place I've been I think I've taken at least 
one probably controversial stand that was for the right reasons. So, rd like 
them to remember that [Respondent's name] came here; she made a difference 
for the time that she was here. 
Respondent B: 
As someone who touched the lives of children in this district in a humble kind 
of gentle way. 
Interviewer: Wait a minute. A second ago we were ruthless and people should get out 
ofyourway ... 
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With adults, not with children. With children I'm very gentle. I think 
probably I would like to be remembered as a person who wasn't crazy about 
adults, but likes little ones ... and who really wanted to empower them to have 
access and to develop their skills to fulfill their dreams. 
Respondent C: 
When I leave [this place], l would like to be remembered as a superintendent 
that came and made a difference for everyone, children and adults alike. I 
would like students to say, you know, I could go by her office and I might 
have gotten the nagging that my mother gave, but I knew that that nagging 
was for my own benefit. And I would like teachers to feel that they're more 
professional and they have gained . . .  teachers and staff ... they've gained 
some new skills and insights as a result of my being here. When I leave the 
world, I would like people to say, you know, our little comer of the world ... 
not the whole world ... I don't have that kind of influence ... but our little 
comer of the world is better because she came this way. And hopefully, out 
of the little comer of the world that rm in, I will have had an opportunity to 
touch other people who will make a difference in the world in general. And 
you know, if you touch one person, that might translate into IO or 15 people 
along the way. When I leave the world, that's what I would like. 
Respondent D: 
I want to ... see I know where I'm going [after this existence]. I'm going yg 
[points upward indicating Heaven] ... and I would love ... when I get up there 
... for whoever greets me at the door to say: "What did you do while on 
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Earth?" And I'm reminded of the voice of Desmond Tutu, whom I had the 
opportunity to meet ... and I heard him speak. And I'd like to be able to say: 
"I was a stand-in for God". And as a stand-in for God I had 2 charges. I was 
to feed the children. I have universal feeding here. I was to clothes the 
children. I'm on the Board, and I direct [an organization that provides clothes 
for children] ... that! took care of the kids .. . and I taught them. So I was a 
stand-in for God and I want God to say, "Job well done, girl. Come in and 
have a martini ." Cause ... you sec . . . I know God gives out martinis. 
Respondent E: 
Well rm going to quote the thing that I sometimes say. I would like to be 
remembered as 'an improver of the human condition. who sought excellence 
in education for all.' 
Respondent F: 
I'd like to be remembered as a visionmy who was tenacious. 
Respondent G: 
As someone who stuck to her principles and did the best thing that she could 
for children. 
Respondent H: 
That I made a difference for children. 
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Respondent I: 
I always want to be remembered as a person who cared about kids and a 
person who made a difference: in the education of children. That's really my 
barometer. I would like to also think that there are a lot of professional people 
who would remember me positively because they know that I've always tried 
to push everyone to the next level in tenns of moving up the ladder ... getting 
more education and a better position. 
Respondent J: 
As a teacher. That's all I ever wanted to be and the superintendent is the 
highest tcachingjob. 
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Chapter V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STIJDY 
Research Question I 
Fifty percent of the respondents were firstborn children This supports 
liwraturo that firstborn children tend to have higher academic achievement, are more 
authority-oriented, ambitious, and responsible than are later-born children. A good 
marriage is considered a facilitator in many studies and the 70 percent of women who 
reported being married credit their husbands with being their �I source of 
support. Five of the seven married respondents and the widowed respondent revealed 
that they were still very happily married to either their high school or college 
sweethearts. 
Only IO percent of the females had a grandperent who had finished college or 
higher and only 30 percent had at least one parent who had graduated from college, 
yet each of the respondents credited her family's strong belief in education as a 
facilitator in their own pursuit of education. This is significant because 70 percent of 
the respondents are not only first generation college graduates, but all either hold 
doctorms or are doctoral candidates. 
Most of the women did not pursue major activities outside the office of 
superintendent, A major cause of this was the additional time that it would take away 
from the family. The excessive time spent performing the duties of superintendent, 
was the main constrictor associated with sacrifice and some dcgrcc of guilt for not 
spending as much time as they would like with their families. This supports literature 
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that suggests that women in administrative roles lack the advantage of males in the 
same situation. The males generally depended upon the women to take care of the 
household and the children, while they tended to their careers. These women 
generally expressed feeling pressure to, for example, cook at least one good meal a 
week for their families. or to make sure that the families could be included in as many 
activities related to the superintendency as possible, While all credited the husbands 
with being SupPOrtive, 90 percent of them felt some guilt about the time the job took 
away from their familial responsibilities. 
Sixty percent of the respondents belonged to ai least S of the 6 most frequently 
mentioned organizations, indicating that these organizations support females. 
Although only 60 percent indicated active affiliation with a church, 80 percent 
mentioned belief in a higher power during the interview. During the interview, 
several of the women also mentioned the support they gave each other by making 
telephone calls of support when they heard of a fellow female superintendent coming 
under fire and giving hugs when they saw each other face-to-face. Ninety percent of 
these women express the idea that supporting other females was an important thing to 
do. Ten percent of them felt out of sync with issues that related to females. She 
stated that she used her masculine side to lead her district and mentioned that not one 
article about � had ever mentioned either ethnicity or gender. She saw herself 
simply as a superintendent and only cared to address issues of competence or 
incompetence. 
The superintendents who served in two districts generally attributed the 
change in districts to a desire to move from a smaller to a larger, more diverse district 
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The change usually signified tho fulfillment of the goal, which was to gain tho 
confidence and experience needed to take on sreater challenges. For those serving in 
more than two districts the reasons varied. One of tho superintendents made it a 
policy to serve until she was reappointed and then begim immediately to search for a 
new challenge. Another was highly sought after and stayed in a position long enough 
to complete the exact reason she was appointed and then left to pursue the next offer 
that most interested her. The third moved into tho first superintendency as an interim 
acting superintendent when her boss left to pwsue another job, then took a smaller 
appoinbnent before taking a large, diverse district The moves represent the 
fulfillment of dreams. The moves from one state to another, with one exception, were 
possible because of tho support and willingness of the spouses and families to 
accompany the females to the new location. This is significant because the literature 
generally suggests that mobility is a problem for females who are generally expected 
to follow their husbands. In these cases, the men. who were reported to be successful, 
were in accord with relocating to allow their wives to be professionally fulfilled. In 
one case, the respondent left everyone and everything to pursue the immense 
challenge presented by the new district 
Research Question 2 
All of the females who participated in this study saw the superintendency as a 
higher calling, an opportunity to defy history or to improve the human condition. 
They expressed deep emotion ranging from agony to ecstasy about tho outcomes of 
their decisions as superintendent and all were very clear that men in the same role 
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reacted more matter-of-factly to similar situations. They also accepted the position of 
superintendent well aware that, in most of the cases, they were offered lower salaries 
than males with comparable qualities. Cognizant of the positive effect of mentorship, 
most of them felt the responsibility to mentor a female and were actively in the 
process of doing so at the time of the interview. They approached the office in a 
manner consistent with literature on female leader, in a collaborative manner. 
They were strategic in deciding when it was time to leave and seek another 
superintendency. The most frequently given reason was that someone else was 
needed to elevate the district to the next level. Another reason was attributed to the 
confidence gained in the first small superintendency. The experience left the females 
ready to accept the challenges of a larger, more diverse district. There was sometimes 
a stated feeling of wanting to make a difference in a community that reflected their 
own ethnicity, to defy the odds by improving a district that had heretofore not met 
with academic success. They tended to nurture all with whom they came in contact, 
students, staff and members of the community. 
Women reported that training was an important contributor to becoming a 
successful superintendent Eighty percent of the women attributed having a mentor 
as significant in their achieving the office of superintendent and all of them had 
formal degrees in educational administration. The fact that 50 percent of the females 
had taught between 10 and IS years and that almost all of the females had served in 
almost all of the sequential educational administration positions prior to becoming 
superintendent supports the literature that women arrive at the office at a later point in 
their careers than men. 
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Eighty percent of the women had served as superintendent in more than I 
district, yet none of the respondents reported that their present or final 
superintendency was a result of fleeing the fonner position under pressure. They 
used expressions that left them in control. For example, several of the 
superintendents stated that it is important to know when to leave. They attributed 
their decisions to leave to pragmatic reasons and maintained a desire ff? serve in 
communities where they were in sync with the values of the board and the 
community. This supports literature that finds a discursive disjunction in the speech 
of women in powerful positions who experience discrimination or Jess than 
supportive situations. The ability to serve competently remained a major 
consideration for all of the women in this study. 
All of the personal sacrifices listed were attributed to the time it takes to fulfill 
the obligations of superintendent. Even those who thoroughly enjoyed the obligations 
mentioned the time it took away from family time. Two of the women resolved this 
conflict by including their family in the social obligations that come with the role of 
superintendent. One enrolled her sen in her district so they could spend quality after 
school time together in her office; he did homework there while she did paperwork or 
held meetings. Eighty percent found ways to include their families in their 
professional lives to the greatest extent possible. The single superintendent included, 
nieces and nephews in the same manner that married superintendents included their 
children. They all had strong nurturing tendencies, which is consistent with the 
literature on females. 
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Research Question 3 
The faot that 90 percent of the supcrintendcnls served in low SES areas and 
none of the supcrinlcndents served in high achieving districts is supported by the 
literature. Femolcs of color are generally placed in districts that reflect their ethnicity 
and are experiencing chaos managerially, financially, or both. This explains why a 
great number of high SES families in 60 percent of the districts choose to send their 
children to� than public schools. The forty percent of parents who do not choose 
to send their children to other than public schools do so because oflack of money, 
three of the four districts are in the lowest SES realm, or lack of availability of non­ 
public schools. The fourth district is suburban and the public schools are the only 
game in town for most age groups. 
Ninety percent of the women's predecessors had been male. In fact, in 70 
percent of the cases, these women were the first females to hold the office of 
superintendent in their respective districts. This is well confirmed in the literature 
that the superintendency is synonymous with White, male, Protestant leadership. 
These women reported that their predc:ccssors had served, in 50 percent of the cases, 
for between 10 and 22 years. Many of the males did not focus on academic 
achievement, but tended to the paperwork of tho district while they delegated other 
such responsibilities to their deputies or other central office staff. This, too, is 
confirmed in the literature as synonymous with male leadership in education. 
The women, without exception, were appointed to office to affect drastic 
changes within the districts, which had generally been led by males for in excess of a 
decade. The staffs they inherited were generally a part of the old guard, whom even 
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if they did not relish the old style of leadership found drastic change uncomfortable. 
Many of the women roported that many staff members felt uncomfortable being 
supervised by a fema1e, in general and a female of color in particular. The women 
who did not bring key players to the office with them soon had to replace the 
employees they inherited to insure their survival. For many of the women. replacing 
the old employees meant reassigning them rather than outright firing them. One 
superintendent, upon her arrival to the district asked for all of the key players to 
resign and submit their curriculwn vitas, to reapply for their positions. Another 
reassigned adversaries to positions they would detest as a means of forcing them to 
resign. Many of the superintendents reassigned the inherited employees to other 
positions for which they were well suited and !!IIVC them support as they assumed 
their new roles. In all cases, the pressure was on the principal to defend why the staff 
in each school was employed if there results over the years had not been satisfactory. 
Principals, in general, who could not show good reason why the test scores and/or 
school climate was as it was, were forced out over time or fired outright. The 
superintendents reported having different numbers of variables on which they rated 
the superintenc!ents and also different number of years over which they examined the 
variables. 
Research Question 4 
All oftjle interviewees, even those who reported that they were tough when 
necessary or directly involved. described themselves as collaborators. This supports a 
preponderance of the research on female leadership. It further supports Brunner's 
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(2000) findings that men and women define power differently. Men tend to use 
"power over'' others, while women tend to use "power with" others. Twenty percent 
of the females mentioned engaging in collaborations that an, faith-based; they had a 
belief that people ultimately an, good and will do the right thing given a clear goal, 
the resources and the opportunity to succeed. 
Further supporting the collaborative nature of females, almost all of the 
additional dim�ions of leadership they listed as wishing to incorporate into their 
present leadership styles centered around greater involvement of people. The 
exception to this was the case of a superintendent who· wished to become more 
comfortable in the political an:na. They all expressed a deep desire to improve the 
human condition through their work and identified constraining factors as impatience 
with incompetence, unwillingness to compromise the work and difficulty bringing all 
parties to the table in a collaborative spirit In addition to academic achievement, 
these women were also interested in creating hannonious environments in their 
districts. 
Most of the respondents stated that they wore encouraged by others to seek the 
office, alluding to being a pert of a team even before accepting the position. The two 
who made the decision independently also spoke of a desire to defy history and had 
strong visions. They did speak at several points during the interview of getting others 
to embrace the vision. The four who stated that the vision of the district was based 
upon their own beliefs and values rather than a collaborative effort, also elaborated on 
ways to get the buy-in of the school community so the vision could become a reality. 
None of the women seemed to think that they did not need the support of others. As 
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indicated in the literature, they were aware of the limitations of the formal power of 
the office and sought to usc informal power with equal sophistication. 
The attempt to adeptly usc infonnal power cao be seen by examining the 
groups of people whom the superintendents felt they influenced over the post year; 
only two of the groups, district staff and teachers, came under their direct supervision. 
Almost half of the respondents felt that they had influenced every aspect of the 
district community. Only one respondent felt that she had influenced less that half of 
the constituents of her community. A review of those district community members 
with whom the superintendents felt that they had less influence than desired was 
consistent with the literature in that greater number of respondents identified the 
school board and the community, the two bodies with no direct accountability to the 
superintendent. One superintendent listed the state because she questioned the 
wisdom of not only increasing the number of tests the students must take. but also the 
format in which they are written. Again the state education department has no 
accountability to the superintendent. [n summarizing the effectiveness of the 
influence:, it seems that where the females had groups who were accountable to them 
they were both visionary and collaborative about how the outcomes would be 
achieved and they seemed to feel that their choice of getting others to act was 
successful. Of !he two superintendents who did not indicate that they had been 
unsuccessful in influencing any of the groups. the tint is easier to understand as she 
indicated that !!he felt successful in influencing all members of her district 
community. Based upon the tone of the conversation and the infonnation gathered 
during the inte{View, the researcher believes that this question proved painful for the 
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respondent wh(> was admittedly having challenges from all fronts at this time in her 
superintendency. 
It was somewhat swprising to find that half of the superintendents felt that 
they communicated more effectively by verbalizing, followed by modeling the 
desired behavior. The old adage in education had been. "if it isn't in writing, it 
doesn't exist" Writing was the least preferred manner of communicating listed by 
these superintendents. This would tie into the belief that people want to do the right 
thing and will do so given the opportunity. This leadership is less punitive in 
principle, although during the interview each of the women expressed an 
unwillingness to accommodate those who were not doing an adequate job. Half of 
the respondents indicated a preference for direct supervision. but the reasons were 
less controlling than they were desirous of making sure that there were no break: 
downs in the process that could produce disastrous results. The other half were 
almost split with a slight edge for situational leadership and the rest for delegation as 
a preferred manner of getting others to act in the desired manner. 
Situational leadership was the overall preferred manner when it came to 
actually influencing academic outcomes. Much of the literature acknowledges that 
you must use an approach that is consistent with the audience to whom you are 
appealing. These women seem to understand that and seem comfortable with varying 
their approaches, The 3 oftbe 10 respondents who indicated that they established an 
action plan for the district did so because of years of mismanagement and extremely 
low scores. All except one of them gave great latitude to the principals and school­ 
based personnel to determine how they would accomplish the goals and outcomes 
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mandated by the district In many cases, the principal and his or her team designed a 
plan and submitted it to the superintendent for final approval. The actual process was 
collaborative and gencnlly remained so unless the principal and his or her team failed 
to live up to the predctennincd expectations. If that happened, they were expected to 
follow orders to the tee or find another position. 
Again, the strategics most of the superintendents employed to become more 
effective in their roles centered on the effective use of personnel. The literature 
supports that females tend to use staff strategically and are not prone to the cronyism 
that was prevalent in many of the administrations prior' to their arrival. The second 
set of strategics centered on organizing oneself to be able to handle both the 
coonnous amount of paperwork and the simultaneously demanding social side of the 
superintendency. Both arc essential to success in the office. Some of the 
superintendents who did not mention the paperwork aspect of the job among the 
things for which they had developed strategics previously indicated that they were 
comfortable delegating responsibility; much of the paperwork was among the 
responsibilities that were delegated. 
Research Question S 
The greater percentage of the respondents perceived at least some difference 
in the way they were seen by men and other females. The literature suggests that 
female leadership characteristics, such a collaborating, are viewed as weakness by 
male leaders, who tend to be more direct and authoritarian. The same is true of 
warmth as a cfFacieristic. It is necessary for a female leader, while not necessarily 
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so for a male. Most of the females reported it would be totally uaacceptable if they 
behave in the same manner as many of the male superintendents whom they had 
known. Screaming, stamping their feet and barking orders is considered unnatural 
and wiacceptable for a female superintendent, but is considered acceptable and 
sometimes hwnorous for a male leader to behave in such a fashion. This was 
reported by the females and confirmed in the literature. 
It is not surprising that the females felt accepted by both their own gender and 
ethnic group. They could not have been appointed to office without such support 
The conflict with the board can generally be attributed to the tile! that in many cases, 
the board members are elected on a rotating basis resulting in a number of new board 
members within a year or two of the superintendent taking office. Board members 
are often loyal to the segment of the community who voted them into office and often 
try to avoid the appearance of being at the beck and call of the superintendent. Also it 
is reported in the literature and by many of the respondents that their boards bring 
emotion and a concern for issues to the table, but many have never served on a fonnal 
board before and have no concept of how to move an agenda forward; they tend to 
argue and are reticent to compromise or reach consensus on issues. 
The preponderance of the interviewees felt viewed as either a member of their 
gender or ethnic group before being seen as a superintendent. The literature posits 
that females of color are appointed to the superintendency in contexts which relate to 
their ethnicity and in many cases, when a male of their ethnicity is not a contender for 
the position. The feeling held by many boards is that mioority children who have no 
male figures in their homes may not have the opportunity to see a male of their 
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ethnicity in a position of power other than a principal or a superintendent. Females 
are sometimes viewed as better at nurturing and are often appointed to communities 
that are fragmented and in need of healing. 
These: female superintendents went into the office aware of the fishbowl in 
which they would live. In spite of this, they expressed some fonn of guilt or concern 
about the lack pf time given to their families and friends. Most of them had no time 
for friends at all as a result of becoming a superintendent Yet they all expmscd the 
idea that they desired to make a contribution to the human race or to their ethnicity by 
serving in the most powerful educational seat in their district. For the older 
superintendents. the concept of uplifting the race was particularly strong. especially in 
the case of the retired superintendent who had penonally interacted with her paternal 
and maternal grandparents, all of whom were freed slaves who placed a high value on 
education 
All but one of the superintendents saw either some difference in the 
expectations of them or the manner in which they would be evaluated. They knew 
this going into the positions and did not allow this to become a sticking point for 
themselves. They all expressed a willingness to rise to any occasion that would 
improve learning conditions for the students in their charge and the members of their 
community in general. On the other hand, they expressed amaz.ement that men were 
not held accountable. Many of their predecessors had been in office form between ten 
and twenty-two years and most of them had either retired or left of their own accord; 
only two of them had been fired. They seemed generally baffled and had difficulty 
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discussing this; during the interview they had to pause and struggle for words to 
account for this phenomenon. 
Again, the females reported that they brought unique characteristics that were 
different than even a male of their ethnicity to the office ofsuperintendent. The 
characteristic was femininity itself. Females are expected to act in a maternal, 
nurturing role and deviance from this role would usually compromise their 
effectiveness as superintendent Even the snperintendeat, who saw herself as leading 
with her male side, had a very warm, inviting, and oomfurtable office. She dressed in 
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a professional. but feminine manner and admitted to collaborating more often than 
not. All of the women expressed facing the challenges with an eye towards what they 
would want for their child or their niece or nephew. During the interview or on the 
questionnaire, many of them mentioned "listening" and "healing wounds". 
All of the females were particularly reflective when asked on whose shoulders 
they stood Their tones of voice conveyed gratitude and love toward those 
individuals or deities. Family was mentioned by all of the females. Many credited 
the belief in a higher power. Still others credited educators who had seen potential in 
them and had assisted them in developing it Others were privileged to know 
important historical or academic figures either personally or through their writings. 
The main point is that all of them acknowledged the help and guidance of others as 
being significant in their accomplishments. While some said that their vision was a 
result of their own values and beliefs, they were all quick to acknowledge that they, 
alone, were noJ responsible for their own success. 
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Contrasting the attributes the superintendents felt would be accorded them and 
the criticisms that were leveled against them did not reveal information much 
differem form that found in the literature. Tho attn'butes centered on characteristics 
that showed a strong sonso of ethics and pmeverance against the odds. Tho critics 
were basically people who were not diroctly involved in tho education of tho students. 
They either had boon terminated or sought to control tho superintendents' behaviors. 
One criticism, however. that is becoming more prevalent in American society is 
whether violence pr,:vention needs to be tho main focus of schools. Somo argue that 
students cannot loam in a violent atmosphere, while others contend that if tho school 
offers a sound educational program. it will eliminate most of the violence. In some 
cases, there was disgruntlement because a male of color was not in the office. Many 
community members • particularly females of color who had male children and did 
not have a male in the household · tended to wish for their sons to have a positive 
male image. Males, in some cases, had difficulty 8'ljusting to the idea of a female 
boss, especially a female of color. Often when a female of color was appointed, tho 
constituents bold their breaths to see if the ethnicity or gender of the female would be 
filvored. When this did not prove to be true, the constitueots relaxed and began to 
focus on the business at hand. 
Research Question 6 
The expectations of these superintendents are congruent with those who are 
appointed to districts in distress. This conflrms tho literature that posits that female 
superintendents of color arc usually appointed iii districts that arc in cri5is. None of 
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the women was given an expectation that would improve an already satisfactory 
situation. The most benign oxpcctations were to get along with others anp to know 
the issues. If that was a stated expectation it can be taken as a warning that 
accomplishing it may take some skill socially and politically and that then: may be 
some confusion about what the real issues arc. 
None of the issues, which tested these educational leaders, had anything to do 
with improving the educational situation for children in the district. They were 
caught in the mire of politics and power struggles with various factions of the district 
community. It was through a belief in the ultimate sood in people and skill in 
negotiating that many of these women were able to prevail. This is noted in the 
literature as a female way oflcading that in tum builds support for their leadership. 
During the interview several of the women spoke of learning to negotiate and to 
become politicplly savvy while in office; it was essential to their survival as 
superintendent 
Lack of finances and rampant corruption was a great challenge to many of the 
superintendents. While this was mentioned in the literature as an obstacle to success 
faced by many women superintendents, the situation worsened for these women in 
direct proportion to the size of their districts. In smaller communities there was less 
talk of illegalities and lack of funds. The smaller communities had diverse factions 
with varied interests, to be sure, hut they were able to band together to get funds with 
much greater success than superintendents in the larger and more union dominated 
location. It was also interesting that the southern superintendents never mentioned 
race as an issue as was the case with some of the superintendents in other locations. 
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The difficulties faced by these women were typical of females who hold public office, 
the greatest issue centers on time for a good personal and familial quality of life. A 
second difficulty is common to superintendents in general in American public 
education as their boards tend to be emotionally charged without the benefit of 
understanding how to work as a team. Several of the superintendents overcome these 
obstacles by holding retreats for their boards and central office staffs. They all felt 
that this activity was directly related to the positive relationships they have with the 
boards. In the literature, time was a problem for superintendents and it was so for the 
women in this study. The women in this study who served in smaller districts fared 
worse than the superintendents in larger districts as there were fewer district office 
staff to delegate, leaving most of the weight on the superintendent herself 
Raising the scores was something that every female who could say it boasted 
of proudly. This was a sore spot for all of the superintendents in this study as none of 
the districts was scoring above average, in spite of high expectations and a 
tremendous amount of hours invested in improving 'the educational standing of the 
district. very pragmatically, several of the women spoke of attempting to create 
systemic change and the time it takes to build a deep and lasting change. In general, 
they rejected the notion of a quick fix, but indicated that they looked for some signs 
of improvement each year. Creating peace where none existed before was also a 
source of pride for a few of the superintendents. They were pleased to show 
newspaper articles attesting to their effectiveness as peacemakers and change agents. 
The anicles attested to the air of mistrust and hostility that existed prior to these 
superintendents taking office. The superintendents who were still in conflict with 
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major players in their communities were reflective and searched carefully for words 
to describe their hope of turning the relationships in a positive direction while 
maintaining high standards for the children of their district. They spoke hesitantly as 
if they were not sure that both could be done simultaneously. 
Although half of the women were not sure they would seek the 
superintendency if they had it to do over. all of them. without exception, were 
enthusiastic about their work and all indicated that they were not quitters. They had a 
deep need to complete what they started and to leave the situation better than they 
found it. They spoke in motherly tones about human betterment and nation building 
during the course of the interviews. They were strong and committed to the 
education of not just the students, but also the communities in which they served. A 
few of them expressed the desire to empower the community to work as a team so 
that as the leaders come and go, the people will own the process. They expressed 
taking pride and finding value in making a contribution to their ethnic community. 
Several of the women were dreamy, wistful and soft-spoken when speaking of 
making such a contribution. 
Only one of the superintendents failed to see gender and ethnicity as an issue 
in achieving the superintendency. This confinns the literature that 15 percent or less 
of many groups are isolates as defined in Chapter Il of this study. While many of the 
other superintendents did not have advice or points to give other females of color who 
may aspire to the superintendency, they were admittedly mentoring or encouraging 
other females whom they supervised to aspire to the office. Several of the women 
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offered sound strategies for other females of color to consider in their quest for the 
superintendency. 
Conclusion 
In conclusion. the office of superintendent is much more than a profession to 
a11 of the women in this study; it is more of a mission. They often arrive at the office 
at a point where the male superintendents are close to retirement or they follow males 
who have put in extensive years of service without producing tangible results. Three 
of the IO superintendents in this study have an infectiOus enthusiasm for the work 
they do. They do not find the challenges particularly stressful; their work is a source 
of joy. The greater number of the females in this study sometimes suffers immense 
silent pain in the isolation of an office that is often hundreds of miles from the place 
where they spent most of their years and also have the greatest amount of support 
both politically and spiritually. They cannot afford to show weakness; they must 
appear confident and strong. 
One premise of this study is that access to education and equity in 
employment opportunity are key factors in detennining who may serve in the nation's 
highest offices. Half of the respondents are the products of legally enforced 
segregation in their elementary school experiences and some were fully educated 
under a system of segregation. In spite of the inequity of education in the "separate 
but equal" schools, all of these women not only gained an education, but also 
achieved education at its highest level, the doctorate. Among other things, they 
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identify familial support, a belief in a higher power, and the ability to persevere as 
facilitators in reaching the highest teaching job in education. 
There is also literature to suggest that the perceived use of power, which is 
contrary to ways in which women see themselves behaving, could account for the low 
representation of females in this office. The suggested solution, seeing effective 
alternate uses of power by women, has been the reason that of many of these women 
pursued and achieved the office. These women were nurtured, encouraged and 
mentored by other female administrators. They have in tum found other females to 
nurture and mentor. 
Their journeys were generally longer than many male's journeys due to many 
of the women's expressed desire to become academic leaders before they became 
superintendents. They prided themselves in having sat in many seats and used the 
knowledge gained in each position to guide them in making decisions. Those who 
admittedly had sought the superintendency as a primary goal surrounded themselves 
with others who had the technical knowledge they lacked. 
Although half of the respondents said they were unsure if they would seek the 
superintendency if they had it to do over, 80 percent had served in at least two 
superintendencies. They all believed strongly in what they were doing and all 
indicated that in spite of the challenges and the strife, they planed to remain and 
complete their mission. It is in the spirit of the words spoken by Martin Luther King 
that these women proudly forge ahead in the quest for excellence: •• Like every man, 
every woman must decide whether she will walk in the light of creative altruism or 
the darkness of destructive selfishness. This is the judgment. Life's most persistent 
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and urgent question is 'What are you doing for others?"' (as cited in Cole, 1988, p. 7) 
They are, indeed, doing for others and they are doing it well. 
Recommendations for Further study 
Opportunities for people of color to serve at all levels of administration are 
ever increasing It has been suggested that women who serve as administrators in 
medical and Jaw schools and higher education are more atypical of their gender 
because they rise from predominantly male ranks, unlike public school 
superintendents who rise from female ranks. The statistics provided only prove that 
they all serve in similar percentages. It would be interesting to read qualitative 
research that compares females of color in American public school administration to 
females of color who serve as their counterparts in medical and law school or higher 
education administration. 
The superintendents were selected for this study based upon their 
recommendation by the jury of experts. Women were selected whom the jury 
believed were worthy of study, which meant that they had served at least several 
years in the office. It would be of interest to read a qualitative study that compared 
and contrasted females of color who served less than 3 years in the superintendency 
with females of color who served for more than 3 years as superintendent. 
Due to the small, though increasing, number of people of color who serve in 
the superintendency, it would be infonnative to replicate this study with African­ 
American and Latino males. Their perceptions of the office would also serve as a 
guide for young men of color who aspire to the office 
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Finally, it would be of interest to have this study replicated using several 
females of each ethnicity, African-American, Latina, Asian and European-American. 
Females, in general are an underrepresented group in the superintendency. Each 
group deserves to be understood and appreciated for the qualities that are unique to 
their ethnicities. qualities that represent unique textures on the quilt of humanity. 
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Appendill A 
Females of Color Who Rave Served as Superintendents: Their Journeys to the 
Superintendency and Perceptions of the Office 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Personal 
I. Name 
2. Present Superintendency: Please indicate below. On the case of retired 
superintendents. indicate the last superintendency held. 
a. Name of the school district _ 
b. Location-----�----�-------­ 
c. urban __ suburban rural 
d, Number of pupils in the school district ---� 
e. __ previous position __ present position 
3. Present Age _ 
4. Ethnicity 
__ African-American 
Latina 
5. Marital status 
Single 
__ Married 
__ Divorce 
Widowed 
__ Separated 
6. Number of children 
One 
Two 
Three 
Four 
__ Five or more (Please specify) __ 
7. Where did you spend most of your years as a young person (growing up)? 
Large city (In excess of one million people) 
__ Urban area (75,000-999,999 people) 
__ Suburban area (Within 75 miles of an urban area or large city) 
__ Rural area (More than 75 miles from an urban area or large city) 
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8. How many siblings do you have? Include half-sisters and brothers with whom 
you grew up and/or have had a close relationship since childhood. _ 
9. Please indicate the names of persons who raised you (Mother, first; Father, 
second), the highest degree earned by each, and their occupations. If retired, list their 
last occupation. (Indicate the primary caregivers; they may be stepparents or foster 
cerents. l If more than two caregivers were substantia11v important, olease list them. 
Relationship of Guardian Education Level Occupation 
Attained 
10. What is your birth rank in the family? Please indicate the response fractionally. 
For example, 1/3 would indicate that you are the first born of three children. 
1 1 .  Indicate the relationship of each sibling (brother or sister), his or her age, the 
highest academic degree earned and their occupation. Include the final level of study, 
even if it did not result in a degree. If the study did not result in a degree. indicate 
this bv nlacina an * next to the education level. 
Relationship Age Highest Occupation 
Education 
Level 
12. What were the principal occupation and educational background of others in your 
family? List the highest level of schooling and the last occupation of each person 
listed. If this information is unknown. nlease indicate ''unknown." 
Familv Member Education Occun•tioa 
Maternal Grandmother 
Maternal Grandfather 
Paternal Grandmother 
Paternal Grandfather 
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Academic Preparation 
13. Indicate your academic background. (List the awarding institution, degree 
received, year it was awarded and your field of study (where appropriate), 
commencing with high school and ending with the latest earned degree.) If the 
course of study did not result in a degree, please indicate this by making an • in the 
d c ...... ecolumn. 
Institution o- ree Year Field of Studv 
14. What type of schools predominantly describes your clement11ry school 
esperleaee? Mark one answer in each column. For the interview, please be 
prepared to elaborate on the impact this type of education had on you. 
_Segregated by law _Public _Coed 
_Segregated by housing _Parochial _Single gender 
_Mixed racially _Private 
15. What type of schools predominantly describes your secondary (high school) 
school experience? Mark one answer in each column. For the interview, please be 
prepared to elaborate on the impact this type of education had on you. 
_Segregated by law _Public _Coed 
_Segregated by housing _Parochial _Single gender 
_Mixed raciaJly _Private 
16. Which extracurricular activities did you enjoy in high school? Indicate which 
ones helped prepare you for the role of superintendent by placing a check in front of 
them. For the interview, please be prepared to elaborate on how these activities 
prepared you for your role as superintendent. 
17. Which extracurricular activities did you enjoy in college? Indicate which ones 
helped prepare you for the role of superintendent by placing a check in front of them. 
For the interview, please be prepared to elaborate on how these activities prepared 
you for your role as superintendent. 
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__ College 
__ University 
Mixed races 
Historically Black school 
Church affiliated school 
18. Which description best fits your uadergraduate (college) experience? Mark one 
answer in e11cb column. 
State school 
Private school 
__ Ivy League 
__ Alternative (E.g.: Antioch) 
19. Do you hold any honorary degrees?_�_ If so. please indicate the institution 
which anted it, the "ear it was awarded and the area of the award. 
Awarding Institution Ye11rof Area of the Award 
Award 
. 
20. Has your work ever been published? __ If yes, plase provide a list of all 
articles and/or books at time oftbe interview. You may elect to attach a list of your 
publications to this questionnaire. 
Additional Preparation and Background Information 
21. Have you ever worked full-time, as an adult in any position outside of education? 
If so. please list the position(s) below. Indicate the dates you served in each position. 
Please be prepared to explain during the interview whether or not this/these 
JX)sition(s) helped to prepare you for your role as superintendent. Please list the 
positions in reverse chronoloaicai order. 
Dates of Position Title, Name of Organization, City and State 
Service 
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22. Have you ever worked outside of the U.S.? If so, list the country and the nature 
of the work. 
Country Type of work _ 
Country Type of work _ 
Country Type of work _ 
If it helped to prepare you for the superintendency, be prepared to discuss it in depth 
during the interview. 
23. Please indicate the language skills you have in addition to English. Please check 
all that applies to each language. 
Language � Read Write 
24. Have you traveled outside of the U.S.? __ yes __ no Please indicate 
which countries and whether the travel was for businCss or pleasure. If you have been 
to more than three countries on one continent. please list the continent. Ifthere is not 
enough space provided here, you may elaborate during the interview. 
Countries Business Pleasure 
25 Please list any professional organizations with which you are fonnally affiliated. 
26 Please indicate with a check if you are affiliated with any of the following 
organizations. 
__ Sorority (Please specify)---------------­ 
__ Church 
__ Publicly supported foundation (Please specify) _ 
__ Privately supported foundation (Please specify) _ 
__ Business (Please specify)��--=----------­ 
__ Govcmment organization (Please specify)------------ 
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27. Please indicate whether you have had any of the following leadership training 
which prepared you to become superintendent. 
Type of Training \'es No 
On the job 
Seminars, workshops, institutes 
Fonnal degree program 
Mentoring 
Other (Please specify) _ 
28. Were you ever a teacher in public education? __ If so, what grades and 
subjects did you teach? How many years did you teach each grade and subject? 
Pl . di beth h "urba " •• b rban" '' I" ' ease m icate w ereac was an n • SU U or rura 8SSI ent. 
Subject Grade Urban Number of Years 
Suburban 
Rural 
29. Were you ever a teacher in private education? If so, what grades and 
subjects did you teach? How many years did you teach each grade and subject? 
Pl . di t heth h "urba " b rban" " I" . t ease m rca e w ereac was an D , SU U or rura assi men. 
Subjeet Gr1de Urb1n Suburban Number of Years 
Rural 
30. Were you ever a teacher at a college or university? __ If so, name the 
institution, level at which you taught (graduate or undergraduate). the name of the 
class' es) taught and the number of vears that vou taueht each class. 
Institution Level Name of the Cius YeanTau"bt 
31. Are you presently teaching at a college or university? If so, please name the 
institution. 
�----------------------� 
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9 • 12 
I • 12 
__ Other (Please specify) 
--- 
7 + 8  
5 - 8  
6-8 
32. Please place an X in front of each school configuration listed below of which you 
have ever been a principal. 
K - 2  
K - 5  
K-6  
33. Name your most recent position in education prior to the superintendency? 
34. Was your predecessor male or female? _ 
35. Why did your predecessor leave office? __ retired __ changed profession 
__ fired/forced to resign __ died in office other 
36. At what age did you assume the superintendency'i _ 
37. Number (with I indicating the start) the steps you took to reach the 
superintendency. If you backtracked, there will be two numbers beside that step. If 
you held a position more than once, but consecutively, let it count as I step. 
___ Paraprofessional or Support Staff District Office 
___ Teacher Bd. of Education Headquarters 
___ Assistant Principal Other (Please specify) _ 
___ Principal Superintendent 
__ Assistant Superintendent 
__ State Education Dept. 
__ Department Head 
__ Other (Please specify)_ 
38. What was the nature of your first administrative or supervisory role other than the 
superintendency? 
__ Assistant Principal 
Principal 
Supervisor of_=-�----­ 
-- Supervising/Lead Teacher 
39. Place an X in front of the statement that is most true. 
__ I made an independent decision to seek the superintendency and found 
support for my desire. 
__ I was actively encouraged to seek the superintendency and decided that 
I would find the work fulfilling. 
40. Prior to your advancing to the superintendency, which word best describes how 
women in leadership positions regarded you? Mark one answer in eacb column. 
__ Take charge __ Principle Centered Warm 
Collaborator __ Pragmatist Indifferent 
__ Adaptable __ Politically Savvy Cold 
Please be prepared to support these choices with eumples during the intenriew. 
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41. Did this change once you became superintendent? __ yes 
indicate how women regarded you after assuming the superintendency. 
answer in each column. 
__ Take charge __ Principle Centered 
CoUaborator __ Pragmatist 
__ Adaptable __ Politically Savvy 
Please be prepared to give examples during the interview. 
no If so, 
Mark one 
Indifferent 
Cold 
Wann 
42. Do men regard you differently than women? __ yes __ no If yes, please 
indicate how men regard you. Mark one answer in each column. 
__ Take charge __ Principle Centered 
Collaborator __ Pragmatist 
__ Adaptable __ Politically Savvy 
Please be prepared to give eumples during tbe interview. 
Service as Superinten�ent 
43. Is this your first superintendency? __ 
If no, please indicate the number of superintendencies you have held prior to this one. 
If retired, how many superintendencies did you hold? __ Please be 
prepared to discuss, during the interview, the dynamics of each superintendency: size 
of the district, ethnic population of students, ethnic population of staff, fiscal 
solvency, major concerns of the constituents of each population, scores of students, 
areas of pride and areas of concern. 
44. In how many states have you been a superintendent? 
--- 
In which states are/were you superintendent? 
-------------- (not to be revealed in the dissertation) 
45. Did your school board support you in your bid to attain the superintendent's 
position? __ yes __ no If they did not, during the interview please explain 
how they could have been more supportive. 
46. How long have you served in this post as superintendent? __ What was the 
longest time you have served in any post as superintendent? __ 
4 7. Were you appointed from __ within or from __ outside your present 
district? 
48. What are the main expectation(s) of you as a leader in this district? 
I. -------�-�----------�- 
2 · ----------�----------- 
3- -�--�---cc------cc----�,--------=--�-c=-­ 
Are these expectations consistent with whom you arc and how you prefer to lead? 
__ yes __ no If not, during the interview, please elaborate on what 
expectations you would prefer for yourself 
Wann 
Indifferent 
Cold 
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49. Did your perceptions of power change after assuming the superintendency? 
__ yes __ no If yes, please explain tbe change during the interview. 
50. There is much ta1k about vision - the expectation that a leader should have a 
clear idea about where to take the organization and a plan to get there. Is your vision 
more _ a unique product of your own values and beliefs or __ a product of 
collaborating with individuals whom you respect? Please be prepared to elaborate 
during the interview. 
51. With whom (groups or individuals) do you feel that you have had influence 
during the past year? You may list the nature of the influence if you choose. Please 
. di II Iha I m scate a t arorv. 
Individual or Grouo Nature of Influence 
Parents 
Teachers 
Students 
District Staff 
Communitv 
Central Board 
School Board 
I Other 
52. With whom (groups or individuals) do you feel that you have had Jess influence 
during the past year than you'd hoped or expected? 
Parents __ Community 
Teachers Central Board 
Students School Board 
District Staff Other 
�--------� 
53. Which of the following categories best describes the community of your current 
school district? 
__ Large city (In excess of one million people) 
__ Url>an area (75,000 to 1,000,000 people) 
__ Suburban area (Within 75 miles of an urban area or large city) 
__ Rural area (More than 75 miles from an urban area or large city) 
54. Which category best describes the overall academic achievement of your current 
school district? 
__ WeU above average (Level 4 or the 90lh percentile or higher; top quartile) 
__ Above average (Level 3 or 75th - g9lh percentile; top quartile) 
__ Average (High level 2 or so" - 74� percentile; third quartile) 
__ Below average (Low - Mid Level 2 or 26 - 49th percentile; second quartile) 
__ Far below average (Level 1 or 1 st - 25111 percentile; first quartile) 
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55. What is the ethnic composition of your present school district? 
__ Mixed racially 
__ Mostly African-American 
__ Mostly Latino 
__ Mostly a mix of African-American and Latino 
__ Mostly Asian American 
__ Mostly Native American 
__ Mostly European American 
__ Other (please specify) _ 
56. What is the composition of the teachers in your present district? 
__ Mixed racially 
__ Mostly African-American 
__ Mostly Latino 
__ Mostly a mix of African-American and LatinO 
__ Mostly Asian American 
__ Mostly Native American 
__ Mostly European American 
__ Other (please specify) _ 
57. Describe the overall socio-economic status of the students who are served by the 
schools in your present district. {Based on a family of four) 
__ Wealthy (Average Family Income: in excess of$200,000 per year) 
__ Upper middle income (AF!: between $100,000 and $199,000 per year) 
__ Middle income (AF!: between $60,000 and $99,000 per year) 
__ Mixed (Middle income and low income families) (AF!: $30 - $59 thous. per 
yr.) 
__ Low income (AF!: Less than $29,000 per year) 
Other _ 
58. Arc there many students in the higher socio-economic levels who live within the 
boundaries of your present district but choose not to attend public schools? 
__ yes __ no If yes, please be prepared to elaborate during the interview. 
59. Do you feel accepted by other members of your ethnic group within your present 
school district? __ yes __ no During the interview please explain bow 
acceptance is shown or not shown. 
60. Do you feel accepted by other members of your gender within your present 
school district? __ yes __ no. Please be prepared to elaborate during the 
interview. 
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61. Afe you pleased with your present relationship with the school board? __ yes 
__ no Please be prepared to el1borate during the interview. 
62. Do you feel that you communicate more effectively __ in writing, __ by 
verbalizing, or __ by demonstrating the mission? 
63. Do you feel that you usually get better results by __ delegating or __ 
through direct supervision of the mission? 
64. Were you pleased with the overall quality of the staff members that you inherited 
___ at the district level and __ at the school level when you became 
superintendent? (Please write yes or no in the blank spaces.} If not, have you been 
able to replace them __ at the district level and __ at the school level to your 
overall satisfaction? (Please write yes or no in the blank spaces.} Please be prepared 
to elaborate on this during the interview. 
65. After serving as superintendent, do you plan to __ retire, __ have another 
position within education, or __ 
position or career, what 
have another career? If you plan another 
would you like it to be? 
Thank you for generously contributing data for this research and resulting 
scholarship. You will be provided with feedback on the aggregate results of both 
the questionnaire and the interview. Please return the completed questionnaire 
to 
Ms. Paula L Collins 
253 West 72 Street-Apt. 1 1 14  
New York, New York 10023-2708 
FAX: (212) 787-6535 
E-mail: collinpa@shu.edu 
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ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
PERSONAL 
Data n# A B c D E F G H I J 
Urban 2 x x x x x x x 
Suburb 2 x x x 
Rural 2 
Number 2 67,0 23, 6,00 77,0 38,5 135 2,00 32,0 10,5 25,0 
of Pupils 00 000 0 00 00 ,00 0 00 00 00 
0 
Azes 3 54 49 52 51 76 58 50 56 54 80 
Ethnic.!!}: 4 AA L AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA 
Mar stat 5 M M s M D M M M M w 
Number: 6 5 2 0 I I 0 I I 2 I 
children 
Grew up 7 Ur- Ur Lg Lg Lg Ur- Lg Sub- Lg Ur- 
ban ban C.!!L_ � Citv ban Cih• urb Citv ban 
Number 8 4 4 4 I 4 2 I 0 I 4 
siblings 
Birth 10 1/5 y. 2/5 1/2 4/5 2/3 y, 1/1 212 5/5 
rank 
Highest 13 Ed. Ed. Ed.D Ma MA Ed. MA Ed.D Ed.D Ed.D 
decree D. D + + D. + 
"Educa- 13 Edu Soc Guid Seo/ Psyc Urb Educ 
tion cati Pol/ ance psy holo cd/ ation 
degree on Ad gy Po lie 
mm v 
"Aca- 13 Engl Phy Engl 
demic ish SICS ish 
degree Lit. & 
mat 
h 
•EJe exp 14 Scg Mix Scg Mix Mix Scg Mix Scg Mix Seg 
Segrega. law ed law ed ed law ed hous ed law 
I/him 
Pu/pa/pr 14 Pub. Pub Pub Pub Pub Pub Pub Pub Pri Pub 
lie lie lie lie lie lie lie lie vale lie 
Co-ed 14 Co- Co- Co- Co- Co- Co- Co- Co- Co- Co- 
Sin2 Sex ed ed ed ed ed ed ed ed ed ed 
*HS exp 15 Mix Mix Mixe Scg. Mix Scg Mix Scg. Mix Mix 
scgrega ed ed d Hou ed La ed Law cd ed 
I/him sina w 
Public 15 Pub! Par Pub Ii Pub I Pub! Pub Pub I Pub I Priv Pub I 
Paroch IC och c IC IC lie IC IC ate IC 
private ial 
Co- 15 Co- Sin Sine Co- Co- Co- Co- Co- Co- Co- 
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cd/SS ed gle le ed ed ed ed ed ed ed 
Sex Sex 
'Ungrad 18 Stat Priv State Priv Priv Priv Priv Priv State State 
state/pr e ate ate ate ate ate ate 
ivy/alter 
n 
Blk/chu 18 Mix Mix Mixe Mix Mix Bia Mix Blac Mix Mix 
Mx ed ed d ed ed ck ed k ed ed 
races 
Coll/Uni 18 Col- Col Col- Uni Col- Col Col Col Col Uni 
v lege - lege vers lege lege lege lege lege vers 
leee itv ;tv I . 
Nine: Prim .... , care .... ivers (include stcn nts) 
Caretaker Education Level Occupation 
Attained 
. 
A Mother M.A. Teacher 
A Father 3 vears of colleee Minister 
B M  Some col1coe Nurse 
B F  Grad school Chemical e'Yl!neer 
C M  Grade 11 Unskilled labor 
C F  Grade 6 Unskilled labor 
D M  Did not finish hizh school Clerk 
D F  Did not finish hiah school Postal worker 
E M  Not hi school Housewife 
E F  Not hi school Fanner construction, sandhos 
F M  Nursine school Practical nurse 
F F  1_1! coileee ManaoM a tobacco fann 
G M  Associate Ans Rezistered nurse 
G F  Some college Booskeeeeeaccountant 
H M  MA  Teacher 
H F  H!J!I! school Shio vard worker 
I M MA Journalist 
I F Colle0e Post Office Surervisor 
J Junior hieh school Worked in familv susar mill 
J Grade IO Factorv supervisor 
Eleven: Siblin � 
Rehitionsbin Code A-e Education Occunation 
Brother A 52 MA VP Sales 
Sister A 51 BA Comnuter s analvst 
Brother A 48 3 J'!li· Oolle•e Counselor - Personnel 
Brother A 42 MD Doctor 
Brother B 48 MA Colleee professor 
Brother B 27 HS Unknown 
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Sister B 20 Colle� Unknown 
Brother c 60 BS Minister 
Brother c so BS Registered Nurse 
Sister c 48 Some Colle- School emnlovee 
Sister c 45 Some Colleee Accountant 
Sister D 49 MA Assistant Principal 
Brother E 60 Posteraduete Dentist 
Sister E D BA Teacher 
Sister E D 2 vrs. College Receotionistbousewife 
Brother E D 2 vrs. College Musician/clerical worker 
Sister F 60 AA Retired lab tcclmician 
Sister F 56 HS Retired manufacturing 
inspector 
Sister G 45 BA Soecial Ed teacher 
None H 
Sister I 64 AA . Department store emn)ovce 
Sister } 78 MA Retired supervisor US 
Government 
Sister } Deceased 
Brother } Deceased 
Brother } Deceased 
Twelve: Grandnarents 
Familv Member Code Education Oc:cunation 
Maternal GM A Grade 8 Maid 
Maternal GF A Grade 6 Laborer 
Paternal GM A Grade 7 Maid 
Paternal GF A Unknown Laborer 
Maternal GM B Grade 8 Housewife 
Maternal GF B Unknown Fanner 
Paternal GM B Unknown Unknown 
Paternal GF B Hieh School Owned a business 
Maternal GM c Elementarv School Farmina 
Maternal GF c Unknown Laborer 
Paternal GM c Unknown Laborer 
Paternal GF c Elementarv School Fanner 
Maternal GM D Not Jr. High Barmaid and a dance 
School 
Maternal GF D Not Jr. High Ship worker 
School 
Paternal GM D Not Jr. High Housewife 
School 
Paternal GF D Not Jr. High Don't know 
School 
Maternal GM E Unknown Unknown 
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Maternal GF E Unknown Unknown 
Paternal GM E Unknown Housewife 
Paternal GF E Unknown Coachman. farmer/erew tobacco 
Maternal GM F 3ra erede Cook 
Maternal GF F 3'" erade Warehouse laborer 
Paternal GM F 3- erade Housewife 
Paternal GF F 3- =•e Warehouse laborer 
Maternal GM G Hieh School Housewife 
Maternal GF G BA Naw Admiral 
Paternal GM G BA Director of a childcare aeencv 
Paternal GF G MA Pullman Porter 
Maternal GM H Grade 8 Domestic 
Maternal GF H Grade4 Domestic/Custodian 
Paternal GM H Hinh School Domestic/Housewife 
Paternal GF H Hieh School Domestic 
Maternal GM I Hizh School Dietician 
Maternal GF I Hi•h School Not ven 
Paternal GM I Hiah School Homemaker 
Paternal GF I Collene Banker 
Maternal GM J Jr. Hi•h School Housewife 
Maternal GF J Jr. Hinh School �rated a ''!B!!: mill 
Paternal GM J Jr. Hieh School Housewife 
Paternal GF J Jr. High School Owned and operated a sugar 
mill 
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
Sixteen. Hinh School - extra curricular activities 
Code Activities Hi·b School 
A None listed 
B Sports, student government 
c Class officer zlee club vearbook 
D None- Focused on school. Graduated at 16 vears of eae 
E Histo .. , club 
F Student council, cheerleader, tennis 
G African-American His!Q!y Club 
H Oretorv band, plays, church 
I Student oovemment ne�r field hockev 
J Track 
Seventeen: Colleze Extra - Curricular Activities 
Code Activities - Coll • 
A None listed 
B Track and field. alumni council 
c None listed 
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D None- Focused on school. Graduated in 3 vears, 
E Worked full time while in colleze 
F Debate team. sororitv 
G None listed 
H Sorcritv drama club, church 
I Soreritv 
J Track and fie1d, vearbook. school newsoaeer 
Nineteen: Honorary dearees 
Code Deeree and Aw1rdimz Institution and Year of Award 
A De. Education (2000) Trinitv College 
B None 
c None 
D 2 Honorary Doctorates of Humane Letters: John Carroll University and 
Notre Dame College of Ohio 
E None . 
F None 
G None 
H None 
I None 
J None 
h Twent : Publis ed work 
Code Work and name of Publication(s) and dates iif availablel 
A None 
B Journal article - Coooerative Teachmrr. in the lnclustve Classroom 
c None 
D None 
E None 
F None 
G None 
H None 
I None 
J None 
ADDITIONAL PREPARATION AND BACKGROUND 
Twem -one. Work outside of education 
Code Tvue of work and loation of werkplaee 
A None 
B None 
c None 
D None 
E Social Investigator for both Derartments of'Hosnitals and Welfare 
F None 
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None 
None 
Tweer -two: Work outside the United States 
Code Work and Ceeetv 
A None 
B None 
c None 
D None 
E None 
F None 
G None 
H None , 
I None 
J None 
Tweo Three: Lan es 
Code Lan-u1oe s--ken Read Written 
A None 
B Sp., Ital., French Sp., Ital., French Spanish/French Spanish/French 
c None 
D �nish �nish Stanish Sm:1nish 
E S- Fr, Latin Sn. Fr. Latin So .. Fr. 
F Fr., Span, Fr. Sp, Russian French & Spanish 
Russian 
G None 
H None 
I s nish �ish Sruanish Soanish 
J Latin Latin 
Twenty-four: Countries traveled to outside United States (B - business, P - 
pleasure, M = mix} 
Countrv A B c D E F G H I J 
Canada p M p p p 
Mexico p p 
Bahamas p p p 
China M M 
India M 
Denmark M 
Enaland p p p p 
Portugal p 
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France p p p 
Ghana p 
ltalv p p M 
Jamaica p p 
Puerto R. p 
Aruba p p 
Nether la. p 
Jaean p 
Cuba M 
Gennanv p M M 
Israel p M M 
Eevnt p M M 
Spain p p M 
Marrakech p 
Ni0eria p 
Dakar - p 
Seneeal p 
Iceland M 
Bennuda B 
Venezuela p 
S. Africa M 
T fi P � . went � 1ve. ro ess,ona orzanrzatrons 
Code Professional or.Hnizations 
A AASA, ASCD, NABSE, nAK, RIF 
B AA.SA. Harvard Alwnni Council 
c AASA,NABSE,CMAC 
D AASA, ASCD. NABSE 
E AASA, NABSE, nKA (Fordham) PTA, NYC Assoc. of Sums. 
F AASA, ASCD, NABSE, nAK, Urban Superintendents in America, Danforth 
Forum. and manv more 
G NYS Council ofSupts, Nassau County Council ofSupts, Westchester- 
Putnam School Board.etc. 
H AASA ASCD, nAK. Kiwanis 
I ASCD,NABSE,NASSP 
J American Women in Education, CSA 
'rweerv sb:. Affiliations 
Affiliation A B c D E F G H I J 
Sororitv x None x x x None x x x 
Church x listed x x Listed x x x 
Publicly PBS PBS Cancer 
supported Society 
foundation 
Privately Plan- Urban 
supported ncd League, 
foundation Parent NAACP 
hood 
Business 
Gov't ora 
PATH TO THE SUPERINTENDENCY 
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Twentv-seven, T TV" ofleadershin trafninz 
T•= A B c D E F G H I J 
On iob x x x x x x x 
Semiwksh x x x x x x x x x 
institutes 
Fmld� x x x x x x, x x x x 
Mentor x x x x x x x x 
other 
Twentv-ei ht. Tau ht in nublic education 
Data A B c D E F G H I J 
'vesino\ Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Yrs of 13 . IO 4 1 1  I  JO 3 3 15 7 
ser sumr 
Grades K-8 4-7 Elem J-{; K-3 9-12 6-12 9-12 9-12 4-9 
Ur/sub/ru Urban Urban Urban Urban Urban Urban Urban Subur Urban Urban 
Twentv-nine. Taught in orivate education 
Data A B c D E F G H I J 
"'es/no\ Yes No No No No No No No No No 
Yrs of ser 2 
sumr 
Grades 9-12 
Ur/sub/ru Urban 
Thirtv. Tauaht at a Colic or Universi 
Data A B c D E F G H I J 
lvesfnol Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 
Yrs of 2 13 5 4 3 20 7 
ser 
Level Grad Grad Grad Grad Grad Undersrad Grad 
Course Ldrsho ldrshn ldrhs• ldrsho Ldrsh- En•lish Ldrsho 
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Thlrtv-cae. Prcsentlv teachinz at a colleae or universitv. vcs/nol 
Dat1 A B c D E F G H I J 
lv/nl No No No Yes Yes No No No No No 
Thirtv-two. Been a orincieal of mark an X in all that a ....... lvj 
Data A B c D E F G H I J 
K-2 Never x Never 
K-5 Served Served 
K-6 x x As x As x 
5-8 x A A 
6 - 8  Prin- Prin- 
7 & 8  cinal CiNil 
9 - 12 x x x x 
Kil - 12 x 
Other 
Tb� -three. Most recent nnsition in education orior to the suoerintend 
Code Position 
A Den� Suoerintendent for Curriculum and Instruction 
B Princinal 
c Assistant Suoerintendent for curriculum and Instruction 
D � Director of Curriculum and Programs 
E Deourv Superintendent 
F Secretarv of Education 
G Assistant Sunt. Punil Personnel 
H Deoutv Superintendent 
I Princiral 
J Principal 
Thirtv-fuur. Predecessor (male/female) 
Data A B c D E- F- G- H I J 
'""" 
Male Male Male Male Male Male Female Male Male Male 
Tbirtv-five. Wh · oredecessor left 
reuon A B c D E F G H I J 
Retired x x x 
Cne eror x 
Fired x x 
died 
other Quit New Another An- 
Gover- position other 
nance sition 
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Tbirtv six. Aoe at which vou assumed the su rin1endenc . 
Data A B c D E F G H I J 
(a2el 51 45 40 44 48 so 42 47 52 36 
de hth Thirtv-seveo. SteDS you took to reac c suoenmen nc 
Data A B c D E F G H I J 
Para/suo 
Teacher I I I I I I I 2 I I 
AP 4 2 3 2 2 
Princina1 3 5 2 3 2 4 3 3 
Dist Off 2&4 4 4 2 4 3 5 
BOEHll 2 3 5 5 
Other 3: 2: 3: 3: 6: I : 
AP Higher Dir. Dir. Gov't, Libra- 
I Ed. Curr 4: nan 
� . 
Supt. 6 5 5 7 4 6 4 4& 
6  
•  -Jlirtv-eit ht. Nature of I administrative ro c 
ata A B C  D E  F  G  H  I  I J  
AP  x  I  '  
Princinal x x 
Suoof Reading 
Ld tea of 
Ast. Suot x I x 
SED 
Deohead x 
Other Dir. Gui. Deputy 
Curr. Couns 
Thlrtv-nine. Most true: How vou made the decision to seek the superintendencv. 
Data A B c D E F G H I J 
inde/enco enco enco in den enco enco inden enco enco enco enco 
Fertv. Best describes how women in leadershin reaard vou (1 per column) 
Data A B c D E F G H I J 
(TC- col Take Adap Take 
-adan Col TC TC Char able Chara Collab Col Col Col 
PC-prag Prin Prin Prin Polit Prine Prin Prin Prin 
- ect sav Pree Cent Cent Praa Cent Sa= Cent Cent Cntr Cntr Wm-Co 
- lnditf War Cold War Wann Warm Wann Wann War War Warm 
m m m m 
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? be Fortv-onc. Did this chan e after you came suoerintendent. 
Data A B c D E F G H I J '•es/nol No Yes No Yes No No No No No Yes 
If chan� how so or t� now sec vou as . . . . . . . . .  
Data A B  C D  E  F  G  H  I  J  (TC- Take Take Tak Ada col - NIA charg Charg NIA NIA NIA NIA Chg pt adao 
I PC-prag Prin Polit Prin Pol -pol Cntr Savvy Cntr Sav sav 
Wm- 
Wann I Co- Warm Warm Col lnditT 
Fo ...... '·fwo. Do men rezard oudt crently than women? 
Data A B c D E F G H I J lves/nol No No No Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes 
If vcs, how do thev see vou as 
I nata A B f c  f�on E F G H I J I I (TC- col Coll ab Take Take Take Take ! 
I -adao I Cha roe Charae charoe cha e i 
! PC-prag 
I 
Prin Prin Polit Polit 
I 
Prin Prin 
r I j Cntrd Cntrd Savvy Savvy I cntrd cntrd 1-pol  '  I  '  I  Sa> ' Wm- i lnditT Warm I Co- 
i 
Wann Dpnds Wann Wann lnditT 
' 
SERVICE AS SUPERINTENDENT 
Fortv· Three. Is this vour first superintendencv? 
Dita A B c D E F G H I J '-es/no) No Yes No No No No No No Yes No 
If no, how many? 
I �  I �  I �  I  �  I  �  I  
Forty.four. In how man states have vou been a sueerintendent? 
Dita A B c D E F G H I J l#l 2 I 2 2 I 2 I I I 2 
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de ? . f h Forty-five. Did your school board sup you m vour bid or t e su nten ncv. 
Data A B c D E F G H I J 
(yes/no) I.Yes No I.Yes Yes I. Yes I. Yes I. Split 1Yes Yes Yes 
2.Ycs 2.Yes for 2.No 2. Yes 2. Yes Yes 
all 3. Yes 
Forty-six. How many years on this nost? 
; Data A B c D E F G H I I J i  I  (years) I 4 6 2 &1/2 3 2 I 5 2 I 4 ' 
I i 
Loneest time on anv �st? 
Data A B C  D  E  F  G  H  l  J  I  
lvearsl 2 4 7 2&1/2 3 7 4 5 2 4 
ith t di t? ff d fi F rt o ty-seven. rre rem wt m or wi OU IS . 
Dita A B c D E F G H I J I 
I in/out\ out out out out out out out out out in I 
Fcrtv-etzbr. Main exoectations of vou as a leader in this district. 
Ex-ta A B c D E F G H l J ' 
Raise scores x x , X  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  
Financial ' I i 
! x  I  improvement x x x x x x I ' 
Chge climate I x  I  I  Or  Reculture x x x x x x 
Clean house x x x 
Restructure x x x x I 
Maintain Sl, x x 
Acp Challen x x x x 
Know issues x x x x x x 
Get Alom:1: x x x ' 
Heal 
Wounds x x 
Unite I 
Communitv x x 
Be strong & 
Focus x 
Are these consistent with whom vou are and how vou nr. fer to lead? 
Dita A B c D E F G H I J 
lves/oo) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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Fortyaaiae. Did your perception of power change after assuming the 
. ndc ? 
SU nnte ·= 
Data A B c D E F G H I J 
lve,/nol No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes 
Fiff". Your vision. 
I Dat1 A B c D E F G H I J 
r Yr vision x x x x 
I oollabor x x x x x x 
Fifk-one. Whom do vnu feel vou have ,ou influenced this niLitt/last rr'! 
lod/oro A B c D E F G H I J 
Parents x x x x x x x x x 
Teachers x x x x x x x x x x 
Students x x x x x x x x 
Dist staff x x x x x x x x x 
Comm uni x x x x 
Centbd x x 
Schoolbd I X  x  x  x  x  x  
Other x 
d' d ha 
h Id. tri t• 
ha hadl . fl f< I 
Wh. h b  Ides ibe 
w· h h d 
r·r1v th I . ree, IC es en s your sc oo IS c . 
Cat,..c,ory A B c D E F G H I J 
I mill+ 
� x x x 
75.999 th 
uJb area x x x x 
Wi 7S mi 
Suburban x x x 
+75 mi 
rural 
I tv-twe. II w om o vou cc vou ve ess m uence t nvou esne 
lnd/2ro A B c D E F G H I J ' 
Parents ' None 
l Teachers Listed 
: Students x x x 
Dist staff 
Communi x x x 
Cent bd x 
· School bd x x x 
Other State 
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f 
Fl -four. Academic achievement ofvour students 
Jadicaton A B c D E F G B I J I 
Lev4 
90% 
Lev 3 
7S-89% 
Hi lev 2 
50-74 % x x x x 
lo lev 2 
26-49% x x x x 
Lev I 
25-% x x 
Fif'tv-five. Ethnici tv of vour district's students 
Ethaici"' A B c D [ F G I D  I  J  
Mixed x 
. 
x I 
Most AA x x x x x x x 
. Most Lat x 
Mx AA L  
•  Asian A 
' 
Nat Am 
Eur Am i I i i 
Other I 
i tv-six. Ethnici o · your district's staff 
Etbnicin.· A B c D E f G B I J I 
Mixed x x 
Most AA x x x x x x 
Most Lat 
' 
Mx AA L  
Asian A 
Nat Am 
Eur Am x x 
Other 
Fiftv"'9e'Vu. Which best describes vour district's SES? 
SES A B c D [ f G B I J 
200,000+ 
IOO- 199 
60 - 99  x 
30-59 x x x 
29 - x x x x x x 
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Fifty-eight Are there many high SES students in your district who do not attend 
nublic schools? 
Data A B c D E F G H I 
�o l  '•es/aol Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes 
Fifty-nine. Are you accepted by other members of your ethnic group, within your 
.. resent district? 
Data A B c D E F G H I J '·es/ool Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Sii:ty. Do other members of your gender within your present school district accept 
? vou. 
Data A B c D E F G H I J '··es/no' Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Six ..... ·-one. Are vou nleased with "our � resent relatiooshi with the school board? 
Data A B c D E F G H I J '"es/no\ Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes 
Sixrv-two. Do vou feel vou communicate more effectiveJv bv 
Shlle A B c D E F G H I J 
wnnne I 3 ' , 
Verbalizina x Tie I x x x 2 
Modeline Tie x 2 x x i I 
Six .... ·-three. Do vou usuallv eet better results bv 
Shi Jc A B c D E F G H I J 
Deleeanne Both Both 2 x x Depends 2 
Dir Su- x I x x I 
Silty-four. Were you pleased with the overall quality of the staff members you 
inherited at the district level? 
Data A B c D E F G H I J lues/ool No No No No No No No No No No 
If not, were vou able to renlace them to our satisfaction? 
Data A B c D E F G H I J 
'"eslool Yes Yes Yes Yes Some Yes Yes No Yes Yes 
Were "OU leased with the staff at the school level? 
Data A B c D E F G H I J 
(yes/ao) No No Yes No Some Yes Yes No No Some 
response 
Jfnot, were vou able to reolace them? 
Data A B c D E F G H I J 
'·es/nol . Yes No Yes Some Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
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SiJ:"'-five. After serve as superintendent, do vou plan to 
Data A B c D E F G H I J 
Retire x 3 x x 
Newedu 
position x x I x x x 
Another 2 x 
career 
Id h th If YOU anano er 1VlSJt1on or career, w at wou vou u e n to 
Code New career 
A Undecided 
B Princinal 
c Undecided 
D Undecided 
E World citizen- Travel 
F Work in orivate industrv 
. 
! G  Umversitv level work 
! H  Private industrv 
i i  Undecided 
i J  Relax, Travel 
Appendix B 
1. Interview Questions 
2. Juxtaposed Responses 
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Appendix B 
Females of Color Who Have Served II Superintendents: Their Journeys to the 
Superintendency and Perceptions of the Office 
Questions to be asked during the intcnriew 
The intenriew will be tape-recorded for 1ccur1cy and the script will be entered 
verbatim into the dissertation. You will be given I copy of the transcript for 
clarification and revision prior to publication. At that time you may clarify 
answers or correct responses that do not give your intended meaning. You have 
the final say on the accuracy of the transcripts; they will not be published 
without your 1pproval. You may elect to give some of tbese responses in writing 
for the sake of clarity. At the interview please prgvidc curriculum vitae and a list of 
all honors and awards you have received both :ostrsonally and professionally, You 
may include any other printed material written by yourself or written about you that 
would help the reader come to know you as a person." 
1. What was the first experience that you recall which caused you to be aware of the 
superintendency as a possible career choice for yourself? 
2. When and why did you decide to pursue the superintendency? 
3. Why did you apply for this panicular superintendency? 
4. Please describe the nature of your responsibilities as superintendent. 
5. How would you describe your leadership style? Does it serve you well? 
6. Aie there other dimensions of leadership you would like to incorporate into your 
present style? Are there factors that make it difficult to do this? If so, what are they? 
7. What personal sacrifice(s) have you had to make to attain the superintendency? 
8. How do you feel that you are first perceived, a female or a superintendent? Can 
you give any examples of how this is demonstrated? 
9. How do you feel you arc first perceived, a member of an ethnic group or a 
superintendent? Can you give any examples of how this is demonstrated? 
10. Academic achievement is a top priority. Do you feel that one can best influence 
the outcomes by establishing a plan of action for your district or inspiring principals 
to take responsibility for their unique constituents? Do politics or other external 
forces allow you to act in your preferred manner? Explain. 
11 .  What issue(s) or incident(s) tested you as a leader? How did you respond? 
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12. What is the most difficult professional or political decision you have had to 
make in the execution of your superintendency? 
J3. What has been the most difficult thing for you, personally, as a result of your 
being superintendent? 
14. What has your private life been like since assuming your role as superintendent? 
15. What is the most significant thing you have done as superintendent? Is there 
another accomplishment of which you are equally proud? 
16. Do you feel that the expectations of you are the same as they would be for a male 
or a member of the White race? Please explain. 
17. Do you believe there are unique characteristics that a female of color who is 
superintendent brings to the office that are differei:tt than a male of color who is 
superintendent? What do you think they are? 
18. Are there special techniques or strategics you have developed to make you more 
effective in your role as superintendent? What are they and how has each made you 
more effective? 
19. It is said that no one is entirely responsible for his or her own success - that we 
are all in effect "standing on the shoulders of giants." On whose shoulders do you 
stand? 
20. Do you have a personal credo or philosophy that guides your work as an 
educational leader? If so, please elaborate. 
21. If you had it to do all over again, would you seek the superintendency? Please 
explain your answer. 
22. What are two attributes that you believe others would accord you? 
23. Who are your critics? What are they saying? How do you respond? 
24. How would you like to be remembered? 
25. Please feel free to add any further comments that you feel would be relevant in a 
study of this nature. 
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ANALYSIS OF INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
One. What was the first experience that you recall which led you to be aware of the 
���s�u intenden as a ible career choica for ourself? 
A Encouraged by supervisor to go for practice interviews in case she later desired the 
ition 
B Re lar interactions with su rintendents while she served as a ·nci I 
C Left in charge with no for contact number for the superintendent, who went on 
vacation 
D Encouraged by an educational leader and also knew a female superintendent of 
color whom she admired and desired to emulate 
E Su her su rintcndent and idcd towards the oa1 
G Served as ad to a white male, mentorin ·s 'ntendent 
H Asked to a I when her su rintendent left for anoth"er==.n�o-n _ 
I Was told by a supervisor that she had the potential to reach the superintendency 
while servin as an assistant lnci I 
J Exposed to the highest business offices while participating in the Ford foundation 
m 
Two. When and whv did vou decide to oursue the su ...... rintendencv? 
When Whv 
A Received 2 invitations to annlv Was serving effectivelv as a ceeurv 
B Conceived idea durino: doctoral studies Wanted to restructure how children learn 
C Upon return of the vacationing Knew she could do it and do it well 
superintendent. who left no 
number 
D Asked by a high ranking official in the Like the idea of Nation Building 
ci ..... 
E Servino as deoutv superintendent The s··-rintendent died 
F Shortly after becoming an IA Desired the responsibility 
SU rintendent 
G Was a roached Boss CDCO""""'Cd her 
H Was in no rush to become a Was asked to apply 
su ..... rintendent 
I Sueaested bv a his!!. official Believed she could do it 
J Never decided to pursue the Was asked 
su ..... rintcndencv 
Three. Why did you apply for this particular superintendency? (The final/present 
sition 
A Felt it might be time to leave the former job and was asked to apply for the latest 
sition 
B Felt com ent and read some time after com letin doctoral studies 
C Desired a more diverse district 
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D Was asked to take the sition b the Ma or 
G Closer to home and in c with the values of the school board and the communi 
H While serving as a superintendent elsewhere, was asked to apply for this 
·nt 
J 
Four. Please describe the nature ofvour res""'nsibilities as superintendent. 
A Instructional leader who -rovidcs the infrastructure to SUNV\rt the schools 
B To s�rt the work that�Is do in "ettino children to achieve 
c To accept the full responsibility for the organization and effectiveness of the 
district 
D Bring all the energy of all the people in the community together as we keep the 
teachinz learnina and education at the center of the ent se 
E Increase academic achievement, achieve and maintain fiscal balance clean house 
F Handle all esoects of a billion doUar operation 
G Academic achievement fiscal conservation heal wounds 
H CEO of all school related functions, accountable to the community, civic 
resoonsibiiities 
I To resolve all oroblematic situations for the district 
I J  Academic. fiscal, oreanizational management and to work with the school board 
Five. How would vou describe vour leadershio stvle? Does it serve vou well? 
Describe stvle Yes No 
A Collaborative clear direct x 
B Collaborative. toueh when necessary, impanent, nurtures talent x 
C Collaborative, oten door x 
D Faith-based, collaborative x 
E Ooen door. democratic. fair x 
F Assertive, but collaborative when oossible x 
G Collaborator x 
H Faith-based, collaborative x 
I Collaborative x 
J Role model. zets hands dirtv eet direetlv involved x 
Six. Are there other dimensions of leadership you would like to incorporate into your 
nresent s ... ·le? Are there factors that make it difficult? 
Other dimensions vou would like to add Facton that make it difr1eult 
A Deal more comfonablv with oolitics Instruction is her love and focus 
B Sensitivity to others when Impatient with incompetence 
--:mandin"' 
c Not addressed 
D No I do not com ... romise what l do now. I 
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![ve all. 
E More commun� outreach Time 
F Allow others more say in decision Time and problems with the board 
makino 
G Not reallv 
H None that I can think of 
I Not reallv 
J Meet with more people to resolve AU panics were not ready to sit with 
conflicts each other 
. h ha did Wh Seven. at ocrsonal sacrifices t you ve to make to attam t e sunerintendencv? 
A Time for mv family, myself. my health 
B Time for family, esteciallv my youngest son 
c Time. There is no nersonal life or shields from the demands for your presence 
D My family 
E No time to complete dissertation nor for family aud lV!J'V)nal activities 
F No time for much nersonal life 
G No...,8!"!at sacrifice; decided first not to have a )aroc familv 
H Time with and for mv familv 
I Time 
J Time 
Eight. How do you feel you are first perceived, a female or a superintendent? Will 
I fh hi . d ed? vou etve examo es o OWi SIS  emonstrat 
First Perceived As 
Female Suot Examnles of how this is demonstrated 
A x Durina contract negotiations. offered less than many male 
B x Has never seen her name in nrint with reference to her sender 
c Not sure 
D x Must dress and behave with unusual restraint to be accorded 
credibili 
E x Others reactions to her, different expectations than of men 
F x Financiallv under com ed, conversations with her 
G x Constantly asked if she was a presenter at a superintendents' 
conference 
H x Feels that she is treated as any superintendent would be 
treated 
I x Asked to do things a man would not be asked to do 
J Neither. Feels that she is� simolv as "1!J!P.hv." 
Nine. How do you feel you arc first perceived, a member of an ethnic group or 
su rintendent? Please ive exam Jes of how this is demonstrated? 
Fint Perceived As 
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B x Has never seen her name in nrint with rcurd to her ethnicitv 
c It is more situational than aosolute 
D x Comments made about how well you seeak 
E x Comments: I'm amazed tht.tyou ... or You SoeaK so weU 
F x Ethnicitv is alwavs mentionM in the mess 
G x Ethnicitv is alwavs mentiored in the mess 
H x Feels that this is not an issue in her communitv 
l x Attitudes of oeoole with whom she sDCaKS 
J x References are often made to ethnicitv 
Ten. Academic achievement is a top priority. Do you feel one can best influence the 
outcome by establishing a plan of action for your district or inspiring principals to 
take responsibility for their unique constituents? Do external forces aJJow you to act 
in vour preferred manner? If so, what are thev? 
Estob Inspire External 
action prinei- lnterfer . 
olao ls Yes No External forces tUt interfere or Comments 
A situ Ationa1 x 
B x x We allow principals to use the plan to build on what 
th have 
C situ ational . Decisions must be made il loballv 
D X  None are allowed to interfere. The mission is the 
mission. 
E situ ational x The School Board 
F situ ational x The School Board 
G situ ational 
H situ Ational x The team functions wen 
I x x It is necessarv to make ue for the huee deficits 
J situ ational x There exists a sanctioned order of business that is not 
about academics 
d' lead () H d.d ted El even. a issue or IDCI ent tes rvou es a e .  ow 1 1 vou resnon 
Issue/Incident Your resnnase 
A All that takes the focus off academics s�i.:: with the na.rties concerned 
B Racial issues in the district Created a situation where all groups 
could come teeether and succeed 
c Came to a district where factions Established leadership by delegating and 
other than the supt. held all of the negotiating 
cower 
D Contract negotiations Built relationships one at a time with 
calmness and a child-centered focus 
E School Board confrontations Little if anv reaction· stav on task 
F The Board used students a political Did what was right for students in spite 
collateral of this 
G Blow un balloons for a nnlitical mrtv Refused+verv graciouslv 
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H Pullins a fragmented district toeether Belief in �le· understanding the issues 
l Incident of violence in a school Learned bow to handle negative publicity 
buildtna and politics 
J Having to put politics before If l could work with the system, I did; 
educational issues but sometimes I had to nav the mice. 
Twelve. What is the most difficult professional or political decision you had to make 
as su intendent? 
B Breakin u corru litical racticcs 
����=.-����.,,---,.,-,----,���� 
C Keeping the board at bay while we gather necessary information to make 
informed decisions about what we would li)J.e to sent them with 
D Who sits in which seat and politically explosive situations; once a school building 
pania11y collapsed. How do you explain no1 knowing that the building was in 
such bad sha ? 
E Standing alone against the city and powerful community members who desired a 
discriminato situation to exist knowin I wOuld lose m iob as a result. 
F Implementing a program for which there were no appropriations; I had to find the 
G 
H 
Deciding what seat people sit in because of past political corruption and truly 
holdin o le accountable who have been used to the status uo 
1 Having to fulfill deals that were not in the interest of quality education but were 
made b the leaders of the s stem 
What has been the most difficult thing for you personally as a result of 
d ? 
Thirteen. 
be mo sueennten ent. 
A Leaving my first superintendency, but felt that it may need someone new to take it 
further 
B Balancing the role of su rintendent, wife and mother 
c Heloino the new board 2.et a vision 
D Havina to 20 to a child's funeral 
E No time for family or personal activities. Having my salary cut in half for doing 
"the riaht thine." 
F Havina a board with lovaltv to their constituents and not the students' welfare 
G Havine to discharze a black female deputv who would not rise to the challene:e 
H Maninnlatimz time to be e�ere at once 
I No personal time for mv husband 
J Being asked to support political deals that were illegal and paying a price for not 
a�ino 
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Fourteen. What has your private life been like since assuming the role of 
su .... rintendent? 
A Thero is no_ptivate life. 
B Trvinz but at least I can include mv familv in manv of the thines I do. 
C No ESOnal life whatsoever. 
D Wha(J!ivate life? Even what is social is business. 
E Nonexistent. There were many social functions, but they were all business 
related. 
F Nonexistent; I am lu�nd a brief amount of time with mv husband 
G No time for almost anvone excent husband and da�ter 
H Ven, busv- familv has to attend work-related events with me; the" eniov it. 
[ There is no private life but I manai to make time for mv dauzhters, 
J There is no time for an.J'!!!inn but the iob. 
Fifteen. What is the most si ificant thin ou have done as su rintendent? 
C Bro t district u to date technol ·�ca"'l"!I '-�------------, 
D For e coalitions where none existed iousl 
==""'--�c-�c-�����---1 E Met the District's goals: increased achievement and attendance, established a 
I fiscally sound system, won a million dollar grant while successfully 
chal1en in the le itimac of the some of its ex tions. 
F Raise the scores, make the district technologically savvy, improved transport and 
facilities 
I Stabilize leadership; as a principal taking a school from the bottom to a 
table sition 
Sixteen. Do you feel the expectations of you are the same as for a male or member of 
the White race? 
Ex--tions 
Same Diff Exnlain 
A x You are expected to be Superwoman, but you can't be too strong or 
vou'II offend. 
B Does not see life this wav. 
c Black and White eecele react diffetentlv to me. 
D x People are sop amazed to find a female, and even more a female of 
color, at the helm of such a large financial institution that it is written 
on their faces; it is embedded in the conversations they have with you 
that are different form the conversations thev have with others. 
E x Tone of voice is different when speaking to her; motherly 
expectations of her 
F x You are auestioned more and have to win trust even after beinz 
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'!El'!!inted 
G x x Same for the outcomes - different for lcadcrshin stvle 
H x Th_must are. 
I x Put in Ion� hours and must produce more to be accented. 
J x You are evaluated differently and no allowances are made for 
females. 
Seventeen. Do you feel that a female of color brings unique characteristics to the 
office of superintendent that arc different from a male of color? If so, what do you 
think thev are? 
Same Diff If as-ts are different how so? 
A x Nurfurina the female sense ofself--estecm is different 
B x Females are nonnallv socialized differentlv 
c Not sure 
D Not addressed 
. E  x  Softer; identification as a mother . 
F x Nurturine motherlv 
G x Reflecting if this is what rd want for mv child Listening more. 
H x Expected to brinz more skill, kinder. ucntlcr 
I x Our natural role is expected (Nurturer) 
J x Women have more of a challenze beme accented as leaders 
Eighteen. Are there special techniques or strategies you have developed to make you 
more effective in your role as superintendent? What are they and how have they 
made vou more effective? 
Strateev How bas it made vou more effective 
' A Retreat to a spiritual place or to Give the necessary strength 
people who love me for 
reenerzizina 
B Developed a system of record Can access ac.curate information quickly 
keeping and way to track 
the staff's communications 
c find the right person for the job The business runs more efficiently 
D Begin by identifying common Gets people involved. Shows leadership. 
ground issues. Also have a 
clear mental model of what 
vour outcomes should be. 
E Listen, try to remain calm, put Understand the situation better, once kept her 
yourself in the other from physical hann 
eersoe' s shoes 
F Develop people, delegate, hire You get the benefit of the thinking of bright 
bright people, have a professionals; you get many more ideas 
diverse staff, time 
rnanaaement 
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G Ask the "best thinker" Others feel rewarded and more comfortable 
and you act more ideas than iust vour own 
H Call upon knowledge gained in Each area gave me a different set of skills 
all the roles served prior to 
the surerintendencv 
I Do paperwork at home. Travel Gives time for attending functions associated 
with a Palm Pilot and a tape with the office 
recorder 
J Hire people who are bright and Presentations are more accurate and polished 
skilled 
Nineteen. It is said that no one is entirely responsible for his or her own success - 
that we are all, in effect, standing on the shoulders of giants. On whose shoulders do 
vou stand? 
A Familv, church, teachers 
B Family, Fonner principal. fonner boss . 
c Grandmother, parents, 7�· ornt1e ,midance counselor, ........ duate school teacher 
D Parents, family, God, a well known spiritual and revolutionary leader, coworkers, 
ernolovees fonner sutervisors �t writers 
E Family, a well-known leader, and other education leaders who served as 
mentors 
F Other educational leaders who served as mentors, familv 
G Grandmother and other educational mentors 
H Faith, familv, friends and relatives 
I Mother, aunts, aodmoiher 
J Farnilv, God, hiah school nrincinal, I st sunerintendent for whom she worked 
Twenty. Do you have a personal credo or philosophy that guides your work as an 
educational leader? 
A Excellence without excuses. 
B A Chinese proverb about knowing with whom you work and helping them to be 
their best selves. 
c Evervthina I touched erew, 
D Everv kid has a genius, our iob is to find the zenius. 
E Simnlv ask if this is something that will benefit kids 
F Think of the children as vour own when makme decisions 
G Teach kids to nlav the hand thev are dealt with the most stratezv. 
H Believing in people; knowing that children are very bright and can do what we 
CXnPCt 
I Excellence exoected: no excuses accepted, 
J Ifl can heln somebodv as I n1111.s this wav, then mv livino wiJI not be in vain. 
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Twenty-one. If you had it to do over. would you seek the superintendency? Please 
I . 
exnlam. 
Yes No E1nl1ia 
A X  I  believe that I am makina a difference. 
B Not sure· there is not eno� direct contact with children. 
c Don't know; "OU arc often criticized ind rarely complimented. 
D De�n whether I can be true to the work; I will not compromise. 
E Not sure. Has low enc� now. Loved it when she was enere:etic. 
F Love the work 
x 
G X  Love the work 
H X  Love the work 
I Not sure. 
J x Always wanted to be a teacher and the superintendent is the highest 
tcachino iob. 
Twentv-two. What are two attributes that ou believe others would accord vou? 
A Visionarv Collaborative 
B Blatant Passiomte 
c Wann Fair 
D Driven Consistentlv fair 
' 
E Fair Perseverina 
F Tenacirv Visionanr 
G Detennined Persistent 
H Fair Honest I 
I JnteJJiPCDt Eloquent 
J Smart Effective 
Tweatv-three. Who are your critics? What are thev savimr? 
Your critics Thev .. vlam 
A Varies with the issue Stubbom Don't listen 
B People who want to give away what Out of control, Dangerous 
ri !fully belongs to the children 
c Some community activists Focus more on violence prevention than 
on academics 
D Those who have been terminated Controlling; I have unreasonably high 
ex lions 
E Those who sbe fired and the old guard Need a man as superintendent to give 
Black boys a role model; she came in the 
back door and was only a teacher for a 
second 
F The board I do not ask their permission to do 
cvcrvthing 
G Administrators I have fired Want change too quickly; will not respect 
the old stem that was a1rcadv in olace 
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H Varies wit the issue Fair. honest, gracious (even the critics 
say this) 
I School board/Parents Tooumirv 
J Jealous individuals Snobbi•• Standoffish 
k be be Twen -four. How would you Ii e to rcmem n,d? 
A That I made a difference 
B As someone who touched the lives of children in a humble, eentle way 
c As a s�rintendent who made a difference for evervone- adults and children 
D I was a stand-in for God and I fulfilled my charaes, 
E As an improver of the human condition, who sought exce11ence in education for 
all 
F As a tenacious visio� leader 
G As someone who stuck to her orinciples and did the best thing for children 
H As someone who made a difference for children 
I As a person who cared about kids and made a difference 
J As a teacher 
Twenty-five. Are there any comments you would like to add that arc relevant to this 
udv? st a . 
A Females should 20 for it and find mentors carlv in the�me 
B None 
c Never be so narrow in your thoughts that you only apply to serve with your own 
ethnicity; include other demoomnhics in vour vision. 
D None 
E None 
F None 
G None 
H Females should give themselves the opportunity to learn and grow. Enjoy the 
science and the art will come. 
I None 
J None 
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APPENDIXC 
CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF SIGNIFICANT LEGISLATION AFFECTING 
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES 
1820 The Missouri Compromise - limited the expansion of slavery above the latitude 
36° 33'N, after admitting Missouri as a slave state and Maine as a free state 
1856 (January I) Thirteenth Amendment- abolishing slavery 
1856 Dred Scott Decision - ruled that Scott did not have the constitutional right to 
sue as a citizen, that Africans and their descendents were found to be 
ineligible for citizenship in the United States as the framers of the Constitution 
had not viewed Africans as citizens. but mere property 
I 862 Morrill Act - provided that no state while in a condition of rebellion or 
insurrection against the government of the United States shall be entitled to 
the benefit of public lands donated to be used as colleges of agriculture and 
mechanics arts provided by this Act 
1866 (April 9) First Civil Rights Act - to protect all persons in the United States in 
their civil rights and furnish means of vindication if violated 
1866 (June 13) Fourteenth Amendment - guaranteed privileges and immunity of 
citizenship, due process and equal protection 
J 867 (March 2) An Act to provide for more efficient Government of Rebel States 
(First Reconstruction Act)- outlined the terms under which southern states 
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might reenter the union. One of those terms required drafting a new 
constitution with voting rights for all 
1867 (March 23) A supplemental act to •• An Act to provide for more efficient 
Government of Rebel States" (Second Reconstruction Act)- prohibited 
insurrection or rebellion against the United States, particularly by participating 
in acts tantamount to those of the Civil War 
1867 (July 19) A supplemental act to "An Act to provide more efficient Government 
of Rebel States" (Third Reconstruction Act)- subjected those states to the 
military commanders of their respective districts and to Congress 
1869 Fifteenth Amendment - proclaimed the right of all citizens to vote and to outlaw 
discrimination on the basis of race, color or previous condition of servitude 
I 871 Act to Enforce the Fourteenth Amendment - to assure legal redress for 
deprivation of rights 
1871 Act to Enforce the Fifteenth Amendment- to protect the voting rights of all 
citizens without distinction of race color or condition of previous servitude 
J 875 (March I) Second Civil Rights Act- to protect all citizens in their civil and 
legal rights 
1878 Hall v. DeCuir - ruled that states could not outlaw segregation on common 
carriers such as streetcars and railroads 
1896 Plessy v. Ferguson- upheld the 'separate but equal doctrine' in public 
establishments and on public conveyances 
1954 Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka- struck down the constitutionality of 
segregation in public schools 
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1964 Third Civil Rights Act - enforced the constitutional right to vote. conferred 
jurisdiction upon the district courts of the United States to provide injunctive 
relief against discrimination in public accommodations, authorized the 
Attorney General to institute suits to protect constitutional rights in public 
facilities and public education, extended the Commission on Civil Rights, 
prevented discrimination in federally assisted programs, established a 
Commission on Equal Employment Opponunity. 
1965 Second Voting Rights Act- struck down requirements such as literacy and 
knowledge tests and poll tax payments, aod provided for federal registrars to 
register voters should states refuse to do so. 
1972 Title IX [of the Education Amendments of 1972] - the federal statute 
prohibiting sex discrimination in education for any program or activity 
receiving federal financial assistance. It prohibits discrimination on the basis 
of sex in education programs or activities, appointment of employees, 
employment pay and benefits, and more. 
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Letter of Schcitanon 
Date, 2001 
Superintendent's Name 
Superiotendcru:y 
Address 
City, State, Zip 
Dear Superintendent: 
My name is Paula L. Collins. As a doctoral candidate at Seton Hall University, I am researching 
females of color who have served or are presently. serving at the level of superintendent in 
American public education, for my dissertation. With only S percent of all superintendents 
being females of color, there is limited documentation about the routes they have taken to the 
offict, their methods of exercising power as represented by the office of superintendent and their 
pen:eptions of the office, after having been installed. My research will provide detailed 
infonnation on 6 females of color who have served or are serving as an American pub I ic school 
superintendent. 
You have been identified as an individual who is worthy of study by a committee of educational 
administrators who are assisting me in making a relevant contribution to the limited body of 
literature on females, and particularly females of color, in the position of superintendent. I am 
requesting Iha! you participate in this very worthy study. 
Should you agree, you would be asked to fill out an in-depth questionnaire (65 questions of 
which approximately one fourth are demogniphic and 97 percent of which can be checked) 
which chronicles your route to the superinlendency, ascertains your feelings about the office and 
your use of the power of the superintendency. This process will take approximately one hour. 
You would also be asked to grant the researcher an interview. at a time and place of your 
choosing, which would last approximately 2 hours. The 24 interview questions would be sent 
along with the self-administered questionnaire to allow you time to reflect upon them and to 
provide the most insightful answers possible. Participation is voluntary; all answers would be 
confidential and you would be free to withdraw without prejudice at any time. 
There are time frames for submitting the information, however there is room for some Oexibility. 
It is preferred that the questionnaire is completed within 3 weeks of receipt and the interview be 
conducted during the month of August. A stamped, self-addressed return envelope would be 
provided for your convenience. If you accept, an interview date will be set immediately to allow 
the interviewer to get the best possible price on an IUrplane ticket and a hotel room, where 
necessary. I desire to have completed all interviews by early September 2001, at the latest. The 
interviews will be transcribed and returned to you for final approval not later than November 
2001. 
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I would appreciate your assistance and hope to hear from you within the next two weeks. I 
wou1d be pleased to answer any questions you may have about the study and the use of 
infonnation. I can be reached as indicated at the base of this letter. Please know that if any 
question brings up feelings of upset or anxiety, you are free to decline to answer that question 
without prejudice on the questionnaire and during the interview. You will not be personally 
identified as having declined. 
This project has been reviewed and approved by Seton Hall University's Institutional Review 
Board for Human Subjects Research. This Board believes that the research procedures 
adequately safeguard the subject's privacy, welfare, civil liberties and rights. The Chairperson of 
the !RB may be reached through the Office of Grants and Research Services. The telephone 
number of the office is (973) 275-2974. 
Sincerely, 
Paula L. Collins, Doctoral Candidate 
Seton Hall University- Department of Educational Administration and Supervision 
South Orange, New Jersey 07079-2641 
Phone: 212 873-6512 Fax: 212 787-6535 E-mail: collinpa@shu.edu 
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Letter of Invitation and Thanks 
Superintendent 
Place of Business 
Address 
City, State and Zip 
Thank you for responding and agreeing to participate in the dissertation research I am conducting 
on Females of Color Who Have Served or Aic Serving as Superintendents: Their Journeys to the 
Superintendency and Their Perceptions of the Office. I am very interested in reading your 
responses to the questions and excited about meeting you and having an in-depth discussion at 
the time of the interview. 
You have agreed to till out an in-depth questionnaire (65 questions of which approximately one 
fourth are demographic and 97 percent of which can be checked) which chronicles your route to 
the superintendency, ascertains your feelings about the office and your use of the power of the 
superintendency. This process will take approximately an hour. Please try to return the 
questionnaire before July 16, 2001. You have also agreed to grant the researcher an interview, at 
a time and place of your choosing, which would last approximately 2 hours. The 24 interview 
questions are included with the self-administered questionnaire to allow you time to reflect upon 
them and to provide the most insightful answers possible. You need not return these. 
Participation is voluntary; all answers are confidential and you are free to withdraw without 
prejudice at any time. 
Thank you for indicating your preferred interview time and place on the response card. I desire 
to have completed all interviews by early September 2001. The interviews will be transcribed 
and returned to you for final approval not later than November 2001. Remember that if any 
question brings up feelings of upset or anxiety, you are free to decline to answer it without 
prejudice. The questionnaire. interview questions, a copy of the lnfonned Consent Fonn, and a 
return envelope for the response card and questionnaire are enclosed. 
This project has been reviewed and approved by Seton Hall University's Institutional Review 
Board for Hwnan Subjects Research. This Board believes that the research procedures 
adequately safeguard the subject's privacy, welfare, civil liberties and rights. The Chairperson of 
the lRB may be reached through the Office of Grants and Research Services. The telephone 
number of the office is (973) 275-2974. 
Sincerely, 
Paula L. Collins, Doctoral Candidate 
Seton Hall University-Department of Educational Administration and Supervision 
South Orange, New Jersey 
Phone: 212 873-6512 
Enclosures: 4 
Fax: 212 787-6535 E-mail: collinpa@shu.edu 
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Informed Consent Form 
RE: Participation in doctoral study of females of color who are superintendents 
Superintendent 
Superintendency 
Address 
City, State and Zip 
I, the undersigned, do hereby acknowledge that I will participate in a study about females of 
color who have served or are serving at the level of superintendent. This research is being 
conducted by Paula L. Collins, a doctoral candidate at Seton Hall University. I have agreed to 
answer an in-depth questionnaire and to grant the rese,archer an interview which may last 
approximately 2 hours. I understand that the infonnatiOn I provide will add to the limited 
literature about females of color who have served as an American public school superintendent. 
I understand that the questiormaire responses and the information.taped with my permission will 
be presented in a manner that is not traceable to indi.vidual respondents, that my participation rs 
voluntary and that I may withdraw without prejudice at any time. 
This project has been reviewed and approved by Seton Hall University's Institutional Review 
Board for Human Subjects Research. This Board believes that the research procedures 
adequately safeguard the subject's privacy, welfare, civil liberties and rights. The Chairperson of 
the IRB may be reached through the Office of Grants and Research Services. The telephone 
number of the office is (973) 275-2974. 
I have read the infonnation above and any questions I asked have been answered to my 
satisfaction. I agree to participate in this activity ofmy own free will. My signature on this form 
indicates my willingness to have my responses published in the doctoral dissertation of Paula L. 
Collins on Females of Color Who Have Served as Supermtendent. 
Subject 
Phone: 212 873-6512 Fax: 212 787-6535 
Date 
E-mail: collinpa@shu.edu 
